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Abstract

A mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is a wireless network that uses multi-hop peer-

to-peer routing instead of static network infrastructure to provide network connectivity.

MANETs have applications in rapidly deployed and dynamic military and civilian sys-

tems. The network topology in a MANET usually changes with time. Therefore, there are

new challenges for routing protocols in MANETs since traditional routing protocols may

not be suitable for MANETs. For example, some assumptions used by these protocols are

not valid in MANETs or some protocols cannot efficiently handle topology changes.

Researchers are designing new MANET routing protocols and comparing and im-

proving existing MANET routing protocols before any routing protocols are standard-

ized using simulations. However, the simulation results from different research groups

are not consistent with each other. This is because of a lack of consistency in MANET

routing protocol models and application environments, including networking and user

traffic profiles. Therefore, the simulation scenarios are not equitable for all protocols and

conclusions cannot be generalized. Furthermore, it is difficult for one to choose a proper

routing protocol for a given MANET application.

According to the aforementioned issues, my Ph.D. research focuses on MANET

routing protocols. Specifically, my contributions include the characterization of differ-



ent routing protocols using a novel systematic relay node set (RNS) framework, design

of a new routing protocol for MANETs, a study of node mobility, including a quanti-

tative study of link lifetime in a MANET and an adaptive interval scheme based on

a novel neighbor stability criterion, improvements of a widely-used network simulator

and corresponding protocol implementations, design and development of a novel emu-

lation test bed, evaluation of MANET routing protocols through simulations, verification

of our routing protocol using emulation, and development of guidelines for one to choose

proper MANET routing protocols for particular MANET applications.

Our study shows that reactive protocols do not always have low control overhead,

as people tend to think. The control overhead for reactive protocols is more sensitive

to the traffic load, in terms of the number of traffic flows, and mobility, in terms of link

connectivity change rates, than other protocols. Therefore, reactive protocols may only

be suitable for MANETs with small number of traffic loads and small link connectivity

change rates. We also demonstrated that it is feasible to maintain full network topology

in a MANET with low control overhead. This dissertation summarizes all the aforemen-

tioned methodologies and corresponding applications we developed concerning MANET

routing protocols.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Today’s Internet has been developed for more than forty years. Recently many network

researchers are studying networks based on new communication techniques, especially

wireless communications. Wireless networks allow hosts to roam without the constraints

of wired connections. People can deploy a wireless network easily and quickly. End

users can move around while staying connected to the network. Wireless networks play

an important role in both military and civilian systems. Handheld personal computer

connectivity, notebook computer connectivity, vehicle and ship networks, and rapidly-

deployed emergency networks are all applications of this kind of network.

Hosts and routers in a wireless network can move around. Therefore, the network

topology can be dynamic and unpredictable. Traditional routing protocols used for wired

networks cannot be directly applied to most wireless networks because some common as-

sumptions are not valid in this kind of dynamic network. For example, one assumption

is that a node can receive any broadcast message sent by others in the same subnet. How-

ever, this may not be true for nodes in a wireless mobile network. The bandwidth in this

kind of network is usually limited. Thus, this network model introduces great challenges

for routing protocols.
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Many mobile ad hoc network (MANET) routing protocols have been proposed.

Past work focused on designing new protocols, comparing existing protocols, or improv-

ing protocols before standard MANET routing protocols are defined. Most research in

this field is based on simulation studies of the routing protocols of interest in arbitrary

networks with certain traffic profiles. However, the simulation results from different re-

search groups are not consistent. This is because of the lack of consistency in MANET

routing protocol models and application environments including networking and user

traffic profiles. Therefore, simulation scenarios used in past studies are not fair for all

protocols and their conclusions cannot be generalized. Furthermore, it is difficult for one

to choose a proper routing protocol for a given MANET application.

The aforementioned problems can be aided by a framework that characterizes

MANET routing protocols. However, there has been little research on this kind of frame-

work. To our knowledge, we were the first to propose such a framework for MANET

routing protocols based on the concept of a relay node set (RNS) [1]. The framework pro-

vides a new view of MANET routing protocols and highlights relations among properties

of the protocols. It facilitates the design, comparison, and improvement of MANET rout-

ing protocols. It also identifies factors that affect the operations of routing protocols and

can be used to guide the design of controllable MANET simulation models.

MANET applications usually have bandwidth and, often, power constraints. There-

fore, overhead is an important issue for routing protocols in MANETs. Recent research

has focused on simulation studies to investigate and improve routing protocols with re-

spect to control overhead. To aid the systematic design and improvement of routing pro-

tocols, we used the RNS framework to develop an analytical model for control overhead

of MANET routing protocols. Aided by this analytical model, we designed a new rout-

ing protocol using the concept of a connected dominating set (CDS). This new routing

protocol has low control overhead and illustrates the utility of the framework. A pro-

totype Linux implementation has been developed to verify this protocol. A simulation

implementation of this protocol, using ns2, is also available.
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According to the analytical model drawn from the framework, node mobility is

one of the most important MANET characteristics. We defined a relative node mobil-

ity model to study the relation between node mobility and link duration in MANETs.

We proposed preliminary work on an adaptive interval time control scheme based on a

novel neighbor stability criterion. We also introduced a two-state connectivity mobility

model for the simulation study of MANET routing protocols which allows easy control

of network environment parameters that affect the performance of routing protocols. The

research on link lifetime duration, the adaptive interval scheme, and the new mobility

model can lead to future research topics.

We investigated a widely-used network simulator ns2, fixing bugs and incorpo-

rating assumptions for fair comparisons into the implementations of different routing

protocols and the simulator itself. Comparison is done using the improved simulator

and implementations. Simulation results show that our new protocol has low control

overhead, maintains full topology information, and supports shortest path routing when

compared to leading MANET routing protocols.

To emulate a MANET within a normal laboratory, we designed and implemented a

dynamic switch that can emulate MANETs using a wired test bed. An integration study of

different MANET protocols and applications, including our new routing protocol, verifies

our routing protocol in a MANET test bed using this dynamic switch.

To summarize, my research focused on routing protocols for MANETs with em-

phasis on the methodologies and applications. The contributions include the characteri-

zation study of different routing protocols using a novel RNS framework, design of a new

routing protocol for MANETs, a study of node mobility including a quantitative study

of link lifetime in a MANET and an adaptive interval scheme based on a novel neigh-

bor stability criterion, improvements of a widely-used network simulator and associated

protocol models, design and development of a novel emulation test bed, evaluation of

MANET routing protocols through simulations, verification of our routing protocol us-
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ing emulation, and development of guidelines for one to choose proper MANET routing

protocols for particular MANET applications.

The remaining chapters are organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents background,

summarizes past work, including wireless networks and related routing protocols, and

discusses the problem statement. Chapter 3 introduces our proposed framework and

briefly discusses a few applications based on this framework. The new link state routing

protocol is presented in Chapter 4. Study of node mobility, including link lifetime and

neighbor stability, is summarized in Chapter 5. Simulation and emulation tools are inves-

tigated in Chapter 6. Extensive simulations and an integrated study of different MANET

protocols and applications, which verifies our new routing protocol, are summarized in

Chapter 7. Last, we summarize the results, conclude our contributions, and discuss future

research topics in Chapter 8.



Chapter 2

Background and Problem Statement

This chapter discusses wireless mobile networks and presents routing protocols that can

support such networks. Most of these routing protocols have draft specifications available

on the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) web site [2]. Each protocol is illustrated by

an example. Lastly, the current status of MANET routing protocols is addressed.

We define some terms as follows before we use them in this document.

A router or node is a basic hardware/software unit in the network that has the

capability to forward packets based on its local routing table. Examples include Routers

1, 2, and 3 in Figure 2.1. A host is another basic unit in the network that may attach to or

act as a router. It can be either the source or the sink of a data flow in the network. In the

example shown in Figure 2.1, three computers, Host 1, Host 2, and Host 3, are three hosts

in the example network. Network components refer to hosts and routers in a network. A host

M is said to be a neighbor of another host, say N, if there is a bidirectional link between M

and N. We can also say that hosts M and N are neighbors. For example, Router 3 and Host

3 in Figure 2.1 are neighbors. Router 1 and Router 2 are also neighbors. A route or path is

a sequence of hosts connecting two end hosts or routers within which any two adjacent

hosts in the route or path are neighbors. For example, a path between Host 1 and Host 2

5
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contains Host 1, Router 1, Router 2, and Host 2.

Host 1 Host 2

Host 3

Router 1 Router 2

Router 3

Figure 2.1: Illustration of some terms used in this document.

2.1 Wireless Networks

Like traditional wired networks, wireless networks are formed by routers and hosts. In a

wireless network, the routers are responsible for forwarding packets in the network and

hosts may be sources or sinks of data flows. The fundamental difference between wired

and wireless networks is the way that the network components communicate. A wired

network relies on physical cables to transfer data. In a wireless network, the commu-

nication between different network components can be either wired or wireless. Since

wireless communication does not have the constraint of physical cables, it allows a cer-

tain freedom for the hosts and/or routers in the wireless network to move. This is one of

the advantages of a wireless network.

Network components in a wireless network communicate with others using wire-

less channels. Different radio frequency (RF) spectrum ranges are used in wireless net-

works, for example, 27.5-29.5 GHz for the Local Multipoint Distribution System (LMDS)

[3], 2.5-2.7 GHz for the Multipoint Multichannel Distribution System [4], and 5.15-5.35

GHz and 2.4-2.58 GHz for IEEE 802.11a [5] and 802.11b [6], respectively.

Signal strength in a wireless medium decreases when the signal travels further.
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When the signal travels beyond a certain distance, the strength reduces to the point where

reception is not possible [7]. The distance that the signal travels when it reaches this point

is called the radio range for this signal. To simplify the transmission model regarding

this property, people assume that the wireless signal is strong enough for the receivers to

receive the signal if the receivers are inside of the radio range. Otherwise, the receivers

cannot receive the signal at all. The details of wireless communications are not in the

scope of this dissertation. Refer to [7] for details.

Several medium access control (MAC) protocols are used in wireless networks to

manage the use of the wireless medium. Examples include the Bluetooth MAC layer

protocol [8] and IEEE 802.11 MAC layer protocol [6]. This research focuses on the network

layer. Thus, the details of these MAC protocols are beyond our scope. Refer to [6] and [8]

for more details.

Because radio range is usually limited and the network components may have

some mobility, the topology of a wireless network can vary with time. According to the

relative mobility of hosts and routers, there are three different types of wireless networks.

1. Fixed wireless network. Fixed hosts and routers use wireless channels to commu-

nicate with each other and form a fixed wireless network. An example is a wireless

network formed by fixed network devices using directed antennas, as shown in Fig-

ure 2.2.

2. Wireless network with fixed access points. Mobile hosts use wireless channels to

communicate with fixed access points, which may act as routers for those mobile

hosts, to form a mobile network with fixed access points. An example is a number

of mobile laptop users in a building that access fixed access points, as illustrated in

Figure 2.3.

3. Mobile ad hoc network. A mobile ad hoc network is formed by mobile hosts.

Some of these mobile hosts are willing to forward packets for neighbors. Exam-
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ples include vehicle-to-vehicle and ship-to-ship networks that communicate with

each other by relying on peer-to-peer routings, as shown in Figure 2.4.

Generally speaking, traditional routing protocols that are used in wired networks

can support routing in fixed wireless networks and mobile networks with fixed access

points. Only one-hop routing is required over a link in a wireless network with fixed

access points and many fixed wireless network. Routing in mobile ad hoc networks and

some fixed wireless networks use multiple-hop routing. Routing protocols for this kind of

wireless network should be able to maintain paths to other nodes and in most cases, must

handle changes in paths due to mobility. Traditional routing cannot properly support

routing in a MANET. This research focuses on mobile ad hoc routing.

To simplify the description of a MANET, the MANET model is usually illustrated

as shown in Figure 2.5. Nodes i, j, and k are mobile nodes in the network. The dashed

circles shown in the figure imply the radio coverage areas of nodes. In wireless networks,

node i can hear node j if i is within the radio range of j. Node i is a neighbor of node j

if node j can also hear node i. This is called a bi-directional connection. Two nodes are

disconnected if one node is not in the radio range of the other. For example, nodes j and

k are disconnected in the figure.

The nodes in a MANET can usually move. Generally, the connection between two

nodes is lost when a node moves out of another node’s radio range. Thus, the network

topology may change from time to time. We call this kind of MANET a truly mobile ad hoc

network.

There is another kind of MANET besides the truly mobile ad hoc network. All

nodes in this type of ad hoc network are fixed. The connectivity between components is

relatively static. For example, a sensor network is typically a fixed ad hoc network [9].

Network components in a sensor network are wireless sensors instead of general-purpose

computers. They are often deployed in a large area. The sensors can collect information

and route data back to a central processor or monitor. Those routes rely on intermediate
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Figure 2.2: An example of a fixed wireless network.

Access Point

Access Point

Figure 2.3: An example of a wireless network with access points.

Figure 2.4: An example of a mobile ad hoc network.
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ki j

Figure 2.5: A simple network model for a mobile ad hoc network.

sensor nodes. The positions of sensors are often fixed once they are in place. Therefore,

the topology is relatively static. Since people often deploy sensors in a random way,

for example, by scattering them from an airplane, the topology of a sensor network is

often unpredictable. Moreover, the topology may also change when sensors lose power.

Therefore, we consider the sensor network as a fixed ad hoc network. Many MANET

issues and solutions do apply to fixed ad hoc networks.

A network can be constructed using different wireless architectures. For example,

the Office of Naval Research is interested in a wireless network model called a Virtual

Operations Network (VON). A VON is a rapidly-deployed wireless network formed by

naval vessels at sea. It may be deployed with little advanced planning. Ships can be

considered as routers in the wireless network. There are two possible ways to set up

a wireless network for a VON, as a mobile network with a fixed backbone network or

as a MANET. A mobile network with fixed backbone network is shown in Figure 2.6.

The backbone network is formed by some ships using satellite connections. Ships in the

backbone act like wireless routers for other ships that attach to them via wireless channels.

This model was examined by Wells [10]. The MANET approach considers all ships to

be mobile nodes in a MANET. Ships communicate with one another with forwarding

services provided by intermediate ships, as shown in Figure 2.4.

Usually, a node in a MANET is mobile with a certain static reference, say another

node in the net. Besides this concept of mobility, there is another kind of mobility being

studied. For example, in wired or wireless networks, hosts or a subnet as a whole may
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Core Backbone
Network

Figure 2.6: One possible network model for the VON.

move from one location to another. Traditional networks require re-configurations of IP

addresses used by these mobile hosts or subnets at the new locations. A network enabled

with Mobile IP [11] allows these mobile hosts or subnets to move around without any

manual address re-configuration. Moreover, those roaming nodes can remain connected

with others while they are moving. Since Mobile IP also supports a certain mobility in

the network, we can consider it as a potential technique to support routing in some types

of MANETs. Figure 2.7 shows a simple example of a mobile node moving in a network

using Mobile IP. For more details, refer to Section 2.3.9.

Mobile
 Node

Router A Router B

Movement

Figure 2.7: An example of a wireless network using Mobile IP.

Traditional routing protocols, such as Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) [12], can be

used in some wireless networks with infrastructure. However, they cannot be directly
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applied to most MANETs since they are based on assumptions that only apply in wired

networks. Hence, some protocols have been proposed to solve the routing problem in

MANETs. Details are presented in Section 2.3.

2.2 General Issues for Wireless Ad Hoc Network Routing

Guaranteeing delivery and the capability to handle dynamic connectivity are the most

important issues for routing protocols in wireless mobile ad hoc networks. Once there is

a path from the source to the destination for a certain period of time, the routing protocol

should be able to deliver data via that path. If the connectivity of any two nodes changes

and routes are affected by this change, the routing protocol should be able to recover

if an alternate path exists. There are some other issues related to routing in wireless

ad hoc networks. Whether to consider them depends on the specific environment or

application. For example, overhead is particularly important in a wireless network with

limited bandwidth [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. Power consumption may also be a problem in

an ad hoc network with battery-powered nodes [19, 20, 21, 22]. Quality of service may

be required in an ad hoc network supporting delay sensitive applications such as video

conferencing [23, 24, 25, 26]. A routing protocol may need to balance traffic based on

the traffic load on links [27, 28]. Scalability of routing protocols is an important issue

for large networks [29, 30]. The routing protocol may need to implement security to

protect against attacks, such as sniffer, man-in-the-middle, or denial of service [31, 32,

33]. Routing protocols may rely on information based on other layers. For example, the

Global Positioning System (GPS) can be used in wireless ad hoc networks deployed in

battlefields or connecting vehicles [34, 35]. Mobility prediction can improve routing in

wireless networks with known movement patterns, such as the IRIDIUM system satellite

network [36]. Information from the medium access control layer may be propagated to

the network layer so that neighbors can be detected via MAC layer protocols [35]. The

power of received signals from a neighboring node can be used to decide whether this
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neighbor is moving closer or further away [34]. Cross-layer design in MANET is also a

“hot” topic in the design of new MANET protocols [37, 38]. There is also an increasing

number of papers published that systematically develop frameworks to study MANET

systems [39, 40].

The design and evaluation of routing protocols are based on, but not limited to,

these aspects. I consider some of these factors in my research. Details are discussed in the

following chapters.

2.3 Routing Protocols and Techniques

Routing protocols for different types of wireless networks have been proposed by a num-

ber of researchers. Researchers traditionally classify these protocols as proactive proto-

cols, reactive protocols, or hybrid of the two, based on the way they find new routes

or update existing ones. Proactive routing protocols keep routes continuously updated,

while reactive routing protocols react on demand [42]. Routing protocols can also be

classified as link state protocols [43] or distance-vector protocols [44]. Routers using a

link state routing protocol maintain a full or partial copy of the network topology and

costs for all known links. Routers using a distance-vector protocol keep only information

about next hops to adjacent neighbors and costs for paths to all known destinations. Gen-

erally speaking, “link state routing protocols are more reliable, easier to debug and less

bandwidth-intensive than distance-vector” protocols [45]. Link state protocols are also

more complex and more compute- and memory-intensive.

Table 2.1 lists some available routing protocols for mobile ad hoc networks. These

protocols are briefly discussed in the following sections. There are some previous pro-

tocols, such as the Source Tree Adaptive Routing (STAR) protocol [46] and the Partial

Tree-Sharing Protocol (PTSP) [47], which are not the focus of active investigation now

and their ideas are similar to more recently proposed protocols, such as the Topology
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Broadcast Based on Reverse-Path Forwarding (TBRPF) protocol [48]. We are not going to

discuss the other protocols in this document.

Table 2.1: Some Routing Protocols for MANETs

Reactive Protocols Proactive Protocols
Link State Protocols DSR, TORA OLSR, TBRPF, TORA, LANMAR/FSR
Distance Vector Protocols AODV

In the following sections, we present routing protocols and techniques in more

detail. Advantages and disadvantages of these protocols are briefly discussed. Note that

OSPF [12] is a widely used routing protocol for traditional wired networks. Although it

is not suitable for MANETs, we study the possibility of extending it to MANETs. Mobile

IP may also support routing in some MANETs. Thus, it is also discussed here.

2.3.1 Open Shortest Path First (OSPF)

Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) [12] is a link state routing protocol. It is a mature proac-

tive routing protocol widely used in today’s wired networks. The basic idea in OSPF is

to keep an identical topology database in all routers so that they can build routing tables

locally. Routing tables are constructed based on shortest path trees [12]. Because of the

properties of the shortest path tree, a route provided by OSPF is loop-free and always the

shortest one. OSPF continuously maintains routes to all possible destinations. Hence, it is

beneficial for networks with traffic patterns where a large number of hosts in one subnet

always communicate with hosts in other subnets. (This is a common advantage of proac-

tive protocols.) OSPF is a complex routing algorithm. Another disadvantage of OSPF is

the large overhead of control packets needed to maintain the link state database.

An OSPF network is divided into several indexed areas. Area IDs are manually

assigned to all subnets. Each area includes routers in one or more subnets, together with
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associated network interfaces. Every area maintains one copy of the link state database

in that area. Area 0 is always assigned to the backbone network. Two areas are con-

nected to each other when they share edge routers. Non-backbone areas have to attach

to the backbone network. A separate copy of OSPF runs in each area. Hence, gateway

routers with multiple interfaces in multiple areas run multiple copies of OSPF. There are

two major operations in OSPF, determining adjacency and synchronizing the link state

database. Five types of route control packets are used to support these two operations:

(i) hello packets, (ii) database description packets, (iii) link state request packets, (iv) link

state update packets, and (v) link state acknowledgement packets.

Figure 2.8 illustrates a network using the OSPF routing protocol. Three routers,

A, B and C, belong to Subnet I. Routers C and D are in Subnet II. Assume that Subnet

I is configured to be the backbone network, so it is Area 0. Assume that Subnet II is

defined as Area 1. The bring-up adjacency operation uses hello packets to detect and

maintain adjacency between routers. In our example, Router B sends a hello packet to

its neighboring router, Router A. Router A adds the router ID of B (there is a unique ID

for each router) into its hello message and broadcasts it. When Router B receives the

hello message originated from A, it detects that its ID is in the recently-heard ID list of A.

This implies a two-way connection between Routers A and B. Similar procedures happen

between other pairs of neighboring routers in this example network.

Router A Router B

Router C Router D

Subnet I
Area 0

Subnet II
Area 1

Figure 2.8: Example of the OSPF routing protocol.
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After two hosts set up two-way communications with each other, entries in the

link state database are exchanged and synchronized by database description packets, link

state request packets, and link state update packets. A link state acknowledgement packet

is used to acknowledge received packets. In this stage, a master router is selected from

these two routers. The master router is responsible for setting the sequence numbers dur-

ing the following procedures. Each router first briefly declares all records in its link state

database. If a record received from a neighbor router is more recent than the correspond-

ing record in its own database, the full copy of that record is requested. Similar operations

occur between other pairs of neighboring routers. Thus, the databases of neighbor routers

can be synchronized.

In a broadcast network, i.e. with a physical network that supports broadcast, a

designated router is selected in each subnet. The designated router broadcasts the ID

list of all routers in the same subnet. Other routers only broadcast the ID of their desig-

nated router. Therefore, a router can determine all routers in the same subnet by the ID

of its designated router and the ID list generated by that designated router. For example,

assume Router B is the designated router in Subnet I. Router B is responsible for broad-

casting the list of router IDs in Subnet I, say Routers A, B and C. Routers A and C only

broadcast their designated router ID, Router B.

Note that Router C has two interfaces in two areas. It is the edge router between

Areas 0 and 1. Router C is responsible for exchanging link state information between the

two areas. For example, in Area 0, Router C is the advertisement router for the informa-

tion originated in Area 1, even if some of the links are not connected to Router C. If, later,

one of these links is used to form a path, Router C is the gateway to reach this selected

link. The role of Router C in Area 1 is similar. After a router synchronizes its link state

database with neighbors, it starts to calculate the shortest path tree. A shortest path al-

gorithm, named Dijkstra’s algorithm [41], is used at each router. Routing entries are built

based on the computed shortest path tree. Routers broadcast link state changes, such as

new links found or broken links detected, to all their known neighbors. Shortest path
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trees are rebuilt if necessary.

2.3.2 Dynamic Source Routing (DSR)

The Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [49] protocol is a distance-vector routing protocol for

MANETs. When a node generates a packet to a certain destination and it does not have a

known route to that destination, this node starts a route discovery procedure. Therefore,

DSR is a reactive protocol. One advantage of DSR is that no periodic routing packets

are required. DSR also has the capability to handle unidirectional links. Since DSR dis-

covers routes on-demand, it may have poor performance in terms of control overhead

in networks with high mobility and heavy traffic loads. Scalability is said to be another

disadvantage of DSR [29], because DSR relies on blind broadcasts to discover routes.

There are two main operations in DSR, route discovery and route maintenance.

Figure 2.9 shows a simple example for DSR. Routers A, B, and C form a MANET. Routers

A and C are disconnected, while both of them connect to router B. Assume that at the

beginning, the route caches that memorize previous routes in the routers are empty. When

Router A wants to send a packet to Router C, it broadcasts a route request to start the

corresponding route discovery procedure. Router B receives the request since it is within

the radio range of A. Router C is the destination in the request and B does not have a

route entry to C in its cache at this time. Hence, Router B appends its own ID to the

list of intermediate router IDs in the request and rebroadcasts it. When C receives the

broadcast route request message originated by B, it determines that the destination ID

matches its own ID. Thus, the route from A to C is found. To help the initiator and all

intermediate routers construct proper routing entries, Router C sends a reply back to

A using source routing if links are bi-directional. This procedure is feasible because all

intermediate routers are in the ID list of the corresponding route request. Intermediate

routers construct proper routing tables when they receive the reply originated from C.

Thus, a route from A to C is built.
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Wireless Connection

Router A Router B Router C

Figure 2.9: Example of DSR and AODV routing protocols.

During the route discovery procedure, routers maintain ID lists of the recently seen

requests to avoid repeatedly processing the same route request. Requests are discarded if

they were processed recently since they are assumed to be duplicates. If a router receives a

request and detects that the request contains its own ID in the list of intermediate routers,

this router discards the request to avoid loops.

The route maintenance procedure is used when routes become invalid due to the

unpredictable movement of routers. Each router monitors the links that it uses to forward

packets. Once a link is down, a route error packet is immediately sent to the initiator of

the associated route. Therefore, the invalid route is quickly discarded [42].

To handle unreliable transmissions of control messages, DSR either relies on the

underlying MAC protocol to provide guaranteed delivery or it retransmits control mes-

sages for a certain number of times. Since DSR is a reactive protocol, it cannot tell whether

a destination is unreachable or the route request is lost. Therefore, it suffers more over-

head if the underlying MAC layer does not support guaranteed delivery. This is a com-

mon problem for reactive routing protocols because when no reply message is heard,

routers with a reactive routing protocol cannot tell the difference between the case of a

transmission error and the case of unreachable nodes. Reactive routing protocols try to

use extra acknowledgements or a small number of retransmissions to solve this problem

and, thus, introduce more overhead. Proactive routing protocols periodically broadcast
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control messages and remove local routing entries if they time out. Hence, they do not

have this problem. But, of course, the the periodically broadcast control messages con-

tribute to overhead.

2.3.3 Ad Hoc On-Demand Distance Vector Routing (AODV)

The Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) routing protocol [50] is a reactive MANET

routing protocol. Similar to DSR, AODV broadcasts a route request to discover a route

in a reactive mode. The difference is that in AODV, a field of the number of hops is used

in the route record, instead of a list of intermediate router addresses. Each intermedi-

ate router sets up a temporary reverse link in the process of a route discovery. This link

points to the router that forwarded the request. Hence, the reply message can find its way

back to the initiator when a route is discovered. When intermediate routers receive the

reply, they can also set up corresponding forward routing entries. To prevent old routing

information being used as a reply to the latest request, a destination sequence number is

used in the route discovery packet and the route reply packet. A higher sequence num-

ber implies a more recent route request. Route maintenance in AODV is similar to that in

DSR [42]. One advantage of AODV is that AODV is loop-free due to the destination se-

quence numbers associated with routes. The algorithm avoids the Bellman-Ford “count

to infinity” problem [50]. Therefore, it offers quick convergence when the ad hoc net-

work topology changes which, typically, occurs when a node moves in the network [50].

Similar to DSR, poor scalability is a disadvantage of AODV [29].

We use the example topology shown in Figure 2.9 to illustrate the discovery proce-

dure of AODV. Note that Routers A and C are disconnected from each other while both of

them connect to B. When Router A starts a route discovery to C, a route request is broad-

cast. The request packet contains the requested destination sequence number, which is

1 greater than the one currently kept at A. For example, assume that the destination se-

quence number for C at A is 0x00000000, then the destination sequence number in the
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route discovery packet is 0x00000001. The intermediate routers reply to the source if they

know the route to that destination with the same or higher destination sequence num-

ber. We assume that B does not have a record for a route to C. Therefore, B first sets up

a temporary link pointing back to A. In the second step, it increases the number of hops

by 1 and rebroadcasts the request. When C receives that request, it creates a new des-

tination sequence number. A route reply with that new sequence number is sent by C.

The initiator and all intermediate routers build routing entries associated with this new

sequence number when they receive the reply. The number of hop values can be used

to find a shorter path if a router receives two replies with the same destination sequence

number. AODV uses a similar scheme as DSR to handle unreliable transmission of control

messages.

2.3.4 Temporally-Ordered Routing Algorithm (TORA)

The Temporally-Ordered Routing Algorithm (TORA) is “an adaptive routing protocol

for multihop networks” [51]. TORA is a distributed algorithm so that routers only need

to maintain knowledge about their neighbors. TORA also maintains states on a per-

destination basis like other distance-vector algorithms. It uses a mix of reactive and proac-

tive routing. Sources initiate route requests in a reactive mode. At the same time, selected

destinations may start proactive operations to build traditional routing tables. Usually,

routes to these destinations may be consistently or frequently required, such as routes

to gateways or servers. TORA supports multiple path routing. It is said that TORA

minimizes the communication overhead associated with adapting to network topology

changes [51]. The reason is that TORA keeps multiple paths and it does not need to

discover a new route when the network topology changes unless all routes in the local

route cache fail. Hence, the trade off is that since multiple paths are used, routes may not

always be the shortest ones.

TORA uses the concept of height associated with a certain destination to describe
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the routing metric used by routers. Like water flows in pipes, routers with higher heights

may forward packet flows to neighbors with lower heights. Note that since heights for

routers are associated with particular destinations, the paths to forward packets are also

associated with the corresponding destinations. In networks using TORA, an indepen-

dent copy of TORA runs for each possible destination. So for different destinations,

routers may have different heights and links can have different directions. In the fol-

lowing paragraphs when we discuss the operation of TORA, we assume that it is a copy

of TORA with respect to a certain destination.

TORA assigns directions to all links according to the heights of their neighboring

routers in terms of upstream or downstream. A link is an upstream link for the “lower”

neighboring router. At the same time, it is also a downstream link for the “higher” neigh-

boring router. An upstream link for a router implies that data flows to the corresponding

destination can only come into this router via that link. A downstream link for a router

means data flows can only leave this router to the neighboring router via this link. Fig-

ure 2.10 gives an example of the concept of heights of routers and the direction of links.

Routers A and C have higher heights than the other routers. The destination router has

the lowest height among all routers. The link between Routers A and B is a downstream

link for A and is an upstream link for B. Note that Router C has a higher height than B

although C is one hop away from the destination. This is because the height assignment

algorithm used in TORA does not always favor the shortest path.

Relative heights of the routers
H(A)>H(B)>H(E)>H(Destination)
H(A)>H(D)>H(E)>H(Destination)
H(C)>H(B)>H(E)>H(Destination)

A B C

D E Destination

Figure 2.10: Example of TORA routing protocol.

TORA is a complex algorithm compared with DSR. It has four operations: (i) cre-

ating routes, (ii) maintaining routes, (iii) erasing routes, and (iv) optimizing routes. The
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creating routes operation is responsible for selecting proper heights for routers and form-

ing a directed sequence of links leading to the destination in a previously undirected net-

work. The maintaining routes procedure is the operation that responds to network topol-

ogy changes. The operation of erasing routes is used to set routers’ heights to NULL and

set links to undirected. TORA uses the optimizing routes function to adjust the heights

of routers to improve routing. Four packets are used to perform these operations: query

(QRY), update (UPD), clear (CLR), and optimization (OPT) [51].

We use the example shown in Figure 2.9 to describe the procedure for creating

routes in the reactive mode. Note that Routers A and C are disconnected from each other

but both are connected to B. Assume that Router A wants to send a packet to C. TORA ini-

tiates the procedure by sending a QRY packet. Router B rebroadcasts the request since B is

not the destination and it does not know a route to C. Router B sets a route-requested flag

so that it can discard any further QRY packets received for the same destination before it

knows how to get to C. When C gets the QRY packet, it replies with an UPD packet. This

UPD packet identifies the relevant destination and the height of the source of the UPD

packet. To reduce redundant replies to a given route request, Router C maintains the time

at which the UPD packet was last sent and the time at which links to neighboring routers

became active. Because of the preset route-requested flag, when Router B receives the

UPD packet, it updates its local routing table by adding an entry with C as the destina-

tion. It also sends a new UPD to its known neighbors. The new UPD packet contains the

relevant destination and the height of B. In this way, all routers in the network choose

proper heights according to the height of C. All associated links are assigned directions

based on those heights.

The proactive mode of route discovery uses OPT packets. In Figure 2.9, we assume

that Router C is the destination of a QRY packet. It initiates this procedure by sending out

an OPT packet, identifying itself as the destination of the routes, the proactive mode, and

the height of C. The OPT packet contains a sequence number that is used to uniquely

identify this packet and ensure that each router processes and forwards the given OPT
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packet at most once. When Router B receives the OPT packet, it sets the mode of the

operation to proactive mode, then resets the height. Like the procedure for forwarding

UPD packets in the reactive mode, Router B sends a new OPT packet to its neighbors with

the relevant destination and the new height of Router B.

A router i is said to have no downstream links if all its neighbor routers have higher

heights than its height. If a router has no downstream links, packets to the corresponding

destination are not able to leave this router. The route maintenance procedure is used

to solve this problem once a router determines that it has no downstream links. The

procedure modifies the height of the router with no downstream links. Once a router

changes its height with respect to a certain destination, it broadcasts the new height via an

UPD packet. Neighboring routers modify their heights as appropriate when they receive

this UPD packet.

When a partition of the network is detected, which usually occurs in the proce-

dure to maintain routes, the router with no downstream links starts the procedures to

erase routes. The node broadcasts a CLR packet with the relevant destination and related

parameters. Routers reset heights and set link directions after the procedure to erase

routes.

2.3.5 Optimized Link State Routing Protocol (OLSR)

The Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) protocol [53] is a proactive link state rout-

ing protocol for MANETs. One key idea is to reduce control overhead by reducing the

number of broadcasts as compared with pure flooding mechanisms. The basic concept

to support this idea in OLSR is the use of multipoint relays (MPRs) [53, 54]. MPRs refer

to selected routers that can forward broadcast messages during the flooding process. To

reduce the size of broadcast messages, every router declares only a small subset of all of

its neighbors. “The protocol is particularly suitable for large and dense networks” [53].
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MPRs act as intermediate routers in route discovery procedures. Hence, the path discov-

ered by OLSR may not be the shortest path. This is a potential disadvantage of OLSR.

OLSR has three functions: packet forwarding, neighbor sensing, and topology dis-

covery. Packet forwarding and neighbor sensing mechanisms provide routers with in-

formation about neighbors and offer an optimized way to flood messages in the OLSR

network using MPRs. The neighbor sensing operation allows routers to diffuse local in-

formation to the whole network. Topology discovery is used to determine the topology

of the entire network and calculate routing tables. OLSR uses four message types: Hello

message, Topology Control (TC) message, Multiple Interface Declaration (MID) message,

and Host and Network Association (HNA) message. Hello messages are used for neigh-

bor sensing. Topology declarations are based on TC messages. MID messages contain

multiple interface addresses and perform the task of multiple interface declarations. Since

hosts that have multiple interfaces connected with different subnets, HNA messages are

used to declare host and associated network information. Extensions of message types

may include power saving mode, multicast mode, etc. [53] The example shown in Figure

2.11 presents the basic idea of the OLSR protocol.

Wireless Connection

Router B Router C Router D Router E

Router FRouter A

Figure 2.11: Example of OLSR routing protocol.

First, we discuss some concepts used in OLSR, namely one-hop neighbor set, two-

hop neighbor set, MPR set, and MPR selector (MPRS). The one-hop neighbor set is formed

by all adjacent routers. For example, Router C forms the one-hop neighbor set of Router
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A. A two-hop neighbor set is the set of routers that are two hops away. Routers B and

D form the two-hop neighbor set for Router A. The MPR set of a router is a subset of

neighboring routers that are responsible for forwarding control messages sent by that

router. The MPR set should be able to cover all the two-hop neighbors of that router.

For example, Router D is a neighboring node to Router C. It covers Router C’s two-hop

neighbor, Router E. Therefore, {Router D} is the MPR set of Router C. Since the MPR

set of a router is responsible for rebroadcasting messages sent by that router, the routing

protocol is closer to optimal with a smaller MPR set. Qayyum, et al. [54] give a simple

algorithm to select MPRs, together with an example. The MPR selector (MPRS) set of one

router is formed by routers that select this router as one of their MPR routers.

Table 2.2 shows the MPR set and MPR selector set for each router in Figure 2.11.

Consider Router D as an example. Its neighbor set is {C, E} and the two-hop router set is

{A,B, F}. The MPR set of Router D can cover the entire set of two-hop routers only if it

includes Router C and Router E. Similarly, Router C and Router E select D as one of their

MPR routers, so the MPR selector set of D is {C, E}.

Table 2.2: MPR Sets and Selectors in the OLSR Example

Router ID MPR Set MPR Selector(s)
A C NULL
B C NULL
C D A, B, D
D C, E C, E
E D D F
F E NULL

OLSR routers periodically broadcast hello packets to one-hop neighbors. Each

router builds a list of neighbors and a list of two-hop neighbors based on received hello

messages. Each router also creates one MPR set and one MPR selector set. Routers

that have non-empty MPRS lists broadcast their MPRS sets to neighbors via TC packets.
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Therefore, the size of control messages is reduced compared with broadcasting a list of all

neighbor routers. A router rebroadcasts received packets if and only if the sender of that

packet is in its MPR selector set. This helps to reduce the frequency of flooding. Routers

build routing tables based on received TC packets. For example, assume Router A wants

to set up a routing entry with destination Router F. It searches for MPR routers of F in

the received TC packets, which is Router E in our example. Since E is not in any known

route, MPR routers of E are also searched. Note that a route found by OLSR is always

formed by hops from MPR selectors to corresponding MPR routers. Thus, Router A can

eventually figure out the next router to F is Router C. Routing entries are reset once paths

become invalid due to a link failure. This is similar to other link state routing protocols.

2.3.6 Topology Broadcast Based on Reverse-Path Forwarding (TBRPF)

The Topology Broadcast Based on Reverse-Path Forwarding (TBRPF) protocol is another

link state, proactive routing protocol for MANETs [48]. Each router running TBRPF com-

putes a source tree to all reachable destinations based on partial topology information

stored locally. The source tree is also known as the shortest path tree. To reduce over-

head, routers in TBRPF only broadcast part of their source tree to neighbors. The partial

source tree is called the reportable tree. The main idea of sharing reportable trees with

neighbors comes from the Partial Tree-Sharing Protocol (PTSP) described in [47]. Basi-

cally, in the local copy of network topology, a link cost is equal to the actual value if this

link is in the shortest path tree. Otherwise, the cost is equal to or greater than the real

value. The procedure to generate a reportable tree at a router is as follows. Links that

are in this router’s shortest path tree are checked. If such a link is estimated to be in the

neighbors’ shortest path trees, it is added to the reportable tree. Note that the estimated

results may not be correct, but they do include the correct link costs. TBRPF is said to

work better in dense networks [48].

TBRPF has two modules, the neighbor discovery (TND) module and the topology
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discovery and route computation module. “The key feature of TND is that it uses ’differ-

ential’ HELLO messages which report only changes in the status of neighbors” [48]. This

reduces the size of HELLO packets used in this module. The HELLO packet in TBRPF

may contain three lists of router IDs. They are in three different formats: Neighbor Re-

quest, Neighbor Reply, and Neighbor Lost. The neighbor request list includes the IDs of

new neighbors whose HELLO messages are heard for the first time. This implies that the

links to those neighbors are currently one-way links. Note that the neighbor request list

is always included in HELLO packets, even if it is empty. The other two lists may not be

included if they are empty. HELLO packets are sequenced by senders.

The TND module is responsible for discovering any new neighbors and detecting

the loss of any neighbors. After continuously hearing HELLO packets for a certain num-

ber of times, usually twice, a router responds by sending HELLO packets with a neighbor

request set in each of its next NBR HOLD COUNT (typically three) HELLO messages,

or until a neighbor reply message is received from the new neighbor. This avoids short

lived links. When a router receives a neighbor’s reply message, it declares a bidirectional

link by sending NBR HOLD COUNT HELLO messages, including the received neigh-

bor reply message. In the case of missing HELLO packets for NBR HOLD COUNT

times, a router sends NBR HOLD COUNT neighbor lost messages to that neighbor. A

neighbor is declared lost if no reply comes from that neighbor. The topology discovery

and route computation module allows routers to build source trees and report parts of

those trees to their neighbors. We use the example shown in Figure 2.12 to illustrate

TBRPF.

The network has six routers as shown in the figure. We concentrate on Router F

and Router E. The source tree of Router F does not include the link between B and C since

link BC is not in the shortest paths to any destinations starting from Router F. Because F

estimates that its neighboring Router E does not use any of its link(s) to form the shortest

path tree with root at E, no link is added to the reportable tree except the link between

E and F. Therefore, the size of broadcast messages generated at F is much smaller than
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Figure 2.12: Example of TBRPF routing protocol.

a message that contains all links. For Router E, its source tree is the same as that of F.

However, all links in the source tree may be used by its neighbors to form corresponding

source trees. Thus, E’s reportable tree is equal to its source tree. Note that routers do not

broadcast all known links. Therefore, overhead may be reduced by TBRPF. It is said that

in a more dense network, fewer links are reportable [48].

Reportable trees are built in all routers in the network guided by the TBRPF algo-

rithm. When reportable trees are broadcast, necessary link information is propagated to

all routers in the network. If a router detects a link failure or a new link, it notifies its

neighbors whose source tree may be affected by the changed link. As mentioned before,

although the estimated result does not always match the actual result, the estimated re-

sults from neighbors contain the necessary link information. Thus, TBRPF can guarantee

that correct shortest path trees at all routers are built by redundant estimations.
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2.3.7 Landmark Routing Protocol (LANMAR) and Fisheye State Rout-

ing Protocol (FSR)

The Landmark Routing (LANMAR) protocol is a proactive protocol for large-scale ad

hoc networks. The protocol uses “the notion of logical subnets in which the members

have a commonality of interest and are likely to move as a ’group”’ [55]. This protocol

requires that the router that is elected as the landmark in a subnet has knowledge of all

the members in its group. This idea is similar to the concept of designated router in a

broadcast network with the OSPF protocol. Each router maintains a distance vector to

landmarks in every subnet. LANMAR elects landmarks by the weight of routers, such

as the degree in one subnet. In the case of a tie, the router with the lowest ID is selected.

This protocol relies on a proactive routing protocol within each subnet. This underlying

protocol provides “scoped” (maximum number of hops) routing in each subnet. It works

together with the LANMAR protocol and provides information about other routers in the

“scoped” area before and during the selection of a landmark. The Fisheye State Routing

(FSR) protocol [56] can be used as the underlying protocol for LANMAR. FSR uses differ-

ent update frequencies for different destinations based on the distance to that destination.

For destinations within the same subnet, a router uses the underlying protocol to update

the routing information periodically. For routers outside the “scoped” area, only land-

marks update the routing information with a non-zero frequency. Other routers use the

route toward the landmark of their subnet as the default route to a remote host or group

if they do not have a direct connection to the remote destination. Note that the under-

lying protocol can also be another proactive routing protocol, such as the OLSR protocol

described in Section 2.3.5. The use of landmarks is said to reduce overhead [55]. Routes

between subnets are not optimal because the landmark in one subnet is not guaranteed

to be in the shortest path from one router in this subnet to a destination outside of this

subnet. Figure 2.13 presents an example of LANMAR and FSR.

In Subnet I in this example, Routers 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 have degrees of 2, 2, 1, 4, and 1,
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Figure 2.13: Example of LANMAR and FSR routing protocols.

respectively. Note that although Node 3 has degree of 2, only one of its links is in Subnet

I. So Router 4 is elected as the landmark of Subnet I. Similarly, Router 7 is selected as the

landmark of Subnet II. Routers in Subnet I know routes to any other node in the same

subnet because of the underlying routing protocol, such as FSR. For the route to a remote

router, say a router in Subnet II, Routers 1, 2, and 5 use the landmark, Router 4, as the next

hop. Router 3 has a direct connection to Subnet II, so it is a little different. Thus, Router 4

is responsible for directing all routes to routers in Subnet II via Routers 3 and 7.

2.3.8 Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP)

The Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP) is a prototype routing protocol. ZRP is formed by two

sub-protocols, the Intrazone Routing Protocol (IARP) and the Interzone Routing Protocol

(IERP). IARP is “a limited scope proactive routing protocol used to improve the perfor-

mance of existing globally reactive routing protocols” [57]. It relies on the service of a

certain neighbor discovery protocol (NDP) to provide neighbor information. IARP may

use a scheme based on the time-to-live (TTL) field in IP packets to control the zone range.

(When a broadcast packet passes a router, the value of TTL is decremented by one be-

fore it is rebroadcast, and when TTL equals to zero, the packet is not rebroadcast.) IERP

is the reactive routing component of ZRP [58]. This scheme is responsible for finding a

global path. It avoids global queries for destinations that would be sent to surrounding
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r-hop neighbors. When global queries are required, “the routing zone based broadcast

service can be used to efficiently guide route queries outward, rather than blindly relay-

ing queries from neighbor to neighbor” [58]. ZRP tries to combine the advantages of

reactive and proactive routing protocols. The potential disadvantage is the lack of route

optimization.

We use the example network in Figure 2.13 to briefly show the concept of ZRP. The

range of the zone is set to one. So routers in Subnets I and II use proactive IARP to find

routes to other routers in the same subnet. For routes to the other subnet, reactive IERP is

used.

2.3.9 Mobile IP

In a traditional wired network, hosts or routers should attach to the networks to which

their network interface(s) belong. If they change their attachment, they should also change

their IP address or host-specific routes must be propagated throughout the network. Mo-

bile IP [11] allows IP nodes (hosts and routers) to seamlessly roam among IP subnetworks

without addressing constraints. This brings a certain freedom for IP nodes, which is the

very motivation to use Mobile IP [11].

Mobile IP introduces the concepts of a home agent (HA) and a foreign agent (FA).

A mobile node (MN) is the roaming host (or router). A HA is a router on a MN’s home

network that can deliver packets to the MN when it is away from its home network by

tunnelling packets. The HA also maintains information about the current location of the

MN. A FA is a router on the foreign network that the MN is currently visiting. After a

MN registers at the FA, the FA provides routing services to the MN. The FA de-tunnels

packets that were tunnelled by the MN’s HA and forwards them to the MN. The FA also

serves as a default router for a registered MN [11].

Figure 2.14 gives an example of Mobile IP operation. The MN attaches to its HA.
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Now the MN moves to a new location, attaching to a FA. The MN registers at the FA

and gets a care-of address from the FA. This address is used by the FA to identify this

MN. This procedure is shown as procedure (a) in Figure 2.14. After that, the MN registers

the care-of address at the FA and the HA, which is procedure (b) in Figure 2.14. We can

assume that these procedures use authentication to prevent potential attacks from “bad”

nodes. We do not discuss this in detail here.

Figures 2.15 and 2.16 show the case when another host, a corresponding node

(CN), wants to communicate with the MN. In this figure, we assume that CN is in a third

network and sends a packet to the MN. Because of the prefix of the destination address,

this packet travels through the IP network to the MN’s home network. Once the HA

receives this packet, as shown in Figure 2.16, it sends a tunnelled packet to the FA. The

tunnelled packet contains the original packet for the MN. The FA de-tunnels this packet

and directs the original packet to the MN. These two steps are procedures (a) and (b) in

Figure 2.16. If route optimization is used, the HA also sends an updated packet specify-

ing the new location of that MN to the sender, CN. The CN can then send future packets

directly to the MN’s new location.

The example we presented is for a MN. Similarly, if hosts in a small network are

relatively static and this network has a Mobile IP enabled router, this stub network can

also roam by using Mobile IP. This implies that if a MANET is formed by some of these

stub networks and MNs, Mobile IP is a possible approach to support routing, with or

without other routing protocols. Note that Mobile IP does solve the addressing problem

to permit changing attached points for mobile hosts or subnets. However, the backbone

network, which is usually static, requires a routing protocol to support traditional rout-

ing. Therefore, applying Mobile IP to MANET requires additional investigation of the

interworking of Mobile IP and the backbone routing protocol in a MANET.
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(a) Register at FA, get care−of address
(b) Register FA and care−of address at HA

RouterCN
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HA FA
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(a)(b)

Figure 2.14: Example of Mobile IP (Part 1).
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HA FA
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(a) CN sends packet to MH based on MH’s home IP address

(a)

Figure 2.15: Example of Mobile IP (Part 2).
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(a) HA sends tunelled IP packet to FA
(b) FA de−tunels the packet and forward to MH
(c) HA notifies CN of the new location of MH
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Figure 2.16: Example of Mobile IP (Part 3).

2.4 Summary and Problem Statement

We briefly introduced basic concepts in wireless networks in previous sections, including

network architectures, wireless channels, MAC layer protocols, and network layer rout-

ing protocols. We presented proposed routing protocols for MANETs. We also discussed

protocols and techniques for wired networks, such as OSPF and Mobile IP, which could

be potentially used for MANET routing.

The routing protocol is one of the fundamental protocols in MANETs. Standard

routing protocols for MANETs have not yet been defined. Currently, there are four lead-

ing routing protocols, AODV, DSR, OLSR, and TBRPF, as determined by the IETF MANET

group [2]. Before our research, most prior work focused on simulation-based compar-

isons among different MANET routing protocols. However, due to a lack of proper char-

acterization of different MANET protocols, these simulation experiments are not well

designed. For example, the simulation results from different research groups cannot be

directly compared [59]. There are no clear conclusions that can be drawn from this prior

work. In other words, the relationship between the simulation conditions and MANET
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routing protocols remains unclear. Therefore, the conclusions based on the simulation

experiments cannot be generalized and new methodologies to study MANET routing

protocols are clearly needed.

Based on this deficiency within the MANET research community, my primary

research goal is to provide a new methodology to aid the analysis and evaluation of

MANET routing protocols. The following chapters summarize my research and con-

tributions toward this goal, including the characterization of different routing protocols

using a novel framework, design of a new routing protocol for MANETs, a study of node

mobility including a quantitative study of link lifetime in a MANET, an adaptive inter-

val scheme based on neighbor stability, improvement of a simulator and corresponding

protocol models, design and development of a novel emulation test bed, evaluation of

MANET routing protocols through simulation experiments, and emulations of different

MANET protocols and applications based on an integration testbed.



Chapter 3

Relay Node Set Framework for MANET

Routing Protocols

In this chapter, we propose a framework for MANET routing protocols that can charac-

terize relationships among different MANET routing protocols. Aided with this frame-

work, we identify the parameters that can affect the operations and, thus, performance

of MANET routing protocols. The parameters are used to guide the simulation study

presented in Chapter 7. Work addressed in this chapter is reported in [1].

3.1 Requirements of a Framework

As we mentioned in Section 2.3, a MANET routing protocol is usually classified as a pure

proactive protocol, a pure reactive protocol, or a hybrid of the two. A proactive routing

protocol periodically maintains routes to all possible destinations, while a reactive pro-

tocol builds a route on demand when there is no known route. Past study of MANET

routing protocols focused on designing new protocols, comparing existing protocols, or

improving protocols before standard MANET routing protocols are established. Many

36
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researchers have studied these protocols using simulations of arbitrary networks with

certain traffic profiles [42, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69]. However, due to the lack of

consistent characterization of different MANET protocols, prior simulation experiments

are not well designed. For example, convincing conclusions cannot be drawn from some

studies because of some flaws in the simulator and simulation models that are used. Some

protocols that perform well, in terms of control overhead or throughput, in some sce-

narios may have poor performance under other conditions. Moreover, the relationship

between the simulation conditions and the MANET routing protocols remains unclear.

Therefore, the conclusions based on these simulations cannot be generalized.

These efforts can be aided by a framework that can characterize MANET rout-

ing protocols. However, previously there was lack of research on this topic. In the next

section, we present such a framework using the concept of a relay node set (RNS). The

framework describes routing protocols using four modules. The framework provides a

different view of MANET protocols and highlights relations among different protocols.

The framework provides the following capabilities.

• We can describe MANET routing protocols with the RNS framework so that re-

searchers can understand the protocols more easily. This framework characterizes

different MANET routing protocols and highlights the internal relationships among

different protocols.

• Quantitative models based on the RNS framework can be used to identify factors

that affect control overhead for different MANET routing protocols. The framework

allows comparison of routing protocols by analytical models coupled with network

parameters and traffic profiles. These parameters and profiles could come from sim-

ulations or measurements. Therefore, this quantitative model can help researchers

estimate how control overhead changes when the network environment changes

and, thus, aid in selection of proper protocols for specific application environments.

• Possible ideas for improving proposed MANET routing protocols can be found us-
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ing the RNS framework. For example, reduction of factors that affect the overhead

of a protocol can be used to improve the performance of that protocol in terms of

control overhead. The modularized framework allows a subprotocol to be replaced

by another subprotocol to form a better MANET routing protocol as long as these

two subprotocols have the same functionality.

• The RNS framework and the corresponding quantitative model can aid the design,

evaluation, and validation of new MANET routing protocols with emphasis on con-

trol overhead. For example, we can expect some efficient algorithms to achieve low

overhead for particular application environments. Based on the factors that affect

control overhead, we can also evaluate and improve MANET simulation models

(Refer to Sections 5.1 and 5.2 for more details).

• A better understanding of control overhead based on the RNS framework can be

useful for routing protocols that incorporate adaptive controls, such as SHARP pro-

tocol [70]. These adaptive routing protocols try to achieve different application spe-

cific goals, e.g., minimal packet overhead, targeted packet loss rate, or limited delay

jitter.

In this chapter, we concentrate on the explanation of the framework and provide

examples of its capabilities. Section 3.2 presents the RNS framework in detail, together

with a prototype of an analytical model with an emphasis on control overhead. Using

the framework, we give descriptions of some MANET routing protocols as examples in

Section 3.3. Analysis and comparison are also illustrated in this section. Section 3.5 ad-

dresses the factors that affect the operations and performance of different MANET proto-

cols, which provides guidance for the simulation study in the following chapters. Section

3.6 gives a summary and describes potential future work based on this framework.
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3.2 The Relay Node Set Framework

We define two terms before we present the framework, cover and relay node set. When a

node broadcasts, all of its neighbors should be able to receive that message. (Here, we

assume that the MAC layer protocol can guarantee delivery.) Referring to this property,

we say that the sender covers all of its neighbors. A set of nodes, say set M, is covered by

another set of nodes, say set N, when any node in M is covered by at least one node in

N. Figure 3.1 shows an example. Node 2 covers nodes 1, 3, and 5. The set of black nodes

covers the set of white nodes.

1

2
3

4

5 6

Wireless Connection

Figure 3.1: Example of relay node set and the definition of cover.

We make a general assumption that all nodes in a MANET network act as routers

and are willing to forward data packets from their neighbors. The relay node set is a set

of nodes that have the capability to retransmit control messages in the MANET network.

Nodes that are not in a RNS, called non-RNS nodes, always stay silent after they have

processed control messages received from their neighbors. Figure 3.1 also illustrates the

role of an RNS. For example, assume that the control message is a neighbor list for each

node. Every node broadcasts to nodes within its radio range. Only the two black nodes,

nodes 2 and 3, are needed to retransmit the first received control messages from their

neighbors so that all nodes can receives every other node’s neighbor list. Thus, all nodes

can build routing tables according to the topology indicated by neighbor lists. The black

node set in this example is a RNS.
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The framework presented in this section is built using the concept of the RNS.

It can describe a broad class of MANET routing protocols. As shown in Figure 3.2, this

framework contains four modules, RNS building, RNS control message (unicast or broad-

cast) propagation, RNS maintenance used when the topology changes, and unreliable

(control message) transmission handling. Note that in this research, we only consider the

basic routing function for these protocols and not other issues, such as quality of service

and security. The arrows in Figure 3.2 indicate dependency relationships between pairs of

modules. For example, the arrow from the module that handles unreliable transmissions

to the module that handles the building of the RNS implies that the latter relies on the

service of or information from the former.

Handling

RNS Control
Message Propagation

Module

RNS Maintenance
Module

Unreliable Transmission

RNS Building Module

Figure 3.2: Four modules in the RNS framework.

Different schemes used in these modules result in different MANET routing proto-

cols, including both reactive and proactive routing protocols. In the RNS building mod-

ule, different routing protocols use different methods to build the RNSs and the result

could be one RNS for the entire connected network or multiple sets of RNSs for the net-

work at a given time. RNSs can be associated with a certain node, a certain link, or a

certain pair of nodes when multiple sets of RNSs are allowed to exist in a network at a

given time. A RNS may or may not cover all nodes in the network, depending on the

algorithm that builds it. For example, Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [49] builds an RNS

when an initiator starts the route request procedure by broadcasting a route request mes-

sage. This RNS is associated with a pair of source and destination nodes and may not

cover all nodes in the network. This is a typical feature of reactive routing protocols.
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RNSs built by proactive routing protocols usually cover the entire connected network.

Routes can be built based on the control messages propagated by nodes in the RNS. For

example, in DSR, a route request reply message is sent back to the initiator by unicast.

Thus, all intermediate nodes and the initiator can build the routing entry for that particu-

lar destination.

Control messages sent in an RNS are different for different routing protocols. RNS

nodes may unicast or broadcast control messages. A control message can be a list of

visited nodes for the control message, a route request reply from a destination to the

corresponding initiator, default gateway information for each node, or a link state record.

These control messages are used to build routing entries. Generally speaking, the quality

of the routing information is proportional to the size of the control message. And, the

more information we want to exchange, the more overhead we have.

In general, reactive routing protocols do not have the capability to continuously

maintain RNSs. Once an old path is broken due to the movement of one or more interme-

diate nodes, the RNS building procedure starts again and new routing paths generated

by the new RNSs replace the old ones. Proactive routing protocols usually have some

scheme to maintain RNSs when an old one becomes invalid. Examples of this are given

in the following section. Therefore, the frequency of building RNSs in reactive routing

protocols is usually higher than in proactive protocols although this depends on the fre-

quency of starting new traffic flows for a reactive protocol. We can assume that the total

rate of RNS building and maintenance functions in a certain network environment for

any protocol is a constant when the traffic load in the network is heavy enough. This is

because when the topology changes, protocols either maintain old RNSs or re-build new

RNSs.

In a wireless network, a transmission may fail due to the poor quality of the wire-

less channel. Control messages can be damaged or lost due to transmission errors or

buffer overflows. Therefore, a routing protocol usually should have a separate module to
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handle unreliable transmissions. Reactive protocols, such as DSR and AODV, may re-try

for a few times if a transmission failure is detected; while proactive protocols, such as

OLSR and TBRPF, periodically rebroadcast control messages and, thus, handle unreliable

transmissions.

Our RNS framework can describe a broad class of routing protocols for MANETs

and can illustrate some internal similarities among protocols. We are also able to an-

alyze protocols with this framework. For example, according to the four-module RNS

framework, the total control overhead for a MANET routing protocol is formed by four

overhead components: (i) the overhead to build or rebuild the RNS, (ii) the overhead to

maintain the RNS, (iii) the overhead to propagate control messages in the RNS, and (iv)

the overhead to handle unreliable transmissions. Therefore, we can develop an analyti-

cal model for overhead. Equation 3.1 represents the total control overhead for a MANET

routing protocol based on this framework, expressed as the number of bytes transmitted

during time period t.

Overhead = Obuilding + Omaintenance + Opropagation + Oretransmission



Obuilding =
∑

Nbuilding

∑
SRNS

∑
Pcontrol building

Omaintenance =
∑

Nmaintenance

∑
Smaintenance

∑
Pcontrol maintenance

Opropagation =
∑

Npropagation

∑
Spropagation

∑
Pcontrol propagation

Oretransmission =
∑

Nretransmission

∑
Sretransmission

∑
Pcontrol retransmission

(3.1)

Here O stands for the overhead and the subscripts indicate the corresponding

modules to which these variables belong, P represents the size of corresponding con-

trol packets, N refers to the number of corresponding procedures executed in time period

t, S is the size of the corresponding RNS, and the subscripts indicate the corresponding

modules associated with the variables. In Equation 3.1, the overhead for the RNS build-

ing module and the RNS control message propagation module can be considered as the
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static overhead of a routing protocol. The overhead for the maintenance module is due

to the dynamic topology of a network. The overhead for the retransmission module pro-

vides robustness for a routing protocol. Generally speaking, if one of the terms becomes

smaller, some of the others may need to become larger. Proactive routing protocols tend

to have large overheads in the RNS building module and the RNS control message prop-

agation module when compared to reactive protocols. Proactive protocols tend to have

small overhead to maintain the RNS so that the number of re-building operations is small.

Protocol designers must balance the overhead associated with these modules for a given

environment so that routing protocols have optimal overall overhead for that environ-

ment. Descriptions of routing protocols with this analytical model can be used to identify

overhead factors. Comparison of results among protocols based on this framework can

provide directions to improve existing MANET routing protocols. Designers and deci-

sion makers can solve optimization problems among these four modules, according to

their particular application environment, when they design or choose MANET routing

protocols. In the next section, we show simple examples of analysis and comparison of

typical routing protocols using the framework.

3.3 Description and Analysis of Routing Protocols using

the RNS Framework

In this section, we use the RNS framework to describe MANET routing protocols and give

an analytical model for each protocol with the emphasis on control overhead. Note that

in this section we assume that the underlying MAC layer protocol supports guaranteed

transmission. Therefore, the overhead in the unreliable transmissions handling module

is relatively small for these routing protocols.
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3.3.1 Analysis of DSR with the RNS Framework

DSR is a typical on-demand reactive routing protocol. (Please refer to Section 2.3.2.) A

route request is broadcast when there is no known route to the expected destination. A

node that is not the destination rebroadcasts the route request if it does not know the

route. All nodes that forward a certain route request form an RNS. A RNS in DSR is

always associated with the pair of nodes consisting of the request initiator and the des-

tination node. This procedure is the RNS building module in DSR, which stops when a

route is found. A RNS in DSR may not include all nodes in the network, unless the desti-

nation node is not in the connected network (and this fact remains unknown) or the route

is not discovered until the last node in the network joins the RNS. The number of RNSs

built in a network using DSR is less than or equal to the number of the pairs of source and

destination nodes defined by the corresponding traffic profile. In DSR, only route request

reply or route failure notification is sent back to the initiator in the corresponding RNS

using unicast. This is the RNS control message propagation module. DSR does not have

any scheme to maintain RNSs. Therefore, a route request is regenerated when a known

route fails. This implies that DSR rebuilds corresponding RNSs for some pair of source

and destination nodes if old ones fail. In DSR, to avoid the case that a control packet is lost

(e.g., due to a buffer overflow at the receiver or a packet collision) or corrupted (e.g., due

to a transmission channel error), acknowledgments or a certain number of request retries

may be used when MAC layer protocols cannot provide guaranteed deliveries. This is the

module to handle unreliable transmissions. We ignore this module since we assume here

that control messages are guaranteed to be delivered by the MAC layer protocol. DSR

does not have a RNS maintenance module, therefore it suffers large overhead to build or

rebuild RNS. According to our analysis, the total overhead for DSR is given by Equation

3.2.

Overhead =

Npair∑
i=1




Ni,build∑
j=1

(Pi,j,req × Si,j,RNS + Pi,j,rep × Si,j,ret p + Pi,j,err × Si,j,RNS)


 (3.2)
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The definitions of variables are listed as below.

• Npair is the number of pairs of source and destination nodes.

• Ni,build is the total number of building or rebuilding operations for the i-th RNS.

• Pi,j,req is the average size of the route request packet when the i-th RNS is rebuilt for

the j-th time.

• Si,j,RNS is the size of the i-th RNS when this RNS is rebuilt for the j-th time. Note

that Si,j,RNS can be zero when the route between the corresponding source and des-

tination nodes is known, for example, due to the route cache recording other routes

that contain the desired route.

• Pi,j,rep is the average size of the route request reply message and corresponding

route failure notification, if there is any, for the i-th RNS when this RNS is built for

the j-th time.

• Si,j,ret p is the size of the subset of the i-th RNS that includes all nodes on the path

from the node that discovered that path back to the initiator and part of nodes ad-

jacent to that path when the i-th RNS is built for the j-th time. Note that Si,j,ret p ≤
Si,j,RNS .

• Pi,j,err is the average size of the error message when the i-th RNS is rebuilt for the

j-th time.

Note that some of these variables are dependent on others. When the network size in-

creases, Pi,j,req, Pi,j,rep, Pi,j,err, Si,j,RNS and Si,j,ret p may all increase. When nodes have

higher mobility, Ni,build could become larger. When the traffic load becomes heavier, Npair

becomes larger. Therefore, DSR suffers high overhead in a network with high mobility

nodes and heavy traffic loads. DSR is also not suitable for large networks. These analysis

results match the simulation results presented in [68].
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3.3.2 Analysis of AODV with the RNS Framework

AODV is similar to DSR. (Refer to Section 2.3.3.) The difference is the route request packet

for RNS building in AODV contains the number of hops, while the one in DSR contains

the list of intermediate node IDs. Therefore, the RNS model for AODV is similar to that

of DSR. The overhead for AODV is similar to that in DSR. Analytical results for DSR can

also apply to AODV. Aron and Gupta also present similar simulation results for AODV

[68].

3.3.3 Analysis of TORA with the RNS Framework

TORA uses blind broadcast similar to DSR to build RNSs in both reactive and proactive

procedures. Refer to Section 2.3.4. A RNS built in the proactive mode in TORA covers all

nodes and is associated with a certain destination node. Route request replies are broad-

cast to all nodes in the network. A RNS built in the reactive mode usually covers part of

the entire network and is associated with a certain pair of source and destination nodes.

Route request replies are sent back to the initiator using unicast. The difference between

TORA and reactive routing protocols, such as DSR and AODV, is that TORA has its own

maintenance scheme to assign and reassign node heights (and, thus, link directions) to

maintain RNSs when a route fails. Unlike some other routing protocol specifications, the

TORA draft does not address the function handling unreliable transmissions. The draft

assumes that TORA works on top of lower layer mechanisms or protocols that provide

reliable and in-order control packet delivery between neighbors. The overall control over-

head for TORA expressed as the number of bytes for duration t, is shown in Equation 3.3.

Note that there are two modes used in TORA, reactive and proactive. Therefore, the for-

mat of control overhead expression in TORA is different from DSR and AODV discussed

in previous sections.
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Overhead = Or + Op + Om



Or =
∑Npair

i=1

∑Ni,build r

j=1 (PQRY × Si,j,RNS + PUPD × Si,j,return path)

Op =
∑Np dest.

i=1

∑Ni,build p

j=1 (POPT ×N)

Om =
∑Npair+Np dest.

i=1

∑Ni,maintain

j=1 (PUPD × Si,j,update + PCLR × Si,j,erase)

(3.3)

In Equation 3.3, Or is the overhead to generate and rebuild RNSs in the reactive

mode, Op is the overhead to generate and rebuild RNSs in the proactive mode, and Om

is the overhead to maintain RNSs. Some variables are the same as those in Equation 3.2.

Others are defined as follows.

• Npair is the number of pairs of source and destination nodes for which paths are

found in reactive mode.

• Ni,build r is the total number of building or rebuilding operations for the i-th RNS in

reactive mode.

• PQRY is the size of the reactive route query (QRY). It is a constant in TORA.

• PUPD is the size of the request reply (UPD) message. It is also a constant in TORA.

• Np dest. is the average number of destination nodes that start the proactive proce-

dure.

• Ni,build p is total the number of building or rebuilding operations for the i-th RNS in

proactive mode.

• POPT is the size of the route building (OPT) packet in the proactive procedure. It is

a constant in TORA.

• N is the total number of nodes in the network.
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• Ni,maintain is the number of times that the maintenance procedure is used for the i-th

request.

• Ni,j,update is the number of nodes that need to adjust their heights when the topology

changes for the i-th request, including in both proactive and reactive modes, in the

j-th maintenance operation for the i-th RNS.

• PCLR is the size of route erasing (CLR) packets. It is a constant in TORA.

• Si,j,erase is the number of nodes that need to propagate the CLR packet during the

route erasing procedure for the i-th request, including both proactive and reactive

modes, in the j-th maintenance operation for the i-th RNS.

The overhead in TORA can be reduced if we can find a good algorithm to assign

heights to nodes so that we can avoid height reassignments for a large number of nodes

or frequent re-construction of the entire RNS when the topology changes. The proactive

procedure requires more overhead than the reactive protocol in TORA. Similar to other

reactive routing protocols, the performance of TORA in terms of overhead depends on the

properties of the network and traffic. TORA also has high overhead for large networks

with high mobility and heavy traffic.

3.3.4 Analysis of OLSR with the RNS Framework

OLSR (see Section 2.3.5) is a typical proactive routing protocol. OLSR uses periodic

“hello” messages to exchange neighbor lists between neighboring nodes. By using the

neighbor list information, multiple relay (MPR) node sets are built for all nodes with a

simple algorithm. An MPR node set is a small subset of neighboring nodes that cov-

ers all of the center node’s two-hop neighbors and may rebroadcast any control message

generated or forwarded by that center node. Information about MPR sets is also sent to

neighbors via the “hello” messages. All nodes generate their own MPR selector (MPRS)
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sets. The MPRS set for a node is the set of neighboring nodes that select this node as

a member of their MPR sets. Only nodes with non-empty MPRS sets broadcast control

messages containing their MPRS sets. Generally, a node re-broadcasts a first-received

control message sent by its neighbor if and only if this neighbor selects it as one of the

neighbor’s MPR nodes. Note that in the propagation procedure, if a node i is in the MPR

node set for another node, say node j, and node i already received the broadcast control

message originated by a certain initiator from a third node, say node k, before it receives

this message from node j, node i keeps silent. In other words, node i is not included in

the RNS, which reflects the first-seen rule for OLSR. The procedure described above is

the RNS building procedure in OLSR. Therefore, the RNSs in OLSR are associated with

certain source nodes and multiple copies of RNSs associated with different initiators can

co-exist at any given time.

The sizes of different RNS sets may not be the same. The reason that these RNS

sets may have different sizes is due to the distributed selection algorithm of MPR nodes,

which is performed by neighbor nodes and may not be consistent among neighboring

nodes. Each node rebroadcasts control messages sent by nodes that are in its MPRS set

which have not been seen before. Therefore, information about all MPRS sets can be prop-

agated to all nodes in the network with a small number of retransmissions. Routes can

be built based on the information about MPRS sets of other nodes. MPRS nodes act as

gateways and pairs of MPR and MPRS nodes form routes. This is the RNS propagation

procedure for OLSR. When the topology changes, the OLSR protocol uses local modi-

fications of MPR and MPRS sets to maintain RNSs at nodes within a two-hop range of

the changed link. This is the RNS maintenance procedure for OLSR. OLSR periodically

broadcasts control messages. Therefore, it has the capability to handle unreliable trans-

missions.

The total overhead in OLSR is shown in Equation 3.4. Note that since OLSR period-

ically broadcasts control messages, we can assume that the overhead to handle unreliable
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transmissions is included in the overhead for propagation.

Overhead = Oconstruction + Omaintenance + Opropagation



Oconstruction =
∑Nhello

i=1

∑N
j=1 Pi,j,hello

Omaintenance =
∑Nm

i=1

∑Ni,adjust

j=1 (Pi,j,MPRS × Si,j,RNS)

Opropagation =
∑Nupdate

i=1

∑Ni,MPRS

j=1 (Pi,j,MPRS × Si,j,RNS)

(3.4)

Some parameters are defined previously. The other variables are defined below.

• Nhello is the total number of periods in which hello messages are sent.

• Pi,j,hello is the size of the ith hello packet sent by node j. The actual overhead in the

RNS building phase can vary since the size of the hello messages varies.

• Nm is the number of RNSs maintenance operations due to link changes. The RNS

maintenance operation is invoked each time the topology changes. Thus, Nm de-

pends on random changes in the topology.

• Ni,adjust is the number of nodes that need to adjust MPRs in the ith maintenance

operation. When the topology changes, the MPRSs of some nodes within a two-hop

range may change. This parameter depends on the exact MPR selection algorithm

that is used and on network properties.

• Pi,j,MPRS is the size of the MPRS declaration packet (topology control message) for

node j in the nodes that adjust their MPRS sets when the ith link changes. The

size of the MPRS declaration packet may vary, so the actual overhead due to MPRS

declaration packets varies.

• Si,j,RNS is the size of the RNS for node j in the ith maintenance operation.

• Nupdate is the total number of periods in which broadcast topology control messages

are sent.
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• Ni,MPRS is the number of nodes with a non-empty MPRS at the i-th periodic broad-

cast.

Parameters in OLSR’s overhead are independent of traffic profiles. This is a com-

mon feature for proactive routing protocols. They can have a fixed upper bound on over-

head in a network with any type of traffic. This can be an advantage for proactive proto-

cols for networks with many traffic flows. For MANETs with large size and low link den-

sity, OLSR may suffer scalability problems because nearly all nodes need to re-broadcast

control messages from other nodes when the link density is low for a large connected

MANET.

3.3.5 Analysis of Simple Gateway Protocol with the RNS Framework

Wu, et al. presented a simple gateway protocol in [75]. Their basic approach is to use an

algorithm (refer to Section 4.1.1 for details) to select, in a distributed manner, a minimal

set of nodes that are connected and cover all the other nodes in the network. This set of

nodes is called a connected dominating set (CDS). CDS nodes act as default gateways for

nearby nodes. Default gateways broadcast lists of attached nodes. Only gateway nodes

retransmit the information sent by other gateways. Because of the connectivity and cov-

erage properties of those nodes in the connected dominating set, these control messages

are propagated to all gateways. Thus, routes to all nodes can be built for every node. The

idea of this simple gateway protocol is similar to that of OLSR if we map both protocols

to the four-module RNS framework. From the point of view of the framework, both these

protocols select subset of nodes as the RNSs and the broadcast control messages sent by

the RNS nodes are all subsets of neighbor lists of the RNS nodes. One difference is that

the simple gateway protocol builds only one copy of a RNS while OLSR builds multiple

copies of RNSs. Another difference is that the information sent in the RNS of the sim-

ple gateway protocol is the default gateway information generated by RNS nodes, not

MPRS information. (This concept of gateways is close to the concept of MPRS sets in
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OLSR.) The simple gateway protocol builds RNSs in two phases. In the first phase, nodes

declare themselves as RNS nodes once they have two non-adjacent neighbors. In the sec-

ond phase, each RNS node selected in the first phase examines its RNS neighbors with

larger node IDs. If there is such a neighbor that covers all of its other neighbors or there

are two such neighbors that are adjacent and cover all its other neighbors, this node does

not remain a RNS node. Here nodes use a special message type to declare themselves

as RNS nodes. Like TORA, Wu, et al. do not fully address the module for unreliable

transmissions. We assume that this protocol is similar to OLSR so the module to handle

unreliable transmissions can be ignored. Thus, Equation 3.5 gives the overall overhead

for the simple gateway protocol.

Overhead = Oconstruction + Omaintenance + Opropagation



Oconstruction = Pannouse CDS(S0,1st + S0,CDS) +
∑Nhello

i=1

∑N
j=1 Pi,j,hello

Omaintenance =
∑Nm

i=1[Pannouse CDS(Si,1st phase + Si,2nd phase)+

Si,CDS

∑Ni,adjust

j=1 Pi,j,gateway]

Opropagation =
∑Nupdate

i=1 (Si,CDS

∑Si,CDS

j=1 Pi,j,gateway)

(3.5)

Some variables are the same as those used in previous equations. Others are de-

fined as follows.

• Pannouse CDS is the size of the packet for a node to announce itself as a CDS node to

neighbors.

• S0,1st is the size of the CDS generated in the first phase at the initialization of the

entire procedure.

• Si,CDS is the size of the i-th CDS when the second phase of the selection algorithm

ends.

• Si,1st phase is the number of CDSs generated at the first phase in the i-th maintenance

operation due to link changes.
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• Si,2nd phase is the number of CDSs generated in the second phase in the i-th mainte-

nance operation due to link changes.

• Pi,j,gateway is the size of the gateway message generated by node j in the i-th periodic

broadcast.

This protocol is very similar to OLSR from the RNS framework’s point of view.

Therefore, it has similar properties as we discussed in Section 3.3.4. The only difference

between Wu’s protocol and OLSR is that nodes in RNS are selected by themselves in Wu’s

protocol while they are selected by neighbors in OLSR. Which approach is better is still

an open question and is currently being discussed in the IETF MANET group.

3.3.6 Analysis of TBRPF with the RNS Framework

TBRPF (see Section 2.3.6) is also a proactive routing protocol that provides shortest path

routing. Each node uses periodic “hello” messages to detect links to its neighbors. Based

on the local link state database, each node first builds a shortest path tree to all possible

destinations. A node decides whether or not to report links in its shortest path tree to its

neighbors by an estimation algorithm based on its local link state database. Information

that is shared with a neighbor is considered to be reportable. Basically, a neighbor node

is added to a reportable node set if this node has at least one neighbor which is not con-

nected to this neighbor. Links in the shortest path tree are added to a reportable link set

if one end point is in the reportable node set or one adjacent link that does not connect to

the center node and is included in the reportable link set. Therefore, the reportable link

set in the shortest path tree form a reportable tree. Each node broadcasts its reportable

tree. This is the RNS building module in TBRPF. For any link, there is a set of nodes

that broadcasts that link to neighboring nodes. Therefore, an RNS is built for each link

in TBRPF. The control messages sent in TBRPF are reportable trees. Nodes have enough

information to build proper shortest path trees based on reportable trees from neighbors.
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When the topology changes, the maintenance module uses online computation to update

corresponding RNSs and the link state update is propagated to all related nodes in the

associated RNSs. Similar to OLSR, TBRPF uses periodic broadcast messages to handle

unreliable transmissions. The overhead for TBRPF is presented in Equation 3.6.

Overhead = Oconstruction + Omaintenance + Opropagation



Oconstruction =
∑Nhello

i=1

∑N
j=1 Pi,j,hello

Omaintenance =
∑Nm

i=1

∑Si,RNS

j=1 Pi,j,LS

Opropagation =
∑Nupdate

i=1

∑Ei

j=1

∑Si,j,RNS

k=1 Pi,j,k,LS

(3.6)

Some of these variables are the same as those in previous equations. Others are

defined as follows.

• Si,RNS is the size of the RNS for link i.

• Pi,j,LS is the size of a link state description for link i at node j.

• Ei is the number of edges in the i-th periodic broadcast in TBRPF.

• Si,j,RNS is the size of RNS for the link j.

• Pi,j,k,LS is the size of a link state description for link j at node k in the i-th periodic

broadcast.

Similar to OLSR and other proactive protocols, the control overhead in TBRPF

depends on parameters for network profiles. In TBRPF, the RNS selection algorithm is

based on shortest path trees maintained at distributed nodes. Therefore, nodes running

TBRPF may require more processing times compared to OLSR.
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3.3.7 Analysis of Hybrid Protocols with the RNS Framework

Other protocols, e.g., the landmark routing protocol with fisheye state routing protocol

(see Section 2.3.7), the interzone routing protocol with intrazone routing protocol (see

Section 2.3.8), are combinations of reactive and proactive protocols. Similar to TORA (see

Section 2.3.4), we can also categorize these protocols by this RNS framework, although

details are not presented here.

3.3.8 Analysis of Hierarchical and Cluster Protocols with the RNS Frame-

work

From the perspective of the framework, the RNS in hierarchical and/or cluster routing

protocols is also in the form of clustered node sets. Different control messages are propa-

gated in different subsets of the RNSs according to the content of these messages and the

roles of RNS nodes in the routing protocol. Generally, the RNS maintenance module in

this type of protocol can limit the change of RNSs within a limited local range. That is

why this kind of protocol is scalable.

Note that we can describe all these protocols in a similar way using the four-

module framework. This implies that it is possible to use similar finite state machines

to describe and formally verify MANET protocols and to implement them in simulators

in a finite state machine based framework. This is a potential future research topic. In the

next section, we illustrate the use of the framework through a comparative study of two

link state routing protocls, OLSR and TBRPF.
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3.4 Example Comparison of Two Proactive Protocols: OLSR

and TBRPF

We discuss using the RNS framework to compare two protocols in this section. There are

some schemes proposed in the literature to improve MANET routing protocols in terms

of control overhead. Those schemes can be derived from the analytical model based on

the RNS framework. For example, Perkins, et al. describe an effort to reduce the range of

the RNS built when a route request is sent [50]. Perkins, et al. [50] and Johnson, et al. [49]

incorporate routing caches to reduce the propagation range of control messages. It can be

seen from the analytical model that these approaches are trying to limit the size of RNS in

the RNS construction operation. In other words, reducing the blind broadcast range re-

duces the control overhead. Moreover, this analytical model can also guide us to improve

MANET routing protocols in other ways. Since little research has been done to improve

proactive routing protocols in terms of control overhead, the following paragraphs give

such an example with OLSR.

OLSR uses “hello” messages not only to detect link connections, but also to ex-

change MPR information. So the overhead of “hello” messages in OLSR is larger than

that of TBRPF. The packet size of Pi,j,MPRS is formed by a header (MAC layer header and

an IP header) and a data payload. Equation 3.7 illustrates the calculation of the packet

size. Here, we assume that Punit is the basic unit to describe a four-byte node ID. We can

assume Pi,j,MPRS equals the size of packet header (MAC and IP headers) plus several basic

units to describe the MPRS. The link description packet used in TBRPF, defined as Pi,LS ,

shares one header since a node broadcasts a reportable tree. Each link needs at most two

IDs, each of size Punit. Some links with common nodes can lead to smaller packet sizes.

This yields the upper bound shown in Equation 3.7.
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Pi,j,MPRS = Pheader + (|MPRS|+ 1)× Punit

Pi,LS ≤ Pheader/Sreportable tree,i + 2Punit ≤ Pheader + 2Punit

(3.7)

In the RNS maintenance module, the overhead for OLSR, shown in Equation 3.4,

equals the sum of products of Pi,j,MPRS and Si,j,RNS . Generally, if Pi,j,MPRS increases,

Si,j,RNS will also increase. Therefore, we can assume that the covariance between these

two variables is greater than zero. Now, we have the lower bound for the OLSR overhead

for the RNS maintenance module, shown in Equation 3.8. Based on Equations 3.6 and

3.7, the upper bound of the overhead for the RNS maintenance module for TBRPF can be

formulated as shown in Equation 3.8.

Omaint,OLSR ≥ Nm •Nadjust • Si,j,RNS

= [Pheader + (|MPRS|+ 1)Punit]NmNadjust • SRNS,OLSR

Omaint,TBRPF ≤ Nm

∑Si,RNS

i=1 (Pheader + 2Punit)

= Nm(Pheader + 2Punit)RRNS,TBRPF

(3.8)

We used simulation to estimate the parameters for the size of the RNSs for these

two protocols. Since dynamic topologies can be considered as a sequence of static topolo-

gies, we implemented these protocols in C++ with sequences of static topologies. Simu-

lations were done using a 100 × 100 unit square map. Two nodes can communicate with

each other if the distance between them is less than the given maximum radio range. The

number of nodes ranged from 2 to 100. OLSR and TBRPF were simulated. The latest

OLSR draft states that a node “should select an MPR set such that any two-hop neighbor

is covered by at least MPR COVERAGE MPR nodes” [53]. We assume that the minimum

MPR set is used in OLSR, i.e., MPR COVERAGE equals 1. We generated 1000 random

connected topologies for each set of parameters and obtained the average size of RNSs.

Results are shown in Figures 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 with radio ranges of 25, 50, and 75 units,
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respectively. Note that we only show the average values in these figures. Since for a

given number of nodes in a network, say N, the range for all possible RNS sizes is [0,

N]. Therefore, the variance of results can be large. In other words, our comparison results

only give an idea on the average performance and which protocol generates smaller RNSs

really depends on the actual MANET application it applies to.

According to the simulation results, in most cases when the maximum radio ranges

were 25 and 50, the average size of RNSs in OLSR is larger than in TBRPF. When the

maximum radio range was 75, the size of RNSs in TBRPF and OLSR leveled off to constant

values of a little over two for TBRPF and a little less than two for OLSR. Generally, the

size of the MPRS set was greater than or equal to one. We also assumed that Ni,adjust is

greater than or equal to one. Therefore, based on these results and assumptions, OLSR

usually has larger overhead in the maintenance module than TBRPF.
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Figure 3.3: Average size of RNS versus number of nodes (Radio range=25).

According to the RNS framework, we can improve the first two modules in OLSR

without increasing the overhead in the propagation module. For example, the Updated

Local Ripple CDS (ULRCDS) algorithm described in Section 4.1.4 with smaller average

RNS sizes should have less overhead in the building and maintenance modules for OLSR.

Therefore, we can reduce the control overhead in OLSR using ULRCDS. Using other al-
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Figure 3.4: Average size of RNS versus number of nodes (Radio range=50).
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Figure 3.5: Average size of RNS versus number of nodes (Radio range=75).
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gorithms that generate small size of MPRS is also mentioned in the OLSR draft [53] as

possible direction to reduce OLSR control overhead. ULRCDS can build one copy of the

connected dominating set as the RNS for the network. The “hello” messages are similar

to those of OLSR. Two-hop neighbor information is used. (Refer to Section 4.1.4 for de-

tails of this algorithm.) Simulation results shown in Figures 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 show that the

average RNS size in the ULRCDS is smaller than that in OLSR. Therefore, it may result in

less overhead than the algorithm used by OLSR.

3.5 Environmental Factors for MANET Routing Protocols

We described the framework and different MANET routing protocols in the previous

sections. This section discusses environmental factors that affect the operations and, thus,

the performance of different MANET routing protocols.

Based on the analytical model of control overhead shown in Equation 3.1, the envi-

ronmental parameters that can affect the control overhead in a MANET are listed in Table

3.1 with brief definitions. Basically, the control overhead of proactive protocols, such as

OLSR and TBRPF, depends on the values of ∆ and D. The control overhead of reactive

protocols, such as AODV, depends on the values of ∆, D, λ, L, and TF. Currently, most

widely used mobility models are defined based on node movement patterns. The rela-

tionships between parameters used in common mobility models and variables listed in

Table 3.1 are not clear. Therefore, we investigate trends of control overhead with respect

to variables defined in Table 3.1 in Chapter 7. In a real application environment, these pa-

rameters are often measurable or can be estimated with reasonable accuracy. Therefore,

it is possible to adaptively adjust routing protocol parameters or even change protocols

according to the parameters measured in real-time in a system. This is beyond the scope

of our research and may be a topic for future research.
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Table 3.1: Environmental Parameters that Affect Control Overhead

Variables Definitions
N Number of Nodes
E Average Number of Edges
T(UP) Average Link Duration
T(DOWN) Average Link Down Time
∆ Average Degree (2E/N)
D Link Density (∆ = 2E/N2)
λ Average Number of Link Change Rate
L Average Length of Path
TF Number of Traffic Flows

3.6 Summary and Conclusions

We presented a framework based on the concept of a relay node set that can characterize

MANET routing protocols. We developed an analytical model with the RNS framework

for control overhead for MANET routing protocols. Simple examples were used to show

how we can compare and, possibly improve routing protocols using the RNS framework.

There are some parameters defined in the analytical model that may not be measured

directly for a MANET application. This is a limitation of using the RNS framework. One

suggested approach is to use simulations or real-time measurements to estimate those

values. This suggests a potential research topic for MANET routing protocols in which

estimates of environmental parameters, including network and user application profiles,

are used to adaptively choose different routing protocols or different sub-functions for

one protocol.

We can describe and analyze a MANET routing protocol using the RNS frame-

work. We can also use the RNS framework and the analytical model to provide guidance

to design new protocols and improve existing protocols. For example, to achieve low con-

trol overhead, we can design a proactive algorithm that constructs a small RNS, which is
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discussed in Chapter 4.

Guided by the RNS framework, we can estimate of trends of control overhead for

different protocols when the network and/or user traffic profiles change (See Chapter 7).

Simulations summarized in Chapter 7 can also provide guidance for users to select proper

MANET routing protocols according to their application environments.



Chapter 4

A New Link State Proactive Routing

Protocol

Guided by the RNS framework described in Chapter 3, we designed and developed a

link state proactive routing protocol, which we call Open Shortest Path First using Min-

imal Connected Dominating Set algorithm (OSPF-MCDS). It maintains full topology in

distributed nodes and provides shortest path routings. In this chapter, we present our

work on this routing protocol. The content of this chapter was summarized in [72].

4.1 Connected Dominating Set

A common source of overhead in a wireless ad hoc network comes from blind broad-

cast. In a wireless ad hoc network, a node rebroadcasts all received broadcast messages.

Nodes may receive multiple copies of the same message from more than one neighbor.

Therefore, according to the RNS framework, reducing redundant broadcast messages can

reduce channel bandwidth consumption and increase bandwidth efficiency. A minimal

connected dominating set (CDS) can be used to reduce redundancy due to blind broadcasts.

63
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In a simple graph G(N,E), N is the set of nodes and E is the set of edges. Assume a node

set T ⊂ N such that for all u in N −T , there exists v ∈ T , such that edge (u, v) ∈ E. This is

the cover property for the CDS. Set T is called a dominating set. Set T is also called a con-

nected dominating set (CDS) when T forms a connected graph. This is the connectivity

property for the CDS [41].

Figure 4.1 gives an example of a CDS. Black nodes 2 and 3 are connected and cover

all nodes in the network. They form a CDS for this graph. It is obvious that broadcasting

by using nodes in a CDS as relay nodes can reduce redundant rebroadcasts compared

with blind broadcast. Broadcast messages can be propagated to all nodes in the CDS

because of the connectivity property of the CDS. Non-CDS nodes are able to receive mes-

sages because of the cover property of the CDS.

1 2
3

4 5

Figure 4.1: An example of a CDS in a simple network.

Assume all nodes rebroadcast broadcast messages that are not seen before. The

redundant traffic reduced by a CDS can be indicated by the size of the non-CDS node set

divided by the total number of nodes in the graph. A simple simulation is presented here

to show the improvement as compared to blind broadcast. In the simulation, n nodes are

randomly generated in an area of 100 × 100 square units. Radio range is used to decide

whether or not two nodes are connected. Three radio ranges, 25, 50, and 75, are used and

only connected networks are used. To find an optimum CDS for all topologies, all possible

node sets are examined. The CDS with the minimum size, the minimum CDS (MCDS), is

kept. For each set of parameters, we tried 1000 replications with different random node
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placements. Figure 4.2 shows the percentage of reduced overhead due to using a CDS

compared with blind broadcast. Similar to the simulations presented in Section 3.4, we

only show the average values in Section. Since for a given number of nodes in a network,

say N, the range for all possible reductions is [0, 100%], the variance of results can be large.

In other words, the simulation results presented in this section only give a rough idea on

the average reduction and the actual improvement really depends on network topologies.
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Figure 4.2: Reduction of broadcast overhead using optimum CDS.

According to Figure 4.2, overhead is reduced by over 50% for all radio ranges and

values of n. Savings increase when radio range increases or number of nodes increases,

implying better performance in a highly dense network. Therefore, broadcasting based on

a small CDS can be a promising approach to reduce routing overhead. In this chapter, we

examine and propose a new link state proactive routing protocol using CDSs to efficiently

broadcast control messages.

Finding a minimal CDS for a connected graph is an NP-complete problem. For a
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small graph, we can enumerate all possible cases to find a minimal solution. However,

this approach is not feasible for larger graphs. Different approximation algorithms to find

a minimal CDS are proposed in the literature [73, 74, 75]. Algorithms that use all infor-

mation in the network are called global algorithms. Local algorithms utilize only local

neighbor information. Das and Bhargavan [74] propose implementations of two global

algorithms described by Guha and Khuller [73]. Wu and Li present a local distributed

algorithm [75].

In Section 4.1.1, we introduce others’ work on approximation algorithms for find-

ing a minimal CDS. We present four algorithms we developed in the following sfections.

Section 4.1.6 shows the analysis of the approximation algorithms in terms of time and

message complexity. Simulation studies of different algorithms are presented in Section

4.2. Section 4.3 proposes a proactive link state routing protocol integrated with a CDS

approximation algorithm. We present our conclusions and an outline of future work in

Section 4.4.

4.1.1 Survey of Existing Algorithms

In this section, we present approximation algorithms for finding a minimal CDS proposed

in [73], [74] and [75]. The two global algorithms proposed by Das, et al. assume that nodes

keep identical copies of the entire topology. (This is always true in a proactive link state

routing protocol.) The first algorithm, which we name Das CDS I algorithm, defines an

effective degree for every node. The effective degree of a node is the number of its non-

CDS neighbors. The Das CDS I algorithm has two stages. The first stage is responsible

for finding a small dominating set C’ using a loop. At the beginning of an iteration in this

loop, nodes are assigned weights – their effective degree. One iteration ends by adding

the node with the largest weight to C’. The loop in the first stage stops when C’ covers all

nodes. Note that after the first stage, C’ may contain several disconnected components.

In the second stage, the Das CDS I algorithm tries to use the minimum number of extra
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nodes to connect the components of C’ so that a CDS can be formed. In this stage, links are

assigned weights. If a link connects two non-CDS nodes that are in the same component,

this link is assigned a weight of infinity. The weight for other links is the number of end

points that are not in C’. The lightest links are chosen to connect disjointed components.

This algorithm ends when a CDS is found.

The second algorithm, which we call Das CDS II, starts at the node with the highest

degree. It extends the set of selected CDS nodes by including one of the nodes adjacent

to the CDS set with the largest number of uncovered neighbors or two-hop uncovered

neighbors until no uncovered node is left. Both of Das and Bhargavan’s algorithms are

based on Guha and Khuller’s approximation algorithm [73]. Therefore, they have similar

performance in terms of the average size of the final CDS sets.

The time complexity for the Das CDS I algorithm is O((ν + γ)∆), where ν is the

number of nodes in the network, γ is the size of the final CDS, and ∆ is the maximum

node degree. The Das CDS II algorithm has time complexity O((γ + ∆)γ). A metric, the

performance ratio, is defined to characterize the worst-case performance of approxima-

tion algorithms in [73]. Assume that an algorithm can find a CDS with size C and that

the minimum CDS size is C* . The performance ratio is defined as the maximum value of

C/ C*. Analysis in [73] shows that these two algorithms achieve the performance ratios of

2H(∆) + 1 and 2H(∆), respectively, where H(∆) =
∑∆

i=1(1/i) ≤ ln∆ + 1.

The local algorithm, which we call Wu CDS, is implemented in a distributed man-

ner. This algorithm uses two phases and assumes that all nodes know all the other nodes

that are within their two-hop range. In the first stage, a node is selected as a potential

member of the CDS if and only if it has two non-adjacent neighbors. Nodes broadcast if

they elect themselves as members of the potential CDS in the first phase. Two extensions

are used in the second phase to reduce the size of the CDS. A node stays in the CDS unless

a neighbor CDS node with a larger ID covers its entire neighbor set. As an extension, if

the neighbor set of a node is covered by two adjacent CDS neighbors with larger IDs, this
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node may change itself to a non-CDS node. The time complexity turns out to be O(∆2),

where ∆ is the maximum node degree. This is better than the two global algorithms

described above. Comparison has been done between Wu CDS and Das CDS I in [75].

Simulation results show that Wu CDS produces a smaller CDS than Das CDS I, except

in the case of a high-density network [75]. Because the Das CDS II algorithm is close to

Das CDS I, we can expect similar results if we compare Wu CDS and Das CDS II. An-

other similar local algorithm is presented in [76]. This is a modest extension of Wu CDS.

Similarly, there is another paper discussing a CDS algorithm for broadcast in MANETs

[77]. Their approach is similar to one algorithm discussed in [74]. Therefore, we do not

compare these two algorithms in this work.

In the following sections, we present four new approximation algorithms to find

a minimal CDS for a given graph. Two are global algorithms and two are distributed

local algorithms. We assume that nodes have unique IDs. Control messages travel like

water ripples in all directions from the center. We simulate this phenomenon in a network

by emulating a broadcast procedure (described in Section 4.1.2) or by broadcast of a real

message (described in Sections 4.1.3 and 4.1.4). Based on observations, we also developed

another global algorithm (described in Section 4.1.5). Before we present our algorithms,

we first define two concepts.

Definition 4.1.1 The n-hop neighbor set of node i consists of nodes whose minimum distance

from i is exactly n and is denoted as Ni[n]. In other words, ∀j ∈ Ni[n], the number of hops in the

shortest path from i to j is n.

As an example, consider the topology of Figure 4.1. For node 1, N1[0] = {1}, N1[1] = {2},

N1[2] = {3, 4}, and N1[3] = {5}.

Definition 4.1.2 Node i is covered by node j when node i is the neighbor of node j, i.e. node i

and j are in each other’s radio range. A set of nodes N is covered by set of nodes M iff every node

in N is covered by at least one node in M .
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We assume that nodes periodically flood HELLO messages with neighbor lists to one-

hop neighbors. This means that nodes have knowledge of other nodes within a two-hop

range. In a wireless ad hoc network, broadcast messages may not travel exactly in the

same pattern in all directions because of channel delays or processing delays in the nodes.

Therefore, our second assumption is that a node receives duplicate broadcast messages

from all of its neighbors in a certain time T0. This is a reasonable assumption because

if time T0 is larger than the idle interval time for the hello protocol, neighbors that do

not send back expected messages are already considered to be lost. In Sections 4.1.2,

4.1.3, 4.1.4, and 4.1.5, we first assume that the underlying MAC layer protocol guaran-

tees delivery (Section 4.1.7 presents further discussions that does have have assumption).

Note that duplicate messages received by a node in Ni[n] may only come from nodes in

Ni[n−1], Ni[n], and Ni[n+1]. The next subsections present four approximation algorithms

for a minimal CDS: global ripple algorithm, local ripple algorithm, updated local ripple

algorithm, and global CDS algorithm.

4.1.2 Global Ripple Algorithm for Minimal CDS

The global ripple algorithm (GRCDS) assumes all nodes try to maintain identical copies of

the entire network topology. This assumption is reasonable when the network mobility

is low. When a link changes, the network is in a transient state in which some nodes

have different copies of the topology database. We concentrate on low mobility cases

for this algorithm at this stage. Here the terms of low mobility is defined as small link

connectivity change rates with respect to the frequency to exchange control messages

in the CDS algorithms. (This assumption is required for all proactive routing protocols.

Otherwise, none of those proactive routing protocol can work properly.)

The algorithm runs locally with global topology information. There are two stages.

In the first stage, the algorithm broadcasts a zero-payload or “virtual” message starting

at the node with the minimum node ID. The initiator of this message is marked as a
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potential CDS node. When a node broadcasts, all of its one-hop neighbors can receive the

broadcast message.

Rule 4.1.2.1 A node j in NInitiator[n] rebroadcasts the first-received virtual message and is marked

as a potential CDS node unless the sender with the smallest node ID among all senders in NInitiator[n−
1] covers all neighbors of node j.

A node may receive duplicate messages from several neighbors. To ensure that

the results of the distributed algorithm are deterministic, we assume that nodes in Ni[n]

always examine the first node in Ni[n − 1] that broadcasts the virtual message to it. The

node with the smaller ID wins a tie. Since the global algorithm starts with the node

having the smallest ID and ends with the node having the largest ID, the processing order

and, hence, results, are deterministic. We assume nodes in Ni[n] receive all duplicate

messages from their neighbors in time T0. A node eventually gets to know whether or not

its neighbors are potential CDS nodes by examining the sources of duplicated messages.

In the second stage, a potential CDS node decides whether or not to stay in the

CDS based on the list of potential CDS neighbors, together with neighbor list information.

Potential CDS nodes are examined in ascending order of the node ID. A potential CDS

node performs a coverage check and a connectivity check in this stage. The coverage

check is used to determine if the potential CDS node’s non-CDS neighbors are covered

by its potential CDS neighbors. Whether or not these CDS neighbors are connected is

determined by checking connectivity.

Rule 4.1.2.2 If results of both coverage and connectivity checks are positive, the potential CDS

node is marked as a non-CDS node.

Figure 4.3 presents an example of GRCDS in an eleven-node network. The poten-

tial CDS nodes, selected using Rule 4.1.2.1, are in black in Figure 4.3 (a). Figure 4.3 (b)

shows the final CDS in black after the second stage.
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In this example, GRCDS initiates a “ripple” from node 1, the node with the smallest

node ID. Node 1 is marked as a potential CDS node in the first stage. According to Rule

4.1.2.1, nodes 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 are also marked as potential CDS nodes. Note that nodes

4 and 5 are both marked because their ripple source, node 2, does not cover all of their

neighbors and node 3 is not marked because its ripple source, node 2, covers all of its

neighbors. In the second stage, Rule 4.1.2.2 removes node 4 because its CDS neighbors

(nodes 2, 5, 7 and 8) cover all of its neighbors and form a connected node set. Node 1 is

removed for the similar reason. Therefore, the final size of the CDS is 4, which happens

to be the optimum solution. Complexity analysis and simulation results are shown in

Section 4.1.6 and Chapter 6.
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Figure 4.3: Example of GRCDS.

Now we prove that the node set formed by GRCDS is always a CDS for a given

graph G.

Assertion: Prove the final node set generated by the GRCDS is a CDS.

Proof: First, we describe the algorithm as follows. Let S stand for the initial node

that sends out the virtual message, N and CDS represent the node sets that received

the virtual message and rebroadcast the message, respectively. At the beginning, N =

CDS = S. Nodes in the neighbor set of CDS which are not in N , say N [CDS], receive this

virtual message for the first time. Therefore, N = N
⋃

N [CDS]. We use Nrebroadcast[CDS]

to represent the nodes in N [S] that rebroadcast the virtual message. Therefore, CDS =
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CDS
⋃

Nrebroadcast[CDS]. If N contains all nodes in the network, this procedure stops.

Now we prove the connectivity feature. According to the procedure we described

above, the set CDS keeps increasing by adding only neighboring nodes that rebroadcast

the virtual message until the first stage algorithm stops. Therefore, the final CDS is a

connected node set.

Now, we prove the coverage property in the first stage by using contradiction.

Assume there exists a node i that is not covered by the final CDS after the algorithm

stops. In other words, it is not in the final CDS and is not adjacent to any nodes in

CDS. Therefore it cannot receive the virtual message since, according to the procedure

described above, node i has no neighbor that broadcast the virtual message. In other

words, node set N does not contain all nodes because there is at least one node, i, that is

not in N . Thus, we have a conflict with our assumption. Therefore, the coverage property

is proved.

Based on the proof of connectivity and coverage properties, the final node set is a

CDS. 2

4.1.3 Local Ripple Algorithm for Minimal CDS

GRCDS is based on the assumption that all nodes maintain identical copies of the topol-

ogy. Although GRCDS is a global algorithm, it checks each node only based on the lo-

cal information. This suggests the idea for a local ripple algorithm for a minimal CDS

(LRCDS). The LRCDS algorithm uses a real control message, named SETUP MCDS. To

guarantee that all nodes have the same result with this distributed algorithm, the control

message processed later by all nodes should be initiated by one node.

We assume that this unique initiator is the node with the minimum node ID in the

network. If nodes have full topology information, they are able to determine the node

with the minimum ID. However, if nodes in a network only have part of the topology
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information, they cannot find the minimum node ID in the network. In this case, we de-

fine an initiator ID field in the SETUP MCDS message. Nodes first assume themselves

to be the node with the minimum node ID if their IDs are the minimum ones accord-

ing to their best knowledge of the entire node set in this network. These nodes initiate

their SETUP MCDS messages using their own IDs. When other nodes receive multiple

SETUP MCDS messages initiated by different source nodes, they can check the originator

ID field so that the messages with larger originator IDs are discarded, together with the

corresponding results. Thus, with the extra control overhead in the SETUP MCDS mes-

sages, we can guarantee the final results of the LRCDS algorithm in all nodes are based on

the same initiator of the SETUP MCDS message. In the following discussion, we assume

that every node in a network knows the minimum node ID in the network.

Rule 4.1.3.1 A node rebroadcasts the first-received message and marks itself as a potential CDS

node unless the first sender covers all of its neighbors.

Rule 4.1.3.2 If results of both coverage and connectivity checks are positive, the potential CDS

node is marked as a non-CDS node.

The LRCDS algorithm uses rules similar to GRCDS to select and maintain the CDS

based on the local neighbor information. According to Rule 4.1.3.1, the sender of the

SETUP MESSAGE message is considered as a potential CDS node. Therefore, nodes can

sniff the SETUP MCDS messages and keep a list of potential CDS neighbors. By our

earlier assumption, after time T0, nodes receive the lists of all potential CDS neighbors.

To avoid the case where two potential CDS neighbors unmark themselves because they

each believe that the other node remains marked, nodes only check CDS neighbors with

larger IDs. It is easy to prove that the result at node i with Rule 4.1.3.2 does not affect the

results at neighbors with larger IDs. In the second stage, coverage checking determines

whether or not all neighbors are covered by the CDS nodes with larger IDs. Connectivity

checking also considers only the list of CDS neighbors with larger IDs.
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In a manner similar to that for GRCDS, we can prove the set of nodes formed by

LRCDS is a CDS. Complexity analysis and simulation results are discussed in Section

4.1.6 and Chapter 6, respectively.

4.1.4 Updated Local Ripple Algorithm for Minimal CDS

As reflected in the simulation results reported in Chapter 6, the two ripple algorithms

presented in the previous subsections do not have good performance in highly dense

networks when compared with Das and Bhargavan’s [74] approximation algorithms.

One reason is that Das and Bhargavan’s algorithms favor nodes with larger degrees.

To address this problem, we propose the updated local ripple algorithm for a minimal

CDS (ULRCDS). This algorithm assumes that nodes periodically exchange neighbor lists.

Therefore, nodes are aware of their neighbors’ neighbor lists and degrees.

This revised algorithm favors nodes with larger degrees. The simulation results in

Chapter 6 show significant improvements due to this modification. To make this algo-

rithm more robust for wireless ad hoc networks, we present some ideas for cases when

the network topology changes. Assume a node notifies its neighbors if it is deleted from

the CDS by Rule 4.1.4.2. For example, a CDS DEL message can be used. Then, nodes can

keep lists of CDS neighbors by sniffing SETUP MCDS messages and checking CDS DEL

messages. When a link-up event occurs in the network, only the CDS neighbors of the

two end points of this link need to check Rule 4.1.4.2. A link-up event does not increase

CDS size unless a new node joins the network. The end node of this link in the CDS,

or the node with the smaller ID if neither is a CDS node, is responsible for broadcasting

information about this new link.

Rule 4.1.4.1 When a node i has a neighbor that is not covered by the first sender, say node j, node

i checks whether there is a common neighbor between i and j, say node x, that covers that neighbor.

Node i rebroadcasts the message if such a node x does not exist or if x has smaller degree. In the
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case of a tie, the node with the smallest ID is chosen to rebroadcast the message.

Rule 4.1.4.2 If results of both coverage and connectivity checks are positive, the potential CDS

node is marked as a non-CDS node.

Link-down events can occur in three different types of links: a link between two

non-CDS nodes, a link between a CDS node and a non-CDS node, and a link between

two CDS nodes. In the case of a link-down event between two non-CDS nodes, the CDS

does not change since this link does not change the coverage and connectivity of the CDS.

The end node with the smaller ID broadcasts information about the loss of this link. In

the case of a link-down event between a CDS node and a non-CDS node, the CDS node

broadcasts this event and checks Rule 4.1.4.2. The non-CDS node checks its local list

of CDS neighbors. If all the other neighbors are non-CDS nodes, this node broadcasts

the link-down event with a LOOKUP CDS message to its neighbors. The neighbors an-

nounce themselves as potential CDS nodes by replying with LOOKUP CDS REPLY. They

check Rule 4.1.4.2 after time T0. Note that both end points of this link broadcast the link-

down information. In the case of a link down between two CDS nodes, the CDS may

become partitioned. Therefore, both CDS end points broadcast the link-down event to

their remaining CDS neighbors with a special RESET CDS bit set. A new CDS selection

procedure starts when the node with the minimum known ID receives the message with

the RESET CDS bit set.

Since the nodes keep a copy of all known nodes, a node can detect a new neighbor

that is new to this network. A full copy of link state databases is exchanged. Two net-

works are merging if all node IDs received from the new neighbors are unknown. In this

case, the end points of the new link broadcast the database from one network to another.

The CDS is re-selected after the merge.

The algorithm and ideas presented in this section are used for a CDS discovery

protocol in a proactive link state routing scheme for wireless ad hoc networks, OSPF-
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MCDS, as described in Section 4.3.

4.1.5 Global CDS Algorithm

Global algorithms have the advantage of being more likely to produce a smaller CDS.

Therefore, a global algorithm with minimal CDS size (GCDS) could be a better choice

in some environments, such as small- or medium-sized low mobility networks. In this

section, we present another global algorithm for these types of networks. According to

the simulation results presented later, this algorithm gives the best CDS among all four

algorithms.

Here are two necessary definitions. A closed neighbor set of node i is a set of neighbor

nodes of i in which any node’s neighbor is either in this set or is node i. Note that not all

nodes have closed neighbor sets. If a node does have at least one such closed neighbor

set, it is possible to generate a closed neighbor set by starting from any node in that

closed neighbor set. An open neighbor set of node i is a set of neighbor nodes of i that

does not include any closed neighbor set. Some nodes in this set have neighbors that are

not adjacent to node i. These nodes are referred to as exit nodes.

We categorize the candidate CDS nodes into two types. A potential CDS node is

likely to be a CDS node, while a primary CDS node must be in the CDS. Primary CDS

nodes include all the nodes that have at least one closed neighbor set and at least one

neighbor that is not in that closed neighbor set. For example, in Figure 4.1, both nodes

2 and 3 are primary CDS nodes because they have closed neighbor sets 1 and 5, respec-

tively, and they both have at least one neighbor, 4 and 2, respectively, which is not in one

of their closed neighbor sets. A node i becomes a potential CDS node if all of its neighbors

form a closed neighbor set and node i has the largest degree compared with other neigh-

bors. In case of a tie, the node with the larger ID is selected. This rule also breaks ties in

the following cases. Note that if the network is fully connected, no node is chosen as a
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candidate CDS node. If an open neighbor set of node i is detected and one exit node that

covers all neighbors has larger degree than node i, node i maintains its type. Otherwise,

it becomes a potential CDS node. For all other cases, the nodes become non-CDS nodes.

Note that a node with degree of 1 is always a non-CDS node.

This algorithm assigns CDS or non-CDS nodes with proper types. In the second

stage, the algorithm checks potential CDS nodes in ascending order of node IDs. (We

tried checking in the order of node degrees, but this did not improve the performance in

terms of the average size of the CDS.) For each potential CDS node, if its CDS neighbors

cover all of its neighbors and they are connected in the entire potential CDS, this node

becomes a non-CDS node. The proofs for connectivity and cover properties of the final

CDS are similar to those of previous algorithms.

When we use GCDS in a proactive link state routing protocol for wireless ad hoc

networks, nodes do not need to transmit extra messages. Nodes only need to do an online

computation. The time complexity is proportional to O(ν∆2), where ν is the number of

nodes in the network and ∆ is the maximum node degree. When a node sees a link-down

event, it first decides whether or not to rebroadcast the event according to its node type.

Then the node updates its topology database and recomputes the entire CDS node set.

When a node sees a link-up event, it re-computes the CDS set and decides to re-broadcast

or not according to the computation results. This algorithm trades computation time and

processing energy for control overhead traffic and communications energy.

4.1.6 Analysis and Comparison of Algorithms

We analyze the message, time, and memory complexity of the four CDS approximation

algorithms in this section. The GRCDS algorithm does not require extra messages except

HELLO messages and other link state information exchanges. Assume m is the number

of edges in the network, γ is the size of final CDS, and ν is the number of nodes in the net-
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work. The message complexity is O(mγ+ν) if we count the HELLO messages introduced

by the underlying hello protocol since each node in the final CDS broadcasts the topology

and each node declares its associated interfaces and network prefixes. The memory com-

plexity is O(ν2) since for each node in the network, we may examine all of its neighbors,

which is at most ν. The time complexity of Rule 4.1.2.1 at each node is O(∆), where ∆ is

the maximum node degree. Nodes broadcast a sorted neighbor list of length O(∆). So

for a total ν nodes, the first stage takes O(ν∆). For each CDS node obtained from Rule

4.1.2.2, the coverage check takes O(∆2) and the connectivity check time is proportional to

O(∆2) if we use a depth-first search (DFS) [78]. So the second stage takes O(ν∆2). Here ν

is the size of the network and it is the upper bound of the size of potential CDS obtained

in the first stage. The LRCDS algorithm does require extra SETUP MCDS messages, so

the extra message complexity is O(ν) since, in the worst case, each node rebroadcasts the

SETUP CDS message. The memory complexity is O(∆2) because each node only main-

tains a two-hop neighbor matrix and the time complexity is O(∆2) because the LRCDS

operates on the two-hop neighbor matrix. ULRCDS and GCDS have the same message,

time, and memory complexities as LRCDS and GRCDS, respectively.

Wu CDS [75] and Das CDS I and Das CDS II [74] are compared with our algorithms

in Table 4.1. Note that we only count extra messages for these algorithms. (HELLO mes-

sages and exchanges of link state information are considered as overhead for general

routing, not for CDS discovery.) From Table 4.1, we see that Wu CDS, LRCDS and UL-

RCDS have the smallest time complexity. This is an advantage of a local algorithm. The

number of extra control messages used by LRCDS and ULRCDS are the same as in Wu

CDS.

Simulation results to compare these algorithms are shown and discussed in Chap-

ter 6. In the following section, we present an extended study of these algorithms.
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Table 4.1: Comparison of Different Approximation Algorithms

Algorithm Time Complexity Extra Message
Das CDS I O((ν + γ)∆) 0
Das CDS II O((γ + ∆)γ) 0

GRCDS O(ν∆2) 0
GCDS O(ν∆2) 0

LRCDS O(∆2) O(ν)
ULRCDS O(∆2) O(ν)
Wu CDS O(∆2) O(ν)

4.1.7 Extended Study of CDS algorithms

In this section, we prove two hypotheses. The first one is that LRCDS, ULRCDS, GRCDS,

and GCDS can always have better performance than Wu CDS [75] in terms of the size

of the resulting CDS, which is also shown in our simulation results in Chapter 6. The

second hypothesis is that the GCDS algorithm can work properly without support for

guaranteed delivery by MAC layer protocols. This implies that we can apply the GCDS

algorithm directly to the link state routing protocol. We prove the first hypothesis next.

Assertion: LRCDS, ULRCDS, GRCDS, and GCDS always have equal or better per-

formance than Wu CDS.

Proof: In the first step of Wu CDS, nodes mark themselves if they have any two

nonadjacent neighbors. Marked nodes declare themselves by broadcasting a message to

their neighbors. Two rules are used in the second stage. Define N[u]={neighbors of node u}
⋃ {u}.

Rule 4.1.7.1 A marked node u is unmarked if N[u] belongs to N[v], where v is a marked neighbor

of u, and ID(u) < ID(v).

Rule 4.1.7.2 A marked node u is unmarked if {neighbors of node u} belongs to the union of
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{neighbor set of v} and {neighbor set of w} where v and w are neighbors and are both marked

neighbors of node u, ID(u)=min{ID(u), ID(v), ID(w)}.

In the LRCDS algorithm, a node marks itself as a CDS node if and only if the sender of the

received SETUP MCDS message does not cover all of its neighbors. This implies that this

node is guaranteed to be marked in the first stage of Wu CDS unless it is the initiator. The

converse does not apply. The initiator is a CDS node in the first phase of LRCDS. Note

that the initiator has the smallest ID in the network so it becomes a non-CDS node in the

next phase in LRCDS if it is a non-CDS node in the first phase in Wu CDS. Therefore, in

the first stage, the size of the candidate CDS set in LRCDS is at most one more than that

in Wu CDS. In the second stage of LRCDS, Rule 4.1.3.2 is used to examine possible CDS

nodes. Recall that Rule 4.1.3.2 checks the cover and connectivity properties. Coverage

checking passes when all neighbors are covered by the set of CDS neighbors with larger

IDs. Connectivity checking passes when all CDS neighbors with larger IDs are connected.

It is easy to prove that both extensions in Wu CDS imply that Rule 4.1.3.2 passes. But, Rule

4.1.3.2 also applies when the size of the CDS neighbors with larger IDs is greater than two,

such as in the example of Figure 4.3.

GRCDS and GCDS use more information to remove CDS nodes than LRCDS in

the second stage. ULRCDS has a smaller CDS than that of LRCDS in the first stage.

Therefore, the solutions provided by ULRCDS, GRCDS, and GCDS are at least better than

that provided by LRCDS. Therefore, LRCDS, ULRCDS, GRCDS and GCDS can perform

as well as or better than Wu CDS in all cases. 2

As mentioned above, we can use the GCDS algorithm in a proactive link state

routing protocol if it works properly without support for guaranteed delivery from the

MAC layer protocol. We prove that the link state protocol using the GCDS algorithm

introduced in Section 4.3 can function properly without the hypothesis of the guaranteed

delivery.

Assertion: The GCDS algorithm can work properly without the hypothesis of guar-
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anteed delivery by the MAC layer.

Proof: Assume every node in a CDS periodically broadcasts the entire local topol-

ogy database. Links that are not refreshed within a certain time expire, i.e. they time out.

Define a CDS link as a link with at least one CDS end point.

First, when a link-down event occurs, assume that the transmission of the corre-

sponding link state record from a CDS node to its one or more neighbors is corrupted due

to a transmission collision, other interference, or is lost due to a buffer overflow. Since

link state information expires due to the time out property and the CDS nodes also peri-

odically rebroadcast, eventually this link down event is propagated to all of its neighbors.

Now we concentrate on the case of link-up events in the network. Generally speak-

ing, if a node remains as a CDS node all of the time, it periodically broadcasts its link state

records. So even if some transmissions of control messages are not successful, its neigh-

bors may still receive valid control messages by the next periodic broadcast from this CDS

node as long as this CDS node is still in the CDS set. Now we need to show that the link

state protocol using the GCDS algorithm can still work properly if this CDS node changes

to a non-CDS node after an invalid transmission. We need to prove that in this case, the

link-up control message can still be propagated to its neighbors properly.

Figure 4.4 illustrates a network formed by two subnets at time T0 . At this time,

all nodes have identical global topology information and there is one set of CDS nodes in

the network. In the example in Figure 4.4, there is a CDS link formed by a CDS node, A,

and one of its neighbor nodes, B. Node B may be a CDS or non-CDS node. Above all, if

the link from A to B is the only CDS link that connects to node B or Subnet II, A should

not change to a non-CDS node to maintain the properties of a CDS. Therefore, we assume

that in this network there are at least two CDS links from Subnet I to Subnet II, including

the one associated with node A.

Assume that a transmission error occurs when node A broadcasts a link-up event

generated in Subnet I. We also assume that before A starts the next broadcast, another
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Figure 4.4: Example of a network with the GCDS algorithm.

control message arrives at node A. Node A changes to a non-CDS node based on the new

topology. This implies that there is at least one other CDS link from Subnet I to Subnet

II. Therefore, although node A changes to a non-CDS node, we still have another path to

propagate the corresponding link state information to nodes in Subnet II. So, eventually,

the transmission error is recovered by the other CDS link from Subnet I to Subnet II.

Thus, we proved that the link state routing protocol using the GCDS algorithm

works without assuming that the underlying MAC layer protocol provides guaranteed

delivery. In other words, we can use the GCDS algorithm in the link state routing protocol

independent of the underlying MAC layer protocols. 2

Note that although we proved that the GCDS algorithm can function properly

without guaranteed delivery, the GCDS algorithm may suffer longer convergence time

than the local algorithms when there are control message transmission errors.

4.2 Comparison of Approximation Algorithms for Minimal

CDS

This section presents and briefly discusses simulation results for approximation algo-

rithms to find a CDS. Section 4.2.1 describes the simulation model, Section 4.2.2 presents

simulation results, and Section 4.2.3 summarizes the comparisons.
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4.2.1 Simulation Environment

Simulations are done with C++ programs running under the Linux operating system. The

simulation conditions are similar to those used by Wu and Li [75]. Nodes were randomly

generated in a 100 × 100 square unit area. Radio range is used to decide whether two

nodes are connected. Ranges of 25, 50, and 75 units were used. A depth-first search

algorithm was used to ensure that all topologies used were connected networks. One-

thousand connected networks were generated for each set of parameters. Since Das CDS

I and Das CDS II algorithms perform similarly [73, 74, 75], we implemented Das CDS I,

together with Wu CDS, LRCDS, GRCDS, ULRCDS, and GRCDS. Note that in simulations

of LRCDS and ULRCDS, a node in Ni[n] randomly picks a sender from its neighboring

nodes in Ni[n− 1].

4.2.2 Simulation Results

The average size of the CDS versus the number of nodes in the network are presented

in Figures 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7 (According to the reason discussed in Section 4.1, we do not

show the variance of simulation results in these figures). GCDS always gave the best

(smallest) size in these three scenarios. It is seen in our results that GCDS, GRCDS, LRCDS

and ULRCDS all gave better performance than Das CDS I and Wu CDS in terms of the

average size of the CDS when the radio range is 25 and 50. Figure 4.7 also shows that in

the case of a dense network with radio range of 75, Das CDS I is the best when compared

with Wu CDS, LRCDS and GRCDS. A possible reason is that nodes have large degrees

in a dense network and Das CDS I favors nodes with the largest effective degree. (The

effective degree is the number of non-CDS neighbors.) Nodes with higher degree have

a higher probability to be chosen to form a solution that is close to optimal. This is the

reason that we modify LRCDS to form ULRCDS and GCDS, which also consider degree

in selecting CDS nodes. GCDS turns out to be the best algorithm among all the algorithms
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for building a minimal CDS. It is also shown in the graphs that LRCDS, GRCDS, ULRCDS,

and GCDS always outperform Wu CDS. This is consistent with the proof in Section 4.1.7.

Note that the data in [75] for the Das CDS I algorithm do not match ours when the

radio range is 50. In fact, the data in [75] for the Das CDS I algorithm are the same when

radio range equals to 25 and 50, which is not reasonable. Our simulation has validation

procedures to validate every output CDS by checking the coverage property and connec-

tivity for each solution. Our data show that when the radio range increases from 25 to 50,

the average size of the CDS decreases. Therefore, this provides some verifications for our

results.

4.2.3 Summary of Comparisons

We presented four connected dominating set approximation algorithms to find a mini-

mal CDS for a wireless ad hoc network: the global ripple CDS algorithm, the local ripple

CDS algorithm, the updated local ripple CDS algorithm, and the global CDS algorithm.

Analysis and simulation experiments were used to compare these four algorithms with

three other algorithms reported in the literature. The time complexity of ULRCDS was

the same as Wu’s algorithm [75] and LRCDS. GCDS and GRCDS had larger time com-

plexity compared to other local algorithms. GCDS had the best performance among the

algorithms in terms of the average size of the CDS. OSPF-MCDS protocol based on the

MCDS algorithms discussed in this section is introduced in the following section.

4.3 Extending OSPF using Minimal CDS Algorithms (OSPF-

MCDS)

As stated in the previous sections, a minimal CDS may reduce overhead compared with

blind broadcast. Therefore, using a minimal CDS helps to reduce broadcast overhead.
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Figure 4.5: Size of CDS for radio range of 25.
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Figure 4.6: Size of CDS for radio range of 50.
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Figure 4.7: Size of CDS for radio range of 75.

This allows us to extend the traditional OSPF protocol for MANET by replacing the des-

ignated routers with a minimal CDS. We call this new link state protocol Open Shortest

Path First using Minimal Connected Dominating Set (OSPF-MCDS). This new proactive

link state protocol maintains full topology information in distributed nodes and also sup-

ports optimum path routing like OSPF. This protocol has low control overhead since it

uses CDSs to broadcast link state control messages. The details of this protocol are de-

scribed as follows.

The protocol is formed by three sub-protocols: the hello protocol, the CDS dis-

covery protocol, and the link state synchronization protocol. Section 4.3.1 briefly dis-

cusses the trade-offs of using different MCDS algorithms for OSPF-MCDS, Section 4.3.2

describes control messages used by OSPF-MCDS, and Section 4.3.3 provides the specifi-

cations of the protocol. A full draft specification of OSPF-MCDS is in the Appendix.
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4.3.1 Trade-offs using Different MCDS Algorithms

Using GCDS can have smaller size of CDS. Thus, the number of re-transmissions and

the number of originators of broadcast messages are minimized. However, the trade

off is more computation time. Another disadvantage is that GCDS is not scalable with

respect to the network size. When the quality of wireless communications is poor and

some control messages are missing, GCDS algorithm can suffer from network topology

inconsistency problem. In other words, nodes selected in distributed nodes cannot form

a MCDS for a certain period of time, which reduces the throughput and increases end-to-

end delay from users’ perspective.

The advantages of using ULRCDS for CDS discovery include reduced overhead

and low computation time since the time complexity is O(∆2). ULRCDS is a local dis-

tributed algorithm. Therefore, when a link changes state, we do not need to do a recal-

culation at all nodes, as is required in global algorithms. ULRCDS can work even when

the topology changes rapidly, as long as the link change rate is relatively small compared

to the frequency to broadcast control messages, and transmission delay is high. In other

words, it does not suffer from network topology inconsistency problems. It consumes a

small amount of energy compared to CDS approximation algorithms proposed by peers

due to lower time complexity and fewer control messages. The disadvantage of ULRCDS

is obvious; it is not optimum. In other words, the size of CDS selected by ULRCDS may

not be the smallest compared to other algorithms. The performance of ULRCDS, in terms

of the size of selected CDS nodes, can be improved. For example, the size of the CDS can

be reduced by checking for overlap areas with not only the sender but, also, with other

neighbors.

We use a local algorithm presented in Section 4.3.3.1 for the simulation and em-

ulation study summarized in Chapter 7. We also provide options for users to choose

global or local CDS algorithms according to their MANETs. If a better MCDS algorithm is

developed later, one may also replace the algorithms we used with the better algorithm.
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4.3.2 Format of Control Messages

Periodic broadcast HELLO messages are used to detect neighbors. Figure 4.8 shows the

format for HELLO messages defined by us. To simplify the descriptions in this document,

we assume that every node has one interface used in a MANET. (The Appendix explains

the extension for nodes with multiple interfaces.) The Node ID in the HELLO message

is the IP address of that node. If an expected HELLO message does not arrive from a

neighbor node within an idle interval time, this neighbor is considered to be lost. If a new

HELLO message is heard by node i, the next HELLO packet from node i contains the new

neighbor’s ID. A two-way connection is up if a node receives a new HELLO message that

contains its own ID in the recently heard node list.

0 1 2 3
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| T | N | Node ID of the first new neighbor
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| Node ID of the second new neighbor
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| ... ...
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

: :
T is the message type for HELLO message and N is the number of
node IDs in this HELLO message.

Figure 4.8: Format of a HELLO message.

Unlike some other protocols that use CDS as default gateway routers for data pack-

ets [74, 75] and broadcast the lists of attached nodes, the selected CDS nodes in OSPF-

MCDS are only responsible for rebroadcast of link state messages. Figure 4.9 shows one

control message format that describes link state information. Messages of this type are

broadcast by nodes. The format for a link list in this control message is shown in Fig-

ure 4.10. All nodes periodically broadcast part of their neighbor lists. Note that only the
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node with the larger ID will include the neighbor node in its broadcast message. There-

fore, there is only one node that broadcasts information about a neighboring link. A CDS

node also inserts link state entries for non-neighboring links in its local database into the

broadcast control message. When a CDS node receives a broadcast message sent by its

neighbor for the first time, it processes and then re-broadcasts this packet. A node de-

ciedes its role as a MCDS or non-MCSD right before it generates its own periodic link

state messages. Before a node adds a link in a periodic link state message, it increases the

sequence numbers for that links in its local database. The sequence number for links can

be used to decide whether a received link state information is new or old.

When a MANET node has multiple interfaces which are not in the same subnets,

i.e. this node connects to multiple subnets such as other MANETs or wired subnets, an-

other control message is used to declare these connections. This message is illustrated in

Figure 4.11 and the format of a description entry contained in this message is specified in

Figure 4.12.

There is another control message that describes link up or down event, which is

described in Figure 4.13. When a link goes down, both end nodes send out a link down

message using this format. If a new link is up, the node with larger node ID sets the

sequence number for this edge and sends out a link-up message using this format. Note

that this message has a cost field. Therefore, it can be used to update link cost for an exist-

ing link. The definition of link cost can be hop count, traffic load, or energy consumption.

Our model for OSPF-MCDS simulation and emulation discussed in Chapter 7 use hop

count as the link cost.

All nodes can have the full copy of the topology since they can receive all link

state information propagated via CDS nodes. Thus, we can use a shortest path algorithm,

such as Dijkstra’s algorithm used in the Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) protocol [12], to

compute optimum routes for each node pair. Like OLSR and TBRPF, periodic broadcasts

of the neighbor lists from CDS nodes can be used to handle unreliable transmissions.
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0 1 2 3
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| T | R | N | Link_List_1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

... ...
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| Link_List_N
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

: :

T is the message type for this control message, R is reserved
field for future use, and N is the number of link lists in this
message.

Figure 4.9: Format of a Link Database Description (LDD) message.

0 1 2 3
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| E | Root_ID
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| ID_of_Neighbor_1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| S | C |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

ID_of_Neighbor_2 | S
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

C | ... ...
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

: :
E is the number of edges in this list, Root_ID is the root of this
list, ID_of_Neighbor_i is the i-th neighbor of this Root_ID node,
S is the sequence number of this edge, and C is the cost of this
edge.

Figure 4.10: Format of a Link List in a LDD message.
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0 1 2 3
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| T | R | N | Description_1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

... ...
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| Description_N
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

: :

T is the message type for this control message, R is reserved
field for future use, and N is the number of interface and subnet
prefix descriptions in this message.

Figure 4.11: Format of an Interface and Prefix Description (IPD) message.

0 1 2 3
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| Node_ID |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| N_nic | IPAddr_1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| ... ...
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| N_net | NetAddr_1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| Netmask_1 | ... ...
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

: :
Node_ID is the ID of that node, N_nic is the number of interfaces
associated with this node, IPAddr_i is the corresponding IP
address, N_net is the number of subnets associated with this node,
NetAddr_i and Netmask_i define the netmask for that network
address.

Figure 4.12: Format of an entry in IPD messages.
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0 1 2 3
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| T |S| R | Router_ID_1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| Seq | Router_ID_2
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| C |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

T is the message type for this control message, S is the sub type
field which is LINK_UP or LINK_DN, R is reserved field for future
use, Router_ID_1 and Router_ID_2 are the IDs of two end nodes, Seq
is the sequence number of this edge, and C is the cost of this
link.

Figure 4.13: Format of a Link State Description (LSD) message.

We reduce the number of re-transmissions and the size of broadcast messages us-

ing the CDS algorithms and partial neighbor lists, respectively. Therefore, the routing

protocol using the CDS algorithms can be applied to large networks compared with rout-

ing protocols using blind broadcasts. However, if the network is large enough and scal-

ability becomes an issue, a clustering technique should be used, similar to the concept of

an area used by OSPF [12]. The next section introduces the specifications of OSPF-MCDS.

4.3.3 Specification of OSPF-MCDS

In this section, we briefly present the specification of the OSPF-MCDS protocol, includ-

ing the generation of the MCDS, the HELLO protocol, how link-up or link-down events

are handled, how the periodic link state control message is generated, and how control

messages are sent. Please refer to the appendix for a full description of the protocol.
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4.3.3.1 Generation of MCDS

There are two candidate algorithms used in OSPF-MCDS, one is global and the other is

local. The global algorithm is the GCDS algorithm presented in Section 4.1.5 and runs

on a copy of the full topology. The local algorithm is developed and based on the GCDS

algorithm and the ULRCDS algorithm presented in Section 4.1.4, which requires three-

hop neighbor set information. The algorithm is described as follows.

Algorithm 4.3.1 Input: The link state database within the 3-hop range of node c, say Link-

Database(c).

Output: Node c is a MCDS or non-MCDS node.

Initialization: For every node in LinkDatabase(c), initialize its state as a non-MCDS node.

Define node set M = {c, neighbors of c}.

Notes:

1. If the network is fully connected (which can be examined by comparing the sum of

degrees and the maximum possible number of links in the network times two), all nodes are non-

MCDS.

2. In the case of a tie, the node with larger ID breaks the tie.

Stage I.

1. Randomly picks up a node in M, say i, if there is no node left in M, go to STEP 8.

Otherwise, update M = M - {i}.

2. Construct a node set Nbr(i) = {node i’s neighbors}. Mark all nodes in this set as un-

visited nodes.

3. Find an un-visited node in Nbr(i), say node k. If there is no such node, go to STEP 1.

Otherwise, Nbr(i) = Nbr(i) - {k}. Let node set N = {k} and mark node k as a visited node. Initiate

the existing node set Nexit = φ.
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4. Find an un-visited node in Nbr(i), say node j, s.t. N ∩ {node j’s neighbors} 6= 0. Mark

node j as visited and Nbr(i) = Nbr(i) - {j}.

5. If there is no such node j left in Nbr(i), check the size of Nexit and Nbr(i). If |Nexit| = 0

and |Nbri| 6= 0, node i is a primary MCDS node and go to STEP 1. Else if |Nexit| 6= 0 and there

is a node k ∈ |Nexit| s.t. k covers all i’s neighbors and the degree of k is larger than the degree of i,

node i becomes a non MCDS node; go to STEP 1. Otherwise, node i is a potential MCDS node;

go to STEP 3.

6. N = N ∪ {j}.

7. If j is adjacent to node i, go to STEP 4. Otherwise, Nexit = Nexit ∪ P{j}, where the node

set P{j} = N ∩ {node j’s neighbors}, and then go to STEP 4.

Stage II.

8. If node c is a primary MCDS or non-MCDS node, output the result and return.

9. Let Nmcds nbr = {primary MCDS nodes in node c’s neighbors} ∪ {potential MCDS

nodes in node c’s neighbors which have larger node degree than node c}. If Nmcds nbr covers all

node c’s neighbor nodes and are connected only by nodes in Nmcds nbr, c is set to be a non-MCDS

node. Output the result and return.

Basically, the first stage of Algorithm 4.3.1 is the same as the GCDS algorithm ex-

cept it only examines nodes in the two-hop range. The second stage is the same as the

ULRCDS algorithm. Algorithm 4.3.1 has the following properties. Note that we do not

consider fully-connected networks since there is no node selected as a MCDS node in

such networks.

Lemma 4.1 In Stage I in Algorithm 4.3.1, the node type for a node, say i, is examined at node i

and all of i’s neighbors. The distributed results at all these nodes are identical. In other words, all

these nodes assign the same node type to node i in Stage I.
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Proof: For any node investigated in Stage I of Algorithm 4.3.1, say node i, the input

is its two-hop neighbors. We assume that this information is known to node i and all its

neighboring nodes, via exchanging of control messages between neighbors. Therefore,

the results are identical at distributed nodes.2

Lemma 4.2 In Stage I of Algorithm 4.3.1 if a node is a non-MCDS node, one of its exit nodes

that covers all its neighbors has to be selected as a MCDS node.

Proof: According to the description in Stage I of Algorithm 4.3.1, a node, say i, is

a non-MCDS node if and only if it has one open neighbor set, say node set Oi, and there

is at least one node in the corresponding exit node set, say node set Ei, which covers all

of i’s neighbors and has larger node degree than node i (in case of a tie, that node has a

larger node ID than i).

Let e be any node in Ei that covers all node i’s neighbors and node set E = {all

possible such e nodes}. Assume node j is in E and has the largest degree in E (in case of a

tie, we assume j has the largest node ID than other nodes with the largest degree). In the

next paragraph, we prove that node j has to be selected as a MCDS node.

We prove the statement by contradiction. Assume node j is selected as a non-

MCDS node. Similar to node i, node j has one open neighbor set, say node set Oj , and

there is at least one node in the corresponding exit node set, say node set Ej , which covers

all of j’s neighbors and has larger node degree than node j (in case of a tie, that node has

a larger node ID than j). Therefore, let node k be the node in Ej which covers all j’s

neighbors and has larger degree than j (in case of a tie, k has a larger node ID than j).

Here, we have {neighbors of i} ⊂ {neighbors of j} ⊂ {neighbors of k}. Therefore, k is also

in E. We assumed that node j has the largest degree, but now we have another node k in

E which has larger node degree than j, or in case of a tie, has a larger node ID than j. This

is a contradiction. Therefore, we prove that node j, which is one exit node for node i and

covers all of node i’s neighbors, has to be selected as a MCDS node if node i is selected as
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a non-MCDS node by Stage I in Algorithm 4.3.1. 2

Lemma 4.3 The node set selected, say node set S, by Stage I of Algorithm 4.3.1 in the network, if

not empty, is a CDS.

Proof: Firstly, we prove that every node is either in S or has at least one neighbor

in S. According to Lemma 4.2, a node is a MCDS node or at least one of its neighbors is

selected as a MCDS node. Therefore, the coverage property of the selected node set S is

proved.

Secondly, we prove the connectivity feature, also by contradiction. Assume two

selected node i and j are not connected in S. Let (i, p1, p2, ..., pm, j) be one of the shortest

paths connecting node i and j in the network, in which the number of nodes in S is

the maximum. In other words, the number of nodes in S in path (i, p1, p2, ..., pm, j), say

Max S, is the maximum possible value and Max S ≤ m + 2. Since nodes i and j are

disconnected in S, there is at least one node pi in pn(n = 1, 2, ..., m) which is not in S.

Otherwise, nodes i and j are connected in S and Max S = m+2, which is contradict with

the disconnected assumption.

According to Lemma 2, node pi has one MCDS neighbor, say pmcds, which covers

all its neighbors and is in S. Node pmcds cannot be pi−1 or pi+1, because, otherwise, we can

reduce the length of the shortest path (i, p1, p2, ..., pm, j) by removing node pi since pi−1 and

pi+1 are connected. Because nodes pmcds, pi−1 and pi+1 are all in pi’s neighbor set and pmcds

covers all pi’s neighbors including pi−1 and pi+1, we can use pmcds to replace node pi in path

(i, p1, p2, ..., pm, j) without increasing the path length. Thus, we construct another shortest

path between nodes i and j, (i, p1, p2, ..., pi−1, pmcds, pi+1, ..., pm, j), which has larger Max S.

This brings up a contradiction because we assumed the path (i, p1, p2, ..., pm, j) has the

maximum number of nodes in S. Therefore, we proved the node set selected by Stage I

in Algorithm 4.3.1 is a connected node set.
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In summary, the node set selected by Stage I in Algorithm 4.3.1 covers all nodes in

the network and is connected by nodes in it. Therefore, the node set selected by Stage I in

Algorithm 4.3.1 is a CDS. 2

Lemma 4.4 There is a shortest path between any two nodes in the node set selected by Stage I in

Algorithm 4.3.1 in the network contains only nodes in the node set selected by Stage I in Algorithm

4.3.1

Proof: According to the discussions in the proof for the connectivity property of

Lemma 4.3, for any two nodes i and j is S, they are connected via at least one shortest

path in the network in which all nodes are in S. Therefore, we prove this lemma2

Lemma 4.5 The node set selected by Stage I in Algorithm 4.3.1 is still a CDS after Stage II in

Algorithm 4.3.1.

Proof: For a potential node, say node i, let node set N1(i) be node i’s primary MCDS

neighbors, node set N2(i) denote node i’s potential MCDS neighbors with larger node

IDs, node set N3(i) represent node i’s potential MCDS neighbors with smaller node ids,

and N4(i) be the node set containing node i’s non MCDS neighbors. If node i is removed

according to Stage II in Algorithm 4.3.1, node set N3(i)
⋃

N4(i) is covered by N1(i)
⋃

N2(i).

We prove the consistency of coverage property by contradiction. Assume that

there is a node, say i, such that it was covered by a potential MCDS nodes mi and now is

not covered by any MCDS nodes because nodes mi are changed to non-MCDS nodes by

Stage II in Algorithm 4.3.1. Then, node i should be covered by {N1(mi)
⋃

N2(mi)}. How-

ever, since node i is not covered by any MCDS node according to the assumption, the only

nodes, say nodes ni, that can cover node i have to be in {N2(mi)} and are also removed

by Stage II in Algorithm 4.3.1 when nodes ni are examined. As we know, the removal

of nodes ni requires that
⋃

all possible ni
{N1(ni)

⋃
N2(ni)} covers all of node ni’s neighbors

which include node i. Therefore, the discussion on nodes in N2(mi) also applies to nodes
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in all possible N2(ni). The removal procedure continues and cannot be terminated be-

cause, otherwise, node i is covered by the last removal’s MCDS neighbor set and this is

conflict with our assumption. Therefore, Stage II in Algorithm 4.3.1 has to remove infinite

potential MCDS nodes to keep our assumption valid. However, we know that the node

set selected by Stage I in Algorithm 4.3.1 is finite since it is no larger than the network

size. Therefore, this brings up a contradiction and we proved that every node is either a

MCDS node or is covered by at least one MCDS node.

We can use the same argument to prove that the connectivity remains in the final

node set after Stage II in Algorithm 4.3.1. To summarize, the final node set after Stage II

in Algorithm 4.3.1 is still a CDS. 2

Theorem 4.1 The node set selected by Algorithm 4.3.1 is a CDS.

Proof: According to Lemma 4.3, the node set selected by Stage I in Algorithm 4.3.1

is a CDS. Lemma 4.5 shows that the selected node set is still a CDS after the second stage

in Algorithm 4.3.1. Therefore, the node set selected by Algorithm 4.3.1 is a CDS. 2

4.3.3.2 Exchange of HELLO message

Nodes periodically broadcast HELLO messages to detect new neighbors and a time-out

scheme is used to find expired neighbors if there is no HELLO message received from a

neighbor for a certain amount of time. We use differential HELLO message, which only

include the IP addresses of new neighbors. If the received HELLO message does not

contain the receiver’s node ID, the sender’s node ID is included in the receiver’s next

HELLO message. Otherwise, the receiver detects a new bi-directional link. In this case,

if the sender has a larger node ID, the sender’s IP address will be included in the next

HELLO message. If the sender has a smaller node ID, the receiver sends a Link UP LSD

if there is no LDD message to be sent soon (See Section 4.3.3.3). After a two-way link is

up between two neighbors, the neighbors’ IP addresses are excluded from the HELLO
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messages. The finite state machine for the HELLO protocol is demonstrated in Figure

4.14.

In the implementation, a counter is set for each neighbor, recording the number

of missing HELLO messages. If a HELLO message is received from this neighbor, this

counter is reset to zero. Each time when the center node generates a HELLO message, this

counter increases by one. The neighbor expires once the counter reaches the maximum

allowed value.

4.3.3.3 Handling of Link UP and Link DOWN events

Generally, when a new link comes up, the neighbor node with larger ID sets the sequence

number and sends a LSD message to declare the corresponding Link UP event. When

an old link goes down, both end nodes broadcast the Link DOWN event using a LSD

message. Note that in the case of a link coming up, the neighbor node does not send a

LSD message if there are only two nodes in its link state database. In other words, all

known nodes in the network have the knowledge of this new link and there is no need to

broadcast it. Similarly, in the case of a link down event, a neighboring node of that link

does not send a LSD message if there is no neighbor node in its neighbor list.

Note that if a LDD periodic message is going be to sent soon (see Section 4.3.3.4 for

the definition of the term “soon”), a LSD Link UP message is not generated or forwarded.

Otherwise, when the GCDS algorithm is used, an MCDS node rebroadcasts any first-seen

LSD messages. If the local CDS algorithm is used, an MCDS node rebroadcasts a LSD link

UP message if this new link is within the three-hop range, i.e., the minimum hop counts

from this MCDS node to any end node of this new link is less than or equal to three. This

is used to guarantee the correct calculation results of MCDS nodes. If the LSD describes a

link down event, it is forwarded by MCDS nodes even if the local CDS algorithm is used.

This is used to guarantee that no one uses this broken link in its shortest path tree. In case

of a link state change, the shortest paths to all destinations are recalculated.
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+--+ c:e/a +--+
|S1| -------->|S2|
+--+ +--+

Where S1 is the previous state, S2 is the next state,
c (if not NULL) is the condition, e is the event, and
a is the corresponding action.

RecvNonHello or
+--------+ OneWayLink:RecvHello/ReplyHello +--------+
|NBS_Down|--------------------------------->|NBS_1Way|<--+
+--------+ +--------+ |

\ TwoWayLink:RecvHello//| |
\ ReplyHello_LinkUP / | |

\ / | |
\TwoWayLink:RecvHello/ReplyHello / +-----+

\ +--------+ / RecvNonHello
+---> |NBS_2Way|<-+ / or

+--------+ |RecvNonHello/ / OneWayLink:
| | | NoAction / RecvHello/

TwoWayLink: | +----+ / ReplyHello
RecvHello/ | /

LinkUP | +--------+ /
+-->| NBS_UP |<----+

+--------+<----+
| |
+----------+

RecvHello/NoAction
+--------+ +--------+
|NBS_1Way|---------------------------------->|NBS_Down|<-+
| or | TimeOut/NoAction +--> +--------+ |
|NBS_2Way| / | |
+--------+ / +------+
+--------+ / TimeOut/
| NBS_UP |--------------------------+ Down_nbr_expire
+--------+ TimeOut/LinkDown

Figure 4.14: The finite state machine for the hello protocol.
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When an edge is inserted into the local database via a LSD message, it is possible

that the next synchronization message for this link may come later than expected since

the LSD is transmitted immediately after the link state changes while the corresponding

link synchronization message is propagated via MCDS nodes and has a longer delay.

Therefore, the first synchronization message is expected to arrive later than ordinary next

synchronization message. Thus, the link expiration for this link is set to be twice the

normal expiration time. (Refer to Section 4.3.3.4 for the details of setting expiration time

for edges).

4.3.3.4 Periodic Broadcast of Link State Database

There is a counter associated with the HELLO protocol. When a HELLO message is sent,

the counter is increased by one. When the counter reaches a predefined maximum value,

say three, the counter is reset and the node also sends a periodic broadcast of its local link

state database. When the counter is one less than the predefined maximum value, the

node is going to broadcast link state database “soon”. In this case, there is no LSD Link

UP message to be forwarded or sent by this node because the LSD Link UP message is

included in the next periodic control message scheduled in a short period time. (Refer to

Section 4.3.3.3 for more details.)

A non-MCDS node only broadcasts part of its neighbor list in which nodes are non-

MCDS and have smaller node IDs. The sequence numbers of these edges are increased

by one before the broadcast message is generated.

A MCDS node broadcasts its neighbor list and a full copy of its local link state

databases using LDD messages. When the LDD is broadcast by a MCDS node, the se-

quence numbers of neighboring edges that are stored locally and connect to neighbors

with small IDs are increased by one.

A neighbor node is not added to the LDD message if the counter for that neighbor
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is one less than the maximum allowed number of missing HELLO messages. Similarly,

if the counter for an edge is one less than the maximum number of allowed missing syn-

chronization messages, this edge is excluded from the LDD message.

The sequence number used for link state descriptions has a maximum value. If

such a number reaches the maximum value, it is set to zero. When a sequence number,

say s1, is larger than another, say s2, and |s1 − s2| < Maximum Sequence Number/2, we

say that s1 is later than s2. If |s1 − s2| ≥ Maximum Sequence Number/2 and s1 is smaller

than s2, we also say that s1 is later than s2.

When a node receives a LDD message, the sequence number of every link state

description in this message is compared to the local copy. If a received one has a later

sequence number, the local link state is updated. If there is no local copy for a link entry,

this link is considered to be a new link and processed as though a LSD Link UP message

is received.

Similar to the counter used for neighbors, there is also a counter for each edge. If

an edge is refreshed by a LDD message, i.e., the received link state entry is more recent

than the local copy, the counter is reset to zero. Each time when a node generates a

periodic broadcast message, the counters for all edges are increased by one. If the counter

for a link reaches the maximum allowed value, this edge expires in the local link state

database. If any link expires before the generation of the next broadcast message, the

MCDS is re-selected and the shortest paths to all possible destinations are re-calculated.

In the implementation, a temporary link database is used to keep tracking those

recent expired link descriptions. This is because some links expired at a node may not

expire at its neighboring nodes. This node may receive the link state information for those

recent expired links from those neighboring nodes. The temporary link database can be

used to avoid the case that those expired links are inserted into local database again. This

temporary link database can be removed if, later, an improve scheme that can identify

whether a link state information is out-of-date replaces the sequence number scheme we
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used.

4.3.3.5 Sending Control Messages

Messages are buffered if there is no HELLO message waiting to be sent. In other words,

only HELLO message can trigger the sending of control messages. This is used to com-

bine multiple control messages into one packet and these messages can share the same IP

and MAC headers which usually have large sizes compared to the control messages.

4.4 Summary

In Chapter 3, we proposed a framework and an analytical model to characterize routing

protocols for MANET. Guided by the framework, we designed and developed a new

routing protocol based on OSPF by replacing designated routers with MCDSs. In this

chapter, we presented several approximation algorithms for finding minimal connected

dominating sets. These algorithms have the subject interest from the MANET research

community. Currently, research groups including Boeing, Cisco, SRI, and INRIA (France)

are interested in extending OSPF for MANET routings using MCDSs and our framework

and MCDS algorithm papers are cited in a recent IETF Internet draft [79].

This new routing protocol is expected to have low control overhead, maintain full

topology information, and provide shortest path routing. A simulation study of differ-

ent MANET routing protocols, including OSPF-MCDS, AODV, OLSR, and TBRPF, is dis-

cussed in Chapter 7. Refer to Chapter 7 for conclusions based on simulation results.



Chapter 5

Study of Node Mobility

According to the RNS framework proposed in Chapter 3, node mobility is one of the im-

portant factors that affect the operation and performance of MANET routing protocols.

We studied the impact of node mobility on MANET routing protocols and summarize re-

sults in this chapter. Section 5.1 discusses our preliminary study of a widely used mobility

model, the random waypoint model [80], in ns2 simulations of MANETs. This section is

based on [81]. Section 5.2 proposes a quantitative study of link lifetime in a MANET.

The material in this section was presented in [82]. We define and apply a neighbor sta-

bility metric, which describes the neighbor change rate, to adaptively control parameters

used in MANET routing protocols in Section 5.3. Our study presented in this chapter

suggests potential future research on mobility management and applications for MANET

protocols.

5.1 Mobility Versus Link Stability in MANET Simulations

Simulation experiments are widely used to evaluate MANET routing protocols. Like

simulations of traditional wired networks, these experiments must model the network

104
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topology, network traffic, and the routing and other network protocols. In addition, the

wireless and mobile nature of MANETs necessitates consideration of node mobility, phys-

ical layer issues, including the radio frequency channel, terrain, and antenna properties,

and, perhaps, energy and battery characteristics. Node mobility, coupled with physical

layer characteristics, determines the status of link connections and, hence, the network’s

dynamic topology. Link connectivity is an important factor, if not the most important fac-

tor, affecting the relative performance of MANET routing protocols. From the perspective

of the network layer, changes in link connectivity trigger routing events such as routing

failures and routing updates. These events affect the performance of a routing protocol,

for example, by increasing packet delivery time or decreasing the fraction of delivered

packets, and lead to routing overhead, e.g., for route discovery or route update messages.

Therefore, for given physical layer assumptions, assumptions about link connectivity are

critical to the significance of simulation results for MANET routing protocols. This section

focuses on simulation issues related to link connectivity. We consider the rate of change of

link connectivity. In other words, the number of link state changes from “up” to “down”

or “down” to “up” per unit time, as the metric of interest.

Traditionally, simulation studies of MANET routing protocols have explicitly mod-

eled mobility. At a given time, the model determines positions of nodes being simulated.

The relative node locations of each pair of nodes, together with physical layer assump-

tions, then determine the link connectivity for that pair of nodes. Camp, et al. [80] and

Liberatore [83] describe typical MANET mobility models. Mobility models can be clas-

sified as independent mobility models or group mobility models. Independent mobility

models assign movement vectors independently to nodes without considering the move-

ment of other nodes in the system. Group mobility models consider correlated move-

ments of groups of nodes, so movement vectors are not independent among group mem-

bers.

The random waypoint model is one the most commonly used mobility models for

simulations of MANETs [14, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91]. This model is implemented in
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three popular simulation tools, ns2 [98], QualNet [99], and OPNET [100]. However, the

random waypoint model has three shortcomings when used in simulation experiments to

evaluate MANET routing protocols. First, the relationship between the random waypoint

model’s parameters and the rate of change of link connectivity is not well understood.

Therefore, it is difficult to select mobility model parameter values to vary link connec-

tivity properties, which exert significant influence on MANET routing protocol perfor-

mance, in a controllable manner. Second, our simulation results show that the random

waypoint model requires a long warm-up period for the average link-up or link-down

lifetime to reach steady state. In fact, the necessary warm up time is much longer than

simulation times typically used for studies reported in the literature. Finally, computa-

tional resources required to compute node positions and determine link connectivity can

be relatively high, thus increasing the cost of simulation. (Of course, link connectivity can

be computed once and saved for use in later runs.)

To overcome these shortcomings, we propose a link connectivity model that im-

plicitly models mobility. The link connectivity model, in a simple form, uses a two-state

Markov chain to model the link between each pair of nodes. The state of each link, UP

(connected) or DOWN (disconnected), is aggregated in an N×N connectivity matrix that

represents the state of an N -node MANET. This model overcomes the limitations of the

random waypoint model cited above. The model can also be extended to implicitly model

group mobility.

5.1.1 Analysis of the Random Waypoint Model

The random waypoint model, which has been mentioned in previous Chapters, has three

parameters when used in simulations: (i) radio range, which assumes a free space prop-

agation model to capture physical layer assumptions; (ii) maximum speed, with node

velocities uniformly distributed from zero to the maximum speed; and (iii) a constant

pause time. An extended random waypoint model uses the minimum speed as the fourth
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definition [95]. Yoon, et. al. point out that the three-parameter definition may lead to

zero speed problem and the four-parameter definition does not have this problem [96].

Therefore, we use the four-parameter definition in our study. In the random waypoint

model, node locations are uniformly distributed within a two-dimensional space at the

beginning of a simulation. A random destination, uniformly distributed within the two-

dimensional space, is selected for each node. The node then moves toward the destination

at a speed that is uniformly distributed from [minimum speed, maximum speed]. When

a node reaches its destination, it pauses for a constant pause time. After the pause time

expires, a new destination is selected and the node again moves toward the destination

at a random velocity. At any given time, two nodes are connected if the distance between

them is less than the radio range. Otherwise, the two nodes are disconnected.

Using this random waypoint model, the rate of change in link connectivity de-

pends on the radio range, maximum speed, and pause time values. Camp, et al. [80],

Bettstetter [92], and Bettstetter and Wagner [93] present results on the statistical prop-

erties of the random waypoint model, but do not quantify the relationship between the

rate of change in link connectivity and these parameters. Therefore, it is difficult to de-

sign simulation experiments that control link connectivity properties using the random

waypoint model’s parameters.

It is known that the initial random distribution of mobile nodes in the random

waypoint model is not representative of the manner in which nodes distribute themselves

when moving [80]. Therefore, a warm-up or initialization period is required for the node

mobility model to reach steady state. Camp, et al. [80] suggest a warm-up period of 1,000

seconds for the random waypoint model, but offer no justification. Warm-up periods less

than 1,000 seconds are used in many simulation studies that use the random waypoint

model [14, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91].

We conducted simulation experiments specifically to study the warm-up period

required for the random waypoint model to reach steady state with respect to statistical
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measures for link stability. For the link between each pair of nodes, we define the link

UP lifetime to be the duration of the link connection, i.e., the time from when the pair of

nodes is connected (is within radio range) until the following time when the pair of nodes

is disconnected (is beyond radio range). Similarly, we define the link DOWN lifetime to

be the time from when a link goes from being connected to being disconnected until the

link goes back to being connected. In our two-state Markov model, the UP lifetime is the

time for one visit to the UP state and the DOWN lifetime is the time for one visit to the

DOWN state. For the link between each pair of nodes, we define the link UP rate to be

the number of times the link goes from being disconnected to being connected per unit

of time. Similarly, we define the link DOWN rate to be the number of times the link goes

from being connected to being disconnected per unit of time. For the two-state model,

the link UP rate is the transition rate from the DOWN state to the UP state and the link

DOWN rate is the transition rate from the UP to the DOWN state.

To study link connectivity with the random waypoint mobility model, we simu-

lated 10 nodes in a 100×100 square unit area. The radio range was fixed at 20 units, the

maximum node velocity was fixed at 20 units per second, and the pause time was fixed

at 5 seconds. We used 0.01-second step intervals to analyze the trace file generated by

ns2’s setdest1 command. Five independent trace files, with different seed values, were

generated. For each trace file, we measured the average link UP lifetime and average link

DOWN lifetime for each pair of nodes in the system. We also observed the link UP rate

and link DOWN rate for the link between two selected nodes, node 0 and node 1. The

results for these four metrics with 95% confidence intervals are shown in Figures 5.1, 5.2,

5.3, and 5.4. These results indicate that the link UP and link DOWN lifetimes and the

link UP and DOWN rates become stationary only after a very long warm-up period. For

example, the average link UP lifetime does not reach its steady-state value of 21.2 seconds

until a warm-up period of more than 206,000 seconds has elapsed. This warm-up period

1setdest is an independent tool included in the CMU extension with ns2 2.1a7b and later distributions. It
generates random waypoint trace files with user-defined parameters as inputs for ns2 simulations.
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is much longer than the total simulation time of at most a few thousand seconds, includ-

ing the warm-up period, reported in previous studies [80, 14, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91].

The random waypoint model, at least for the parameters considered in our study, re-

quires an excessive warm-up period to achieve steady-state behavior in link connectivity,

which is required for robust simulation results (Note that all simulations using Random

Waypoint model in this dissertation have long warm-up periods to ensure that the link

connectivity change rates enter steady-states).

5.1.2 Two-State Markov Connectivity Model

To address the limitations of the random waypoint model and, likely, similar explicit

models of node mobility, we propose a link connectivity model that implicitly models

node mobility. This model has fewer parameters, thus simplifying the design of simu-

lation experiments and can achieve steady-state values within much shorter warm-up

periods.

The link connectivity model uses an N×N connectivity matrix, M, to represent the

topology of a MANET with N nodes. The elements in the matrix are two-state random

variables. Element Mij specifies the status of link (i, j), the link between node i and node

j. (We assume symmetric links. Asymmetric links can be modeled using a relatively

straightforward extension.) If i 6= j, Mij = 1 when link (i, j) is in the UP state and Mij = 0

when link (i, j) is in the DOWN state. We define Mii = the degree of node i, for all i.

The link UP lifetime and the link DOWN lifetime are random variables. We denote

the mean values of the link UP lifetime and link DOWN lifetime for link (i, j) as Tij,UP and

Tij,DOWN , respectively. In our initial investigation, we assume that the link UP lifetime

and link DOWN lifetime are exponentially distributed random variables. We also assume

that all links have the same mean link UP lifetime and link DOWN lifetime, denoted as

TUP and TDOWN , respectively. These two parameters, TUP and TDOWN , fully characterize
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Figure 5.1: Average link UP lifetime with the random waypoint model.
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Figure 5.2: Average link DOWN lifetime with the random waypoint model.
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Figure 5.3: Average link UP rate with the random waypoint model.
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Figure 5.4: Average link DOWN rate with the random waypoint model.
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this simple version of the link connectivity model.

The two-state Markov model for link connectivity is expected to have more con-

trollable link stability characteristics and require shorter warm-up periods compared to

the random waypoint model. The link connectivity model is also expected to require

fewer computations and, thus, run faster than the random waypoint model. We con-

ducted simulation experiments to examine the behavior of the link connectivity model.

We assume that all links have the same mean link UP lifetime and link DOWN lifetime. To

achieve the same steady-state average values for the link UP lifetime and the link DOWN

lifetime shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 for the random waypoint model, we let TUP = 21

seconds and TDOWN = 120 seconds.

We are confident that the link connectivity model can be efficiently incorporated

into common simulators for mobile networks. Most simulators that consider mobility,

including ns2 and QualNet, read a trace file that specifies node movements or locations

as a function of time. Therefore, we must modify the simulator if we want to use a link

connectivity model, which specifies the connectivity state of all nodes in the network,

instead of a node mobility model. This modification is possible and should not be too

difficult since the simulator must, ultimately, convert the information in the trace file into

connectivity information. For example, in ns2, we can integrate a link connectivity model

using a slightly modified GridKeeper class (see [98] for details).

Results for the average link UP lifetime and the average link DOWN time using

the link connectivity model, with 95% confidence intervals, are shown in Figures 5.5 and

5.6. Results for the average link UP rate and the average link DOWN rate using the

link connectivity model, with 95% confidence intervals, are shown in Figures 5.7 and 5.8.

The simulation results show the same steady-state values as observed for the random

waypoint model. The two-state Markov model for link connectivity requires a warm-

up period of only a few hundred seconds to achieve steady state values. This warm-up

period is much shorter than the warm up period of over 200,000 seconds needed with the
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random waypoint model for the parameters used in this experiment.

We also compared the computation time for simulations using the two-state Markov

model for link connectivity and using the random waypoint model. Both cases use ns2

to simulate a 10-node network for the same period. The results in Figure 5.9 show that

the computation time required by the link connectivity model is slightly less the time re-

quired by the random waypoint model. We have not made any attempt to optimize our

implementation of the two-state Markov model for link connectivity or its integration

with ns2. We believe that a more efficient implementation can further reduce compu-

tation time. Implementation issues are not discussed in this document since they are

beyond the scope of this research.

5.1.3 Potential Extensions

As mentioned earlier, node mobility models can be classified as being independent or

group mobility models [80, 83]. The simple link connectivity model described in the

previous section and the random waypoint model are both independent node mobility

models. In a group mobility model, nodes form groups and the rate of change of link

connectivity is relatively low if two nodes are in the same group, i.e., if they are moving

in a similar direction at a similar speed. We can extend our link connectivity model to im-

plicitly model group mobility by using relatively larger values of mean link UP lifetime,

Tij,UP , for links where nodes i and j are in the same group and relatively smaller values

where nodes i and j are not in the same group. We can also extend the link connectiv-

ity model to consider distributions other than exponential for link UP lifetime and link

DOWN lifetime values.
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Figure 5.5: Average link UP lifetime with the link connectivity model.
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Figure 5.6: Average link DOWN lifetime with the link connectivity model.
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Figure 5.7: Average link UP rate with the link connectivity model.
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Figure 5.8: Average link DOWN rate with the link connectivity model.
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of computation time.

5.1.4 Conclusion of Study of Link Stability

This section presented a simulation study and analysis of the random waypoint node mo-

bility model and proposed a link connectivity model based on a two-state Markov chain

to address the weaknesses of the random waypoint and, presumably, other explicit node

mobility models. The link connectivity model has three advantages when compared to

the random waypoint model: (i) it is easier to vary link stability in a controllable manner;

(ii) much shorter warm-up periods are required for link stability statistics to reach steady

state; and (iii) simulations tend to require less computation time. Note that we have yet

to verify the advantage of reduced computation time. The disadvantage of the link con-

nectivity model is that it does not support high-fidelity models of mobility and physical

layer characteristics. High-fidelity channel models have been developed and validated

against real systems. However, there are presently no general benchmarks for mobility

that would allow validation of a mobility model. So, for the near term at least, it is usually

more important to subject MANET routing protocols to a broad range of mobility condi-

tions and such conditions are most easily controlled by varying link connectivity rather
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than node mobility.

Potential future work includes investigation of other mobility models such as group

mobility models. We apply our results to conduct systematic evaluation of MANET rout-

ing protocols, as discussed in Chapter 7.

5.2 Quantitative Study of Link Lifetime

As we discussed in Section 5.1, for given physical layer assumptions, assumptions about

link connectivity are critical to the significance of simulation results for MANET routing

protocols. Thus, the design of controllable simulation experiments for MANETs requires

an understanding of how to control link connectivity changes. Traditionally, simulation

studies of MANET routing protocols have explicitly modeled node mobility. At a given

time, the model determines positions of all nodes being simulated. The relative locations

of each pair of nodes, together with physical layer assumptions, then determine the link

connectivity for that pair of nodes.

There have been some prior studies of the mobility models used for MANET sim-

ulations. For example, Camp, et al. [80] present a survey of mobility models and cor-

responding simulation studies. Bettstetter [92] and Bettstetter and Wagner [93] present

studies of the statistical properties of the random waypoint model. In Section 5.1 we

present a simulation study of connectivity changes using the random waypoint model

[81]. Bettstetter, et al. [94] discuss a quantitative analysis of the random waypoint model

with emphasis on statistical properties, such as the estimated average epoch length and

duration, the estimated direction for the next movement, and the number of cell changes.

None of these papers quantify the relationships between the change in link connectivity

and the parameters used in the mobility models. At present, these relationships are not

well understood. Thus, it is difficult to select values for node mobility model parameters

to cause predictable variations in link connectivity properties. And, since link connec-
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tivity exerts significant influence on the performance of MANET routing protocols [1],

it is difficult to create controllable, well-designed simulation experiments for MANETs.

Since the MANET working group of the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) is push-

ing four routing protocols to the experimental RFC stage [2], comprehensive simulation

studies of MANET routing protocols are becoming more important. Thus, a quantitative

understanding of the relationships between link connectivity changes and node mobility

models becomes increasingly important for the MANET research community.

This section presents an analytical study of the relationships between link connec-

tivity changes and MANET mobility models. We assume that any two nodes are con-

nected, i.e., the link is “up,” when the distance between the two nodes is less than or

equal to a certain radio transmission range. Here, we assume the free space propagation

model, although results could be extended to consider other radio models. Two nodes

are not connected, i.e., the link is “down,” when the distance between these two nodes is

greater than the radio range. We define the link up lifetime for a given pair of nodes to

be the average time that the link between the two nodes remains in the “up” state. We

define the link down lifetime for a given pair of nodes to be the average time that the link

remains in the “down” state. The link life period is the sum of the link up lifetime and

the link down lifetime. The link life period can be used to characterize the rate of link

connectivity changes. In particular, we can define the link change rate, which is simply

the inverse of link life period.

5.2.1 Analytical Study

In this section, we present an analytical study of connectivity changes in MANETs. Sec-

tion 5.2.1.1 proposes a relative movement model for pairs of nodes in a MANET. A quan-

titative analysis of link connectivity based on this model is introduced in Section 5.2.1.2.

We apply the results to a widely used mobility model, the random waypoint model in

Section 5.2.1.3 and verify the conclusions using simulations in Section 5.2.2.
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5.2.1.1 Relative Movement Model

Generally, nodes in a MANET move randomly and communicate with one another using

wireless communications. Performance studies of MANETs typically use radio range

as a parameter to limit the distance over which nodes can communicate. It is assumed

that the transmitted signal is strong enough such that nodes within radio range of the

transmitter can receive the data. Nodes that are beyond radio range from the transmitter

cannot receive the data. Therefore, an analysis of link connectivity between a pair of

nodes is equivalent to an analysis of the distance between the two nodes and the relative

movement between them. Next, we introduce a model to describe the relative movement

between two nodes that is the basis of our study.

When we designate one node, say node A, as a reference node, the movement of

any other node, say node B, is actually a combination of node B’s own movement and

node A’s movement. The movement of node B assuming that node A is the point of

reference is known as the relative movement. We use the term “epoch” to define node

B’s relative movement. An epoch is the period during which node B maintains constant

movement (direction and velocity) and the following period during which B pauses after

the movement ends. Figure 5.10 illustrates the five possible forms of epochs for node B

with respect to the reference node A for a given radio range. In the figure, the radio range

is indicated by the radius of the circle with node A at its center. The area within the circle

is covered by node A. There are only two possible types of starting location for node B’s

epochs, denoted B’ and B”, which represent the case that link A-B is “down” or “up” at

the beginning of an epoch, respectively. When node B starts an epoch from location B’,

there are three possible epochs, labeled as 1, 2, and 3 in Figure 1. Similarly, when node

B starts from position B”, there are two possible epochs, which are labeled as 4 and 5 in

the figure. Note that the ending position of node B for epochs 3 and 4 is within the radio

range of node A and the next epoch starts from B”. The ending position of node B for

epochs 1, 2, and 5 is outside the radio range of node A and the next epoch starts from
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B’. We assume that ending positions are independent of starting positions and that the

average period of movement in epoch i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5) is Ti.

Figure 5.10: Possible forms of epochs of node B with respect to a reference node A.

Relative node movements lead to link connectivity changes. For example, link A-B

in Figure 5.10 changes from the “down” state to the “up” state when node B starts from

B’ and enters the coverage area of node A following an epoch of type 2 or 3. Link A-B

changes from the “up” state to the “down” state if node B starts from B” and leaves node

A’s coverage area following an epoch of type 5 or starts from B’ and departs the coverage

area following an epoch of type 2. The connectivity state for link A-B does not change for

epochs of type 1 or 4.

5.2.1.2 Analysis of the Relative Movement Model

Next, we study the connectivity relation between two nodes using the relative movement

model described in Section 5.2.1.1. First, we define the average link life period. Figure

5.11 illustrates connectivity state changes between nodes A and B. “ON” and “OFF” in-

dicate the period that link A-B is “up” and “down,” respectively. Link A-B remains in

the ON state for a certain time and then changes to OFF state for another interval. This

process repeats as nodes continue their movements. We assume that TON and TOFF are

the average times for link A-B to stay in the ON and OFF states, respectively. Therefore,
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the link life period is equal to TON + TOFF . Thus, the link connectivity change rate is

1/(TON + TOFF ).

Figure 5.11: Connectivity state changes.

To simplify the following discussion, we define the probability that node B starts

its epoch from B’ and B” as P123 and P45, respectively. Given that node B starts from

position B’, the conditional probabilities for it to follow epoch 1, 2, and 3 are P1, P2, and

P3, respectively. Similarly, P4 and P5 are the conditional probabilities for epochs 4 and 5,

respectively, given that node B starts from position B”. Note that P1 +P2 +P3 = P4 +P5 =

P123 + P45 = 1. For epoch i (i = 1, 3, 4, and 5), TON [i] and TOFF [i] represent the length of

time that link A-B is in the ON and OFF states, respectively, in the corresponding epoch.

Note that TON [1] = TOFF [4] = 0. For epoch 2, the state of link A-B changes from the OFF

state to the ON state and then to the OFF state again. The time that link A-B is in the

ON state in this epoch is denoted by TON [2]. We use TOFF a[2] and TOFF b[2] to represent

the interval when node B is in the segment B’C and the segment CD (see Figure 5.10),

respectively.

There are two possible cases for link A-B to be in the ON state between two ad-

jacent OFF states. In Case I, node B starts an epoch of type 2, such that link A-B begins

in the OFF state, is in the ON state when node B is between positions C and D, and then

ends in the OFF state. In Case II, node B starts an epoch of type 3, which is followed by

zero or more epochs of type 4, and then the sequence is terminated by an epoch of type
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5. For Case I, the average time for link A-B to be in the ON state is TON [2]. The average

time for link A-B to be in the ON state in Case II is shown in Equation 5.1 when P4 6= 1

(P4 = 1 if and only if the radio range is infinite). The probability of Case I and of Case II

are shown in Equation 5.2. The expected value of TON , based on the expected time in the

ON state and the probability of Case I and Case II, is as shown in Equation 5.3.

TON I = TON [2]

TON II = TON [3] + (Σ∞
k=0kTON [4]pk

4) + TON [5] = TON [3] + TON [4]P4

(1−P4)
+ TON [5]

(5.1)

PON I = (P123P2)/(P123P3 + P123P2) = P2/(P2 + P3)

PON II = (P123P3)/(P123P3 + P123P2) = P3/(P2 + P3)
(5.2)

TON = TON [2]
P2

P2 + P3

+ TON [3]
P3

P2 + P3

+ TON [4]
P4

1− P4

P3

P2 + P3

+ TON [5]
P3

P2 + P3

(5.3)

Similarly, we list all four possible cases for the occurrence of an OFF state as fol-

lows. Case I is the interval when node B leaves the coverage area using an epoch of type

5, followed by zero or more epochs of type 1, and then an epoch of type 3 that termi-

nates the OFF state. Case II is the interval when node B moves out of the coverage area

at position D using an epoch of type 2, followed by zero or more epochs of type 1, and

then an epoch of type 3 where node B enters the coverage area. Case III is the interval

when node B leaves the coverage at position D during an epoch of type 2, followed by

zero or more epochs of type 1, and an epoch of type 2 where node B comes back into the

coverage area at position C due to another epoch of type 2. Lastly, Case IV is similar to

Case I except that node B uses an epoch of type 2 to terminate the corresponding OFF

state. Equations 5.4 and 5.5 specify the average OFF times for each of these four cases and

the corresponding probabilities of each case. This leads to the average OFF time, TOFF ,
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as shown in Equation 5.6. We assume that relative node movements are stationary (in

steady state), we have P3P123 +P4P45 = P45 and P123P1 +P123P2 +P45P5 = P123. Therefore,

Equation 5.7 specifies the link life period, T . Note that, in this study, we do not provide

specific quantitative expressions for the probabilities and periods used in Equation 5.7.

Derivation of quantitative values is complicated and is a topic for future work. However,

without detailed quantitative knowledge, one can still apply Equation 5.7 to study the

relationship between parameters used to define node movements and link connectivity

changes. An example is provided in Sections 5.2.1.3 and 5.2.2.

TOFF I = TOFF [5] + (TOFF [1]P1)/(1− P1) + TOFF [3]

TOFF II = TOFF b[2] + (TOFF [1]P1)/(1− P1) + TOFF [3]

TOFF III = TOFF b[2] + (TOFF [1]P1)/(1− P1) + TOFF a[2]

TOFF IV = TOFF [5] + (TOFF [1]P1)/(1− P1) + TOFF a[2]

(5.4)

POFF I = P45P5

P123P2+P45P5

P3

P2+P3

POFF II = P123P2

P123P2+P45P5

P3

P2+P3

POFF III = P123P2

P123P2+P45P5

P2

P2+P3

POFF IV = P45P5

P123P2+P45P5

P2

P2+P3

(5.5)

TOFF = TOFF a[2]Pa + TOFF b[2]Pb + TOFF [1] P1

1−P1
PcPd + TOFF [3]Pd + TOFF [5]Pc

where

Pa = p2/(p2 + p3)

Pb = P123P2/(P123P2 + P45P5)

Pc = P45P5/(P123P2 + P45P5)

Pd = p3/(p2 + p3)

(5.6)
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T = T1K1 + T2K2 + T3K3 + T4K4 + T5K5

where

K1 = P1P
2
3 /(P2 + P3)

3

K2 = P2/(P2 + P3)

K3 = P3/(P2 + P3)

K4 = P3P4/P5(P2 + P3)

K5 = P3/(P2 + P3)

(5.7)

5.2.1.3 Application and Discussion

In this section, we apply the analytical results of Section 5.2.1.2 to an example mobility

model, specifically the random waypoint (RW) model (Refer to Section 5.1.1). In the ran-

dom waypoint model, node locations are uniformly distributed within a two-dimensional

space at the beginning of a simulation. A random destination, uniformly distributed

within the two-dimensional space, is selected for each node. The node then moves toward

the destination at a speed that is uniformly distributed from [minimum speed, maximum

speed]. When a node reaches its destination, it pauses for a while. After the pause time

expires, a new destination is selected and the node again moves toward the destination

at a random velocity. At any given time, two nodes are connected (can communicate di-

rectly) if the distance between them is less than the radio range. Otherwise, the two nodes

are disconnected (cannot communicate directly).

Generally, when the maximum speed of movements increases in the RW model,

the time duration for each type of epoch (see Figure 5.10), Ti (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5), de-

creases. This is because when nodes move at a high speed, they tend to finish an epoch

in a shorter time. As a result, both the link up lifetime and the link down lifetime de-

crease. Therefore, the link life period, T , decreases and the link connectivity change rate

increases. When the maximum pause time increases, the time in each type of epoch, Ti

(i = 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5), may increase. Therefore, the link life period increases and the link
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change rate decreases.

We first briefly discuss the relationships between the probability of occurrence of

each type of epoch, Pi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5), and the radio range before we study the effect

of the radio range on the link connectivity changes. Figure 3 illustrates trends of how the

values of Pi (i =1, 2, 3, 4, and 5) change when radio range changes. (This figure shows

trends, not actual values.) When the radio range is short, the area covered by node A

(referring to Figure 5.10) is small. Thus, epochs of types 2, 3, and 4 are not likely to occur

while epochs of types 1 and 5 are likely to occur. When the radio range increases, the

possibility of epochs of types 2, 3, and 4 increases, while the possibility of epochs of types

1 an 5 decreases. Note that when the value of the radio range becomes large enough, the

possibility of an epoch of type 2 is reduced since the area covered by node A becomes

large enough that it is not likely for a node to enter and leave the coverage area within

one epoch.

When the radio range is small, P1 and P5 are close to 1 while P2, P3, and P4 are

close to 0 as shown in Figure 5.12. Since the area covered by the center node is small, Ti

(i = 1, 2, and 5) are large and Ti (i = 3 and 4) are small. According to Equation 5.7, K1

is large and K4 is small. Therefore, the value of the link life period, T , is large because

of a large link down period and the link connectivity change rate is close to 0. This is

reasonable because a small radio range leads to a high likelihood of long disconnected

periods between pairs of nodes.

When the radio range is large, P1, P2, and P5 are close to 0 while P3 and P4 are

close to 1, as indicated in Figure 5.12. Since the area covered by node A is large, Ti (i =

1 or 5) is small and Ti (i = 2, 3, or 4) is large. According to Equation 5.7, K1 is small and

K4 becomes large. Thus, the link life period, T , is large due to a long link up period and

the link connectivity change rate is close to 0. Note that the period that a link is in the

UP state is longer than the period that the link is in the DOWN state, which is reasonable

since pairs of nodes are more likely to be connected with a longer radio range.
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Figure 5.12: Trends of different probabilities.

When a medium value for radio range value is chosen, K1 and K4 also have

medium values. The link life period has at least one minimum value when the radio

range is in the middle since the link life period becomes long when the radio range be-

comes small or large. Therefore, there is at least one peak value in the value of link

connectivity change rate as the radio range parameter is varied.

Minematsu, et al. describe the Characterized Environmental Indicator (CEI) in

which they define the frequency of link failure (LF) as shown in Equation 5.8 [109]. The

radius of transmission range refers to the radio range used in this paper.

LF =
Speed of Nodes

Radius of Transmission Range
(5.8)

Minematsu, et al. indicate that the greater the radio range, the smaller the LF

values. However, this is not always true based on the analysis discussed above. When

the radio range is very small, LF should also be small because the possibility of a link

being in the UP state is small. LF follows Equation 5.8 only when the radio range is larger

than a certain value. In Section 5.2.2, we verify our conclusions using simulations.
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5.2.2 Simulation Study

We simulated the random waypoint model to verify the analysis of Section 5.2.1. Ten

independent replications are used in the simulation (ten pseudorandom seeds are gener-

ated using the algorithm presented in [110]). Two nodes are deployed in a 200×200 m2

map. A long warm-up period of 360,000 seconds and a simulation time of 3,000 seconds

are chosen according to [81]. The Bonn motion mobility scenario generator [95] is used to

create trace files. In the first set of simulations, we fix the radio range to 40 m and observe

the link connectivity change with respect to the maximum movement speed and pause

time. The maximum movement speed ranges from [3, 30] m/s with a step of 3 m/s. The

maximum pause time ranges from [10, 100] s with a step of 10 s.

Figures 5.13 and 5.14 show the link up lifetime and link down lifetime. Figures

5.15 and 5.16 show the link life period and link change rate. When the maximum speed

increases, we see decreases of link up lifetime and link down lifetime in Figures 5.13 and

5.14 and link life period in Figure 5.15. We also observe increases in the link change rate

in Figure 5.16, which agrees with the discussion in Section 5.2.1.3. When the maximum

pause time increases, the link up lifetime and the link down lifetime also increase. There-

fore, the link life period increases and, thus, the link change rate decreases.

In the second set of simulations, we fix the maximum pause time at 40 seconds and

study the link connectivity changes with respect to varying radio range and maximum

node speed. The radio range is varied from 10 m to 160 m with a step of 10 m. The link

up lifetime and link down lifetime are shown in Figures 5.17 and 5.18. The link life period

and link change rate are shown in Figures 5.19 and 5.20. When the radio range is small,

we can observe small link up lifetime and large link down lifetime in Figures 5.17 and

5.18. When the radio range increases, the link up lifetime increases while the link down

lifetime decreases. Therefore, the overall link life period is large when the radio range is

small or large. The link life period reaches its smallest value when the radio range is at

a medium value. Therefore, the link change rate reaches its peak value when the radio
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Figure 5.13: Link up lifetime with fixed radio range of 40 m.
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Figure 5.14: Link down lifetime with fixed radio range of 40 m.
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Figure 5.15: Link life period with fixed radio range of 40 m.
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Figure 5.16: Link change rate with fixed radio range of 40 m.
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range is at a medium value. These results agree with the analysis of Section 5.2.1.

As the radio range increases, we obtain scenarios that have long link life periods

with low connectivity (due to long link down lifetime), medium link life periods (due to

low link up lifetime and link down lifetime), and then long link life periods with high con-

nectivity (due to long link up lifetime). In other words, various radio ranges can produce

various combinations of the average node degree, the link connectivity rate change, and

the average length of paths. These factors all affect control overhead in MANET routing

protocols [1]. This implies that using various radio ranges for the simulation experiments

is a good choice for MANET evaluations and is better than varying the parameters of

the random way point model, specifically the maximum node movement speed and the

maximum pause time.

5.2.3 Conclusion of Study of Link Lifetime

Link connectivity changes are among the most important factors that affect the operation

and performance of MANET protocols. A better understanding of link connectivity in a

MANET can be helpful for evaluation of MANET routing protocols and, potentially, be

applied to improve MANET routing protocols. However, little research has been done

on the topic. We provided an analytical study of link connectivity in MANETs. We veri-

fied our results using simulation experiments with the random waypoint mobility model.

Results of the quantitative study indicate that varying radio range is a good approach to

evaluation of MANETs. This is used to guide our simulation study in Chapter 7.

Currently, quantitative statistical values for the parameters of the relative move-

ment model are not available. A future step is to study those parameters and the relation-

ships between them and mobility models. Future work also includes application of the

analysis, including selection of simulation parameters and evaluation and improvement

of MANET routing protocols. Another application of this work is to apply the study of
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Figure 5.17: Link up lifetime with fixed maximum pause time of 40 s.
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Figure 5.18: Link down lifetime with fixed maximum pause time of 40 s.
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Figure 5.19: Link life period with fixed maximum pause time of 40 s.
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Figure 5.20: Link change rate with fixed maximum pause time of 40 s.
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mobility to the control of MANET protocols, for example, as in the application discussed

in the following Section.

5.3 Neighbor Stability and Adaptive Control of Periodic

HELLO Intervals

According to the RNS framework proposed in Chapter 3, an N-node MANET can be

considered as a system with input parameters and output metrics as shown in Figure

5.21. The MANET itself contains N mobile nodes and is supported by a certain set of

protocols, including routing protocols. There are three types of input parameters for such

a MANET, which include the network, user traffic, and protocol profiles. The network

profile defines the physical environment such as the radio range, how nodes move, and,

thus, how the network topology changes. The user traffic profile describes different types

of user traffic flows in the network, for example, the number of user data flows and the

parameters of UDP or TCP traffic flows. The protocol profile defines the parameters for

the protocols running in this system. Examples include the constant interval between

HELLO messages defined in a hello protocol that supports MANET routing. There are

many possible outputs for a MANET, depending on users’ interest. Examples include the

delivery ratio for user data, bandwidth consumed by control messages, throughput of

user data, end-to-end delay, or power consumption.

Based on this model, it is possible to measure some outputs and/or some internal

variables in a MANET and use them as feedback to tune the inputs of the system so that

the entire system can have better performance. To our knowledge, there is no prior study

of this kind in the literature.

In this chapter, we present a study of the use of feedback control in a MANET.

Specifically, we control the interval time between HELLO messages adaptively for a MANET
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Figure 5.21: A model of a MANET system.

using the feedback control idea and a novel concept of neighbor stability. Section 5.3.1

introduces the novel neighbor stability concept and Section 5.3.2 presents an adaptive

hello scheme using neighbor stability. A simulation study is summarized in Section 5.3.3.

This study shows that the adaptive scheme we used can improve some, but not all, per-

formance metrics. This study can potentially lead to future research topic that applies

control theory to MANET protocols.

5.3.1 Adaptive Hello Using Neighbor Stability

Traditionally, a hello protocol sends HELLO messages periodically with a constant time

interval. The time interval is defined by users. For example, the OSPF standard recom-

mends a ten-second interval and the TBRPF draft suggests a one-second interval. How-

ever, to our knowledge, there is no prior study on the proper interval for a MANET. In

this section, we present a novel model to adaptively adjust the time interval according to

network parameters measured at run time.
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Before we describe the model, some terms are defined as follows. When a node

wants to send out a HELLO message, it takes a snapshot of its neighbor list at this very

moment. The neighbor stability (NS) for a node is defined as the number of neighbor

changes, including new neighbors found and old neighbors lost, divided by the larger

node degree in the two adjacent snapshots. In case a node does not have any neighbors

in the two adjacent snapshots, the NS is defined as 2. Therefore, a larger NS implies more

rapid neighbor and link connectivity changes. Note that the value of NS is always within

the range of [0, 2] according to the definition. A NS value that is close to zero implies

that a stable neighbor node set while a NS value that is close to two indicates that the

neighbor nodes change rapidly. Nodes will share node stability information in HELLO

messages. Quantized NS (QNS) is defined as the smallest integer greater than or equal

to (NS/2) ∗ (2n − 1), where n is the number of bits that are used to store the QNS value

in HELLO messages. Rule 5.3.1.1 defines how the QNS value is generated in a node that

runs the adaptive HELLO protocol investigated in this section.

Rule 5.3.1.1 Nodes calculate and broadcast their own QNS values according to the neighbor lists

in two adjacent snapshots of neighbor lists. The interval between adjacent HELLO messages for

a node depends on the selected QNS value, which is the maximum value in the set {QNS values

from new neighbors
⋃

the node’s own QNS}. The selected value is used as the index to select

the interval between adjacent HELLO messages. Larger QNS values indicate the use of smaller

intervals. This maximum QNS value may vary from time to time. Therefore, the chosen interval

is adaptive based on the real network environment.

If a group of nodes move in a similar pattern, the link connectivity change rate

in this group is relatively low and the QNS values at these nodes are small. The inter-

vals between adjacent HELLO messages chosen by these nodes are going to increase and

eventually reach the maximum allowable value. If a node moves into an area in which

nodes are relatively static with respect to each other, the QNS value of this node is going

to affect all the original nodes in this area by reducing the intervals used by those nodes.
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This is reasonable since all nodes need to detect the connectivity changes caused by the

new node as soon as possible.

Generally speaking, in the traditional hello protocol with constant intervals, if a

neighbor’s HELLO message is missing for a certain number of successive intervals, this

neighbor is considered to be lost. We have the following rule to guarantee that the same

statement is valid with our new adaptive hello protocol.

Rule 5.3.1.2 A node finds a new neighbor when it receives the first hello message from this neigh-

bor. The estimated QNS assigned for that new neighbor equals to the QNS value of the node or

the QNS broadcast by that neighbor node, whichever is larger. This estimated value is usually less

than or equal to the maximum QNS chosen by this neighboring node according to Rule 5.3.1.1.

Therefore, the estimated interval for this neighbor is guaranteed to be greater than or equal to the

real interval used by this neighbor. If the neighbor is not a new neighbor, the estimated QNS value

of this neighbor is the value broadcast by this neighbor. We can prove that the actual QNS value

chosen by this neighbor is always greater than or equal to the estimated value.

A node assumes that a neighbor is lost if the HELLO message from this neighbor is missing

within m successive intervals. Here the interval is associated with the corresponding estimated

QNS.

According to the rules we defined above, we have two theorems and correspond-

ing proofs as follows.

Theorem 5.1 The estimated QNS value for a new neighbor, denoted EQNS, is always less than

or equal to the selected QNS (SQNS) value of that neighbor.

Proof: Assume that a center node’s QNS is Qcenter and the new neighbor’s QNS

value is Qnbr. Therefore, EQNS = max{Qcenter, Qnbr}. According to Rule 5.3.1.1, SQNS

for the new neighbor is the maximum one in {neighboring QNS values recorded by this
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neighbor, Qnbr}. Beause Qcenter ∈ {Neighboring QNS values recorded by this neigh-

bor}, EQNS ∈ {Neighboring QNS values recorded by this neighbor, Qnbr}. Therefore,

EQNS ≤ SQNS. 2

Theorem 5.2 The EQNS value for an old neighbor is always less than or equal to the SQNS of

that neighbor.

Proof: Similar to the proof of Theorem 5.1, we assume that the QNS value broad-

cast by the old neighbor is Qnbr. So EQNS = Qnbr. The SQNS of this neighbor is the

maximum value in {Neighboring QNS values recorded by this neighbor, Qnbr}. There-

fore, EQNS ∈ {Neighboring QNS values recorded by this neighbor, Qnbr}, in which the

maximum value is SQNS. Thus, we prove that EQNS ≤ SQNS. 2

There is a common problem with maintaining neighbor lists in hello protocols.

Assume that a node moves out of its neighbor’s range after the link between them is

considered to be up. This node stays out of the radio range of its neighbor and comes

back after a certain amount of time. It is possible that one node is considered to be lost

at the other node while the other node is still in this node’s neighbor list. This problem

is likely to occur in the hello protocol with adaptive intervals. This can be solved in the

same way used by traditional protocols with constant intervals, for example, to force the

neighboring link information to expire at both nodes if this case occurs.

When a node receives a HELLO message from a new neighbor, the node sends a

reply message immediately if the interval it chose is too long, as described in the following

rule. (The definition of the term “too long” depends on user’s preference. For example, if

a value that is larger than the default hello interval is considered as “too long”.)

Rule 5.3.1.3 A node replies to a HELLO message immediately if a new neighbor’s HELLO mes-

sage is received and the interval chosen is longer than a user defined length.

This rule is used to avoid a possible reaction to a HELLO message from a new
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neighbor with a long delay. The next section present a study of applying this adaptive

scheme to OLSR, a proactive routing protocol.

5.3.2 Adaptive HELLO in OLSR

A MANET with our adaptive scheme is shown in Figure 5.22. Note that the function

nbr(i, j) returns 1 if node i is node j’s neighbor or i = j. Otherwise, the function returns

0. Therefore, a node only collects QNS values from its neighbors and its own QNS. The

feedback function for a node, say k, selects the maximum known QNS and calculates the

change in interval between adjacent HELLO messages using Equation 5.9. The selected

interval is equal to the default interval minus ∆.

∆ = [ max
i∈{new neighbors of k}⋃{k}

{QNSi −Normal QNS}] ∗ Interval Step (5.9)

The adaptive scheme intends to use long intervals for networks with low mobility

hosts. Therefore, it could have a potential late-detect problem in that nodes will not be

able to detect a lost neighbor early enough due to a long interval. Thus, the throughput

may be reduced. Our simulation results in the following sections also show that the deliv-

ery ratio, which is proportional to the throughput, is slightly reduced with the adaptive

hello scheme. To solve this problem, we propose the following rule.

Rule 5.3.2.1 When a node receives a HELLO message from a neighbor, if the signal power of

this hello message is reduced, compared with the previous signal power from the same neighbor,

this neighbor is considered to be leaving relative to the receiving node. If the power is lower than a

predefined value, the neighbor is counted as lost when the QNS is calculated. We can also quantize

the power to get QP , and use QP−1 as the weight to calculate a weighted QNS.

This rule requires cross-layer design between the network layer and lower layer
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Figure 5.22: Feedback control model for OLSR.

protocols. To our knowledge, there is no product on the market can achieve this. How-

ever, this approach should be feasible. Using this rule, when a neighbor starts to depart,

the center node reduces the hello interval to more quickly detect the potential loss of the

neighbor. Thus, it can avoid the late-detect problem and improve the throughput of the

network.

5.3.3 Simulation Study

We use the OLSR protocol to study the adaptive scheme. The HELLO messages used

in OLSR have reserved fields (OLSR has more than 1 byte of reserved fields). There-

fore, we can exchange node mobility values with 28 = 256 possible values using the

default packet format without extra overhead. In this study, we set n = 8 (Recall that

n is the number of bits that are used to store the QNS value in the hello messages). A
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Normal QNS is defined so that if the selected QNS equals the Normal QNS, the hello

interval is the default interval, say 2 seconds. The QNS is set to the minimum integer that

is larger than (NS/2.0) × 255 and is also within the range [0, 255]. The hello interval is

defined by the default interval − step interval × (selected QNS −Normal QNS), where

step interval is a user defined step interval. Simulation experiments are used to compare

the performance of OLSR with the adaptive hello scheme with the performance of the

original OLSR. The traffic load is a UDP CBR flow that is generated at node 1 with desti-

nation 0. The data packet size is 1400 bytes and the interval between user data packets is

0.1 second. Random Waypoint and Reference Point Group Mobility (RPGM) models are

used. (Simulation results using RPGM are similar to what we observed using the random

waypoint model. Therefore, we do not include results using RPGM in this dissertation.)

The warm up time is 1,000 seconds and five independent replications are used.

The metrics we observed are overall control overhead and user data delivered in

terms of megabytes. Figure 5.23 compares control overhead for the original OLSR and

the OLSR that uses the adaptive hello scheme. In some scenarios, the modified OLSR has

higher overhead than the original OLSR, while for some other scenarios the original OLSR

has higher overhead. The reason is the overhead of OLSR with the adaptive hello scheme

depends on the relative stability among nodes. The throughput using the adaptive hello

scheme is better than the original OLSR in most cases except for the smallest maximum

possible speed (refer to Figure 5.24). This is because, in most cases, the adaptive scheme

can detect the neighbor state changes more efficiently than the original OLSR. Therefore,

more user data packets can be delivered. We noted that the adaptive scheme has lower

throughput with the smallest maximum speed. To further investigate the reason, we

simulated another scenario with low node mobility.

The results of the low mobility scenario are summarized in Figures 5.25 and 5.26.

The overhead is reduced using the adaptive scheme, but the percentage of delivery of

data packet is also reduced. This is because when the relative mobility among nodes is

low, the adaptive scheme tends to increase the hello interval and thus, is less sensitive
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Figure 5.23: Overhead comparisons using the random waypoint model.
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Figure 5.24: Throughput comparisons using the random waypoint model.
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to link failures. Therefore, the overhead and throughput are both reduced. This suggests

that the adaptive scheme we proposed should work well in higher mobility scenarios, but

it needs improvement for lower mobility scenarios.
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Figure 5.25: Overhead comparisons with lower mobility using the random waypoint
model.

5.3.4 Conclusion of Study of Neighbor Stability

We conducted a study of an adaptive hello scheme based on neighbor stability. This

adaptive scheme estimates neighbor movements based on neighbor change rates and

adaptively adjusts the interval between adjacent HELLO messages. Simulation results

show that this adaptive scheme can improve throughput, at the cost of extra overhead,

for high mobility scenarios. In other words, the scheme can be used in high mobility

scenarios in which power and bandwidth are not limited. The scheme does not improve

the throughput in low mobility scenarios since the hello protocol becomes less sensitive

to link failures due to very long hello intervals set by the adaptive hello scheme. Fu-

ture work includes improvement of the proposed adaptive scheme, such as using more
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Figure 5.26: Throughput comparisons with lower mobility using the random waypoint
model.

variables to control the interval instead of just the neighbor stability, and more extensive

comparison study using different mobility models.

5.4 Summary of Study of Node Mobility

We presented a study of a widely used mobility model, the random waypoint model.

We discovered some disadvantages of this mobility model and proposed a new link con-

nectivity model for simulations of MANETs to provide a more easily controlled mobility

model. We also conducted a quantitative study of link lifetimes in MANETs using the

concept of relative movement and studied an adaptive hello scheme for MANET routing

using the concept of neighbor stability in this chapter. There is increasing interest in re-

search on link lifetime prediction and its application to MANET routing. Link lifetime

information should be helpful for protocols and applications at different layers, includ-

ing the network layer, because node mobility is one of the fundamental characteristics

of a MANET and knowledge of node mobility may be used to adaptively adjust control

protocols and improve the performance of MANETs.



Chapter 6

Simulation and Emulation Tools

We used simulation and emulation tools to verify the new protocol and to compare it with

other routing protocols. This section introduces network simulator (ns2) models and a

Linux test bed we developed for emulation of MANET topologies. Section 6.1 presents

the network simulator ns2. Section 6.2 discusses problems with protocol implementations

and fair comparison assumptions we used in our simulation experiments summarized in

Chapter 7.1. An emulation tool we developed for emulation of MANET is proposed in

Section 6.3, which is based on [111].

6.1 Network Simulator and Network Animator

Ns2 and network animator (nam) are popular simulation tools used by many researchers

for network simulation [98, 112]. They are “freeware”, coming with support for different

routing protocols. They are developed in C++ and TCL script language for Microsoft

Windows, Linux, and FreeBSD operating systems. Users can develop new protocols or

revise existing protocols easily using the concept of class in C++. TCL can allow users

to configure simulations, including parameters and protocols, so that re-compiling is not

144
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necessary.

When simulating with ns2, one can choose different combinations of a MAC layer

protocol, a network layer protocol, and a transport layer protocol. Nam can animate the

simulation scenarios using output trace files from ns2. There are many packages available

for various wireless ad hoc routing protocols. Therefore, we can develop ns2 models for

our routing protocol and compare its performance with that of other protocols.

6.2 “Bugs” and Fair Comparison Issues in ns2

Simulation of MANETs is widely used in the literature [86, 90, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105,

106]. Conclusions are drawn based on simulation results. Recently, MANET simulation

studies receive increasing attention since the IETF standardization procedure requires

more experimental results on MANETs, using different routing protocols [2]. However,

there is lack of study, verification or validation, of network simulators for MANETs. This

section presents our study of the simulator, ns2, itself.

6.2.1 Introduction

Simulations and corresponding conclusions are accepted because of the assumption that

the simulation model and protocol implementations used can actually characterize and

represent what happens in the real world in a random manner. However, there are only

few papers discuss this assumption for MANET simulations. We discussed the long con-

vergence time issue for link durations in Section 5.1 and [81]. Liu, et al. address the

problem in the RW model that the steady state of node speed may converge to zero

[96]. Besides these known issues, we also discovered some other problems and issues

in MANET simulations that should receive attention. For example, the group mobility

models used in the literature may generate improper node speeds. Other issues include
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the fact that some protocols are not modeled properly in the ns2 simulator. These issues

may invalidate simulation results, especially for the performance evaluation of perfor-

mance of MANET routing protocols or higher layer protocols. Moreover, there are some

different assumptions used in the models of different MANET routing protocols in simu-

lators, which may lead to unfair comparisons of different MANET routing protocols. This

is also an important issue in simulation of MANETs. Thus, we believe that it is necessary

to share our experience in MANET simulations with other researchers.

In this section, the problems and bugs we discovered are addressed and possible

solutions are presented. Although some issues presented relate specifically to ns2, other

simulators for MANET should also receive scrutiny since the same issues may be present

when they are chosen to do MANET simulations. The problems and issues discussed

in this section are mainly for simulation of MANET routing protocols. They are also

important for the evaluation of other MANET protocols that rely on a MANET routing

protocol, such as transport layer protocols or application layer protocols.

6.2.2 Unexpected Speed Problem in Group Mobility Models

Mobility models are used in MANET simulations to model physical node movements.

These models can be categorized into individual mobility models and group mobility

models, which define node movements in different ways [80]. Group mobility mod-

els usually assign a group leader for each group. Group leaders follow certain mov-

ing patterns and the movement of a group member is the combination of the move-

ment of its group leader and its own relative movement with respect to its group leader

[80, 101, 102, 105, 106]. A typical group mobility model is the reference point group mo-

bility model (RPGM), which was first introduced by Hong, et al. [101]. This type of mo-

bility models tends to be used to simulate rescue teams or squads of soldiers that move

in groups. It is widely used in many MANET simulation studies [80, 101, 102, 105, 106].

The links between group members change less frequently than the links that connect two
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nodes not in the same group. Figure 6.1 illustrates how group mobility models define

node movements. O1 and O2 are the locations of a group leader O before and after mov-

ing. The maximum group distance r is defined as the maximum distance between the

group leader and the individual nodes in the group, as shown in Figure 6.1. Locations

S and S ′ are the starting and ending positions for an individual node. For individual

nodes, Ns and Nd are the the furthest possible positions to the ending and starting posi-

tions with respect to the group leader O. This node’s movement with respect to its group

leader is defined by the arrow S ′D. Therefore, the movement for this individual node is

the combination of movements O1O2 and S ′D, which is SD, as shown in Figure 6.1.

� �

� �

� �

� �

Figure 6.1: Group mobility model notation.

We use RPGM to illustrate the improper speed problem in group mobility models.

Assume that the time interval for the group leader to move from O1 to O2 is t. According

to the definition of RPGM [101], the speeds of the group leader O and the individual node

S, denoted as Sleader and Snode, respectively, can be determined as follows.

Sleader = |O1O2|/t
Snode = |SD|/t ≤ |NsNd|/t = (2r + |O1O2|)/t = 2r

t
+ Sleader

(6.1)

Since the interval t ranges from 0 to a certain maximum time, it is possible that Snode
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becomes very large when the value of t is small enough with respect to the value of r. For

example, Snode can be larger than 100 m/s if t = 0.01 × r. In fact, we observed that some

individual nodes may move at 500 m/s or more for a short period of time in simulations of

movements of squads of soldiers defined by RPGM. Besides RPGM, other group mobility

models summarized in [80], such as the column mobility model, nomadic community

mobility model, and pursue mobility model, may also generate this kind of improper

node speed because these models define individual node movements in a similar manner.

Therefore, results of MANET simulations using these mobility models might not be valid,

especially for simulations of MANET protocols that study link stability or path stability

based on speed estimations.

This problem can be solved with a slightly revised definition with a maximum

individual node speed. For example, the potential destination set for an individual node

can be defined as the intersection area of two circles, one with O2 as the center and r as

the radius and the other one with S as the center and the maximum node speed times the

time interval t as the radius. The destination location can be uniformly distributed in this

intersection area. We discussed this issue with C. de Waal [97], the author of one mobility

trace file generator named BonnMotion [95]. The revised BonnMotion does use this new

definition to fix the improper speed bug in the RPGM model.

The improper speed problem affects simulations that use the original group mo-

bility model in spite of the simulators that are used. In the next section, we address two

“bugs” that reside in a widely-used simulator, ns2. If other simulators use code ported

from ns2, these bugs should be checked as well.

6.2.3 ARP Protocol and IP Layer Bugs in ns2

This section discusses two bugs in ns2, which we call the “ARP bug” and the “IP header

bug”. To clearly state the problems, we first describe the processing procedures for a
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packet in ns2. The internal structure of ns2 is shown in Figure 6.2. The routines to process

user data packets and routing control packets are slightly different.

AGT

RTR

LL
MAC

PHY

Channel

AGT

RTR

LL
MAC

PHY

Figure 6.2: The internal organization of ns2.

In ns2, a user layer packet, such as a TCP or UDP packet, is first generated at the

user agent (AGT) layer, which encapsulates the transport and higher layers. This packet

is then passed to the routing agent (RTR) layer, which simulates the network layer, search-

ing for the corresponding next hop. If there is no route for this packet, it is either dropped

or queued for a short period of time allowing the RTR protocol to discover a proper route.

If the route is available, the user packet is forwarded to the link layer (LL). The LL runs

the ARP protocol for all unicast packets that do not have their next hops’ MAC address.

If the MAC address of the next hop node is known, the packet is forwarded to the phys-

ical layer such as wired or wireless physical layer depending on the configuration. The

channel model is used to connect the physical layer of neighboring nodes. A user packet

traverses the channel and is captured by the neighbor’s physical layer. It is then passed to
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the neighbor’s MAC layer. If the destination MAC address in this packet is not a broad-

cast address or does not match the receiver’s MAC address, the user packet is dropped by

this neighbor. Note that if the destination IP address matches the receiver’s IP address,

this user packet is passed to AGT directly. Otherwise, the packet is passed to the RTR

protocol to use the IP forwarding service.

The processing of routing control messages is slightly different. A routing control

message can only be generated by the RTR protocol. Broadcast control messages can

skip the LL layer since they do not need the MAC address of next hops. Unicast control

messages follow a procedure similar to that for user packets. All routing control messages

are passed to the RTR directly.

The ARP and IP header bugs are described in the following sections.

6.2.3.1 ARP Bug

The standard ARP protocol has a time-out scheme for any ARP REQUEST messages it

sends. ARP resends a REQUEST message if no reply comes back before the timeout and

gives up an ARP request operation after a certain number of retries. However, the ARP

protocol implemented in ns2 does not implement a time-out and retry scheme. In the

simulation of a wired network, the ns2 ARP protocol may not cause significant problems

since destination neighbor nodes usually can receive any ARP REQUEST and send REPLY

messages back in time without difficulties. In other words, a single ARP REQUEST may

be enough in wired network simulations. However, in a MANET, it is certainly possible

that ARP REQUEST and REPLY messages may be lost due to collisions or node move-

ments. In the ARP model in ns2, a packet associated with an ARP REQUEST is dropped

if and only if a second packet to be sent to the same next hop arrives. This packet can

be held by the ARP protocol forever unless an ARP REPLY from the destination node is

heard. This leads to potential extremely long delays. We use an example MANET us-

ing the OLSR routing protocol [53] with nodes A, B, C, and D, to illustrate this problem.
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We assume that two nodes are connected if and only if the distance between them is less

than or equal to the defined radio range. In other words, the free space radio propaga-

tion model is used. The example is shown in Figure 6.3. The locations in this figure are

defined by (x, y) axes and the radio range is 180 units. We assume that at the beginning,

the network is static for a period of time until all nodes set up proper routing tables and

then node C starts to move to location C1. When the link between AC is down due to C’s

movement at time t1, node A sends a UDP packet to node D. Since there is a delay for

OLSR to detect neighbor loss, node C is still in A’s neighbor list and links AC and CD

are still in node A’s topology control database. Node A uses C as the next hop to desti-

nation node D. But, there is no ARP REPLY from node C and the outgoing UDP packet

is held at A’s ARP function. Assume node C moves back to its original location from

location C1 after a long period of time t2, say 5, 000 seconds. After link AC and BC are up

again, if node B sends a UDP packet to E, node B generates an ARP REQUEST asking for

C’s MAC address and then C sends an ARP REPLY as the reply to this ARP REQUEST.

Node A also receives this ARP REPLY message. The ARP protocol at node A then sends

the UDP packet that is generated 5, 000 seconds before to node D. We observed this be-

haviour for UDP packets. Such packets experience very long delay in ns2 simulations.

Note that the values of t1 and t2 may be random. Therefore, simulation results, including

end-to-end delays and throughput, may not be valid if the ARP bug is not fixed.

We propose two solutions to fix this bug. One is to implement a time-out and retry

scheme in the ns2 ARP model. The other solution is to use a priority buffer queue that

holds the outgoing unicast packets and bypasses the LL layer in ns2. Since MANET nodes

can learn the MAC addresses of their neighbors via routing control messages, the RTR

protocol in ns2 can provide the MAC addresses of the next hops instead of using ARP. The

priority queue approach can also support some advanced features, for example, assigning

different priorities for different types of packets or rescheduling the next hops for buffered

unicast packets when the local routing table is updated. Therefore, the priority queue

solution is the one we recommended and used in our simulation experiments discussed
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Figure 6.3: An example showing the ARP bug.

in Chapter 7.

6.2.3.2 IP Header Bug

The “IP header bug” presented in this section is due to the mis-calculation of the size

of user packets. This is because the IP layer model implemented in ns2 is not a duplex

model. In other words, the send and receive procedures of a user packet at the networking

layer are different. Only the RTR routing agent adds an IP header when a user packet

is sent while no entity removes the IP header when the packet is received at a node.

Therefore, the size of user packets sent by the senders is different from the size of user

packets received at destinations. This problem can be seen in trace files generated by

ns2. This bug affects simulation results, such as the throughput. To fix the problem,

one can implement a full-duplex IP layer by adding another class that is similar to the

RTR or just skip the IP header handling part in the RTR protocol when a user packet is

processed. In our simulation experiments presented in Chapter 7, we simply skip the IP

header handling part in the models for RTR protocols.

The bugs discussed in this section are for ns2 only. However, if some other simula-
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tors port the corresponding sections of code from ns2, these two bugs may also appear in

those simulators. The next section discusses some issues regarding the fair comparisons

of different MANET routing protocols. This discussion applies to all MANET simulators.

6.2.4 Fair Comparisons among MANET Routing Protocols

To compare different MANET routing protocols, one should use the same and reason-

able assumptions for all protocols that are studied. However, current models of different

routing protocols do use different assumptions. For example, a MANET routing protocol

known as AODV holds outgoing user packets in a buffer for up to a certain maximum

holding time before the packet is sent or dropped [50]. AODV needs time to determine

a route if there is no known route to the destination. As long as the route is discovered

within the maximum buffer holding time, this user packet can be delivered even if the

packet is generated at a time when there is no known path between the source and the

destination nodes. However, models of some other routing protocols, such as OLSR, do

not have this kind of buffer. In OLSR, a user layer packet is dropped immediately if the

node’s routing agent has no route for it. Therefore, AODV and other protocols that have

this buffer can have, potentially, higher throughput than OLSR and other protocols that

do not have this feature. Our recommendation is to install the same buffer scheme in

all MANET routing protocols so that they can be compared fairly. Note that in ns2, the

processing procedure for data packets originated from a node, as we described above, is

different from that for forwarding data packets. The buffer can also be applied to the pro-

cedure for forwarding data packets. In this dissertation, we do not investigate whether

we should use the buffer for forwarding data packets, but ensure that all protocols use

consistent assumptions. In our simulation experiments discussed in Chapter 7, we only

incorporate the buffer at senders, not at intermediate nodes, for all investigated MANET

routing protocols.

Another issue that may lead to unfair comparisons of different routing protocols
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is the existence of transit loops. This problem occurs when a node receives a packet from

a neighbor and the next hop is the neighbor asked for the forwarding. If this loop exists

for a transit time and then disappears after the routing protocol determines the correct

routes, we call it a transit route loop. It is not a desirable scenario that a packet can be

sent back and forth between two neighboring nodes until a correct route is found. Transit

route loops are likely to occur in a MANET, especially with proactive routing protocols.

However, there is no loop route detection implemented at intermediate nodes in ns2 for

MANET routing protocols such as AODV-UU [107], the recommended implementation of

AODV, and OLSR [108] (The implementations only check transit loops at source nodes).

Therefore, to compare different protocols fairly, a loop detection scheme that can check

for routing loops for user packets should be implemented for all routing protocols. If a

routing loop is detected, the corresponding user packet should be dropped immediately.

There are also bugs in the ns2 models of different protocols. For example, in the

ns2 model for OLSR, a user packet is dropped when a transit loop is detected at the

sender. However, this packet is still forwarded based on the local routing table after the

drop function according to the ns2 OLSR source code [108]. Another example is the rec-

ommended AODV-UU implementation [107]. In this implementation, all timer events

are global variables and are referenced by pointers. The timer event list is a bidirectional

global list. When some timers expire, a temporary timer list is generated containing all

expiring timers removed from the global timer list. The events in this temporary list are

then processed one at a time until all are handled. It is possible that an expiring timer’s

handler inserts some other expiring timers back into the global timer event list before

they are processed. The temporary list may be broken due to removal of expiring timers

according to the source code of AODV-UU. In this case, the simulation program either

experiences a segment fault or loses all the events behind the broken point in the tem-

porary timer list. As a result, the performance of the AODV protocol may be degraded

because some route requests cannot be processed and corresponding user packets are

delayed or dropped accordingly. The third example is the time calculation problem in
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AODV-UU 0.7.2. The time is exchanged using the timeval structure. However, the func-

tion in AODV-UU that converts a simulation time which is a double variable to a timeval

variable uses a long variable to pass the simulation time. The long variable has a range

limitation. When the simulation is longer than 2, 147 seconds, the long variable becomes

negative because of overflow. For simulations that last longer than 2, 147 seconds, AODV-

UU may malfunction. If a simulator other than ns2 ports the implementations of these

protocols, they have the same problem.

We discussed fair comparisons among different MANET routing protocols in this

section, focusing on the ns2 simulator. If one studies the performance of a protocol that

relies on the underlying MANET routing protocol or if one uses other network simulators

that use similar models, the results may not be valid.

6.2.5 Conclusions and Summary

We summarized several problems in the simulation of MANET routing protocols in this

section. These issues include the definition of group mobility models, implementations

of ARP and IP in ns2, buffer support to improve throughput, transit route loop detec-

tion, and some other implementation bugs. Some problems must be fixed before one can

carry out valid simulation experiments. Some issues should be addressed before one can

fairly compare different MANET protocols. All these issues are important for simulation

of MANETs, especially for routing and upper layer protocols. In this section, we also de-

scribed our approaches with respect to those bugs and fair comparison assumptions for

our simulation experiments summarized in Chapter 7.
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6.3 A Dynamic Switch for Emulation of MANET Topolo-

gies

As for traditional wired networks, experimental test beds are valuable tools for study-

ing the performance and behavior of routing and other protocols for MANETs. Test beds

enable researchers to realize and investigate real implementations of protocols and ap-

plications. However, deploying a real MANET test bed can be expensive and time con-

suming. Another significant concern is that a test bed using real mobile nodes is hard

to control. It is difficult to “replay” node movements and to ensure equivalent channel

conditions to repeat controlled experiments. Emulation is an efficient approach to solve

these problems.

It is relatively easy to set up a traditional wired network in a research laboratory.

While such an environment may be suitable for initial development of protocols intended

for a MANET environment, the fixed topology, low packet error rate, and high data rate

of the wired network do not represent a typical MANET environment which is charac-

terized by a dynamic topology and wireless connections with relatively high error rates

and relatively low data rates. Traditional switches for wired networks, such as Ethernet

switches, Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) switches, and IP routers, rely on multiple

access control (MAC) or Internet Protocol (IP) address information to determine forward-

ing and we cannot alter the emulated connectivity without altering MAC or IP level ad-

dressing. Further, such switches often cannot emulate the effects of packet loss or data

rate limitations. Thus, we cannot directly use a wired network and a traditional switch to

emulate a mobile ad hoc network.

To meet this need, we developed a special switch that connects multiple nodes

according to a controllable dynamic topology with a controllable packet error rate and

a controllable data rate on the links. Our dynamic topology switch is implemented in

the Linux operating system and includes modifications to the Linux kernel. The switch
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emulates a MANET using standard Ethernet or other wired physical connections and

requires no changes to the network’s nodes.

Our primary objective was to create a reasonable emulation of a MANET environ-

ment that required no changes to the “mobile” nodes. We want to test different types of

mobile nodes, including nodes running proprietary operating systems. We also want to

make the emulation transparent to the real protocols. This transparency includes both

functional transparency as a first priority and performance transparency, at least to the

extent permitted by the emulated environment, as a second priority. This requires that

the switch achieve high performance to match wireless link data rates, including for new

higher data rate wireless local area network standards such as IEEE 802.11a [5] and IEEE

802.11g [114]. We also wanted to use standard “off-the-shelf” personal computers for the

switch and, clearly, needed an open source operating system.

In Section 6.3.1, we describe models to emulate the topology changes, bit error

rate, and data rate of a MANET environment using a wired network. In Section 6.3.2,

we discuss the implementation of the model as the dynamic topology switch. The par-

tial validation of this emulator through comparisons with ns2 simulation results for the

OLSR MANET routing protocol is presented in Section 6.3.3. Section 6.3.4 compares our

dynamic topology switch to related work in network emulation. Section 6.3.5 presents

conclusions and future work.

6.3.1 Model Description

This emulator has three functions, emulation of a dynamic topology, emulation of packet

loss, and emulation of constrained link capacity, as discussed in Sections 6.3.1.1, 6.3.1.2,

and 6.3.1.3, respectively.
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6.3.1.1 Emulation of a Dynamic Topology

In a wireless network, a node can transmit directly (in one hop) to another node only if the

sending node is within a certain range of the receiving node. Because nodes in a MANET

can be mobile, the connectivity of the network can change at any time. Conceptually, this

dynamic connectivity can be described by a function of time and location, as shown in

Equation 6.2.

Ci,j(t) = Fe(< xi(t), yi(t) >,< xj(t), yj(t) >) (6.2)

Here, Ci,j(t) represents the status of the connection between nodes i and j. If nodes i and j

are connected, then Ci,j(t) = 1. If they are disconnected, then Ci,j(t) = 0. The coordinates

of node i at time t in two-dimensional space are < xi(t), yi(t) >. Function Fe(•) maps

the coordinates of two nodes to a connection status value for a given environment e.

Fe(•) is a complex function that depends on a variety of factors, such as radios, anntenas,

coding, transmit power, capture effects, terrain, and atmospheric conditions. In Section

5.1.2, we used the M array to represent the link connectivity between pairs of nodes. The

elements in the M array are, in fact, the outputs of the connectivity function for pairs of

nodes. In other words, different Ci,j(t) functions result in different distributions for Mi,j

in the M array. The dynamic topology switch does not evaluate the connectivity function,

but, rather, relies on an external source to specify the connectivity, Ci,j(t), for all pairs of

nodes, i and j, as a function of time. This information can be derived from a mobility

simulation, which has been our approach, or by some other trace file that might be based

on measurements of a physical system or derived in some other way.

The basic concept of operation for the dynamic topology switch is to control the

connectivity of “mobile” nodes using the central hub in a star network. Figure 6.4 shows

a simple example with three mobile hosts and a single dynamic topology switch. The mo-

bile nodes can be any device running any software, as long as they have an appropriate

network interface card. The switch is implemented using a standard personal computer

running Linux. It has multiple network interfaces realized by using multiple interface
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cards and/or one or more multiple-port interface cards. Implementation details and re-

lated performance issues are provided below.

32

Dynamic Switch

Host 3Host 2

1

Host 1

Figure 6.4: Example test bed topology.

The dynamic topology switch can switch traffic between any set of connected hosts

based on a local switch connectivity table that can change dynamically. The switch is

transparent to all the other nodes at and above the MAC layer. All incoming frames are

switched based solely on the input interface and the switch connectivity table informa-

tion. The switch does not alter the MAC frame or IP datagram information in any way

and, in particular, it does not add any address information of its own to the MAC frame

or IP datagram.

Discussed next is an example wireless ad hoc network realized by a wired test

bed using the dynamic switch. The topology of the wireless ad hoc network is shown in

Figure 6.5, where Nodes 1 and 3 are connected to Node 2, but not to each other.

Table 6.1 shows the switch connectivity table used in the dynamic switch. Note

that the ports in the table denote the network interface ports of the dynamic topology
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Host 1 Host 2 Host 3

Wireless connection

Figure 6.5: Wireless ad hoc network realized by the switch table of Table 6.1.

switch (See Figure 6.4). In other words, the switch relies on incoming or outgoing network

interfaces, not the MAC or IP addresses, to specify forwarding. With this switch table, the

wired test bed realizes the wireless ad hoc network shown in Figure 6.5.

Table 6.1: Example of a Switch Table

Incoming port 1 2 3
Outgoing port(s) 2 1 and 3 2

The dynamic topology switch can update the switch connectivity table in real time.

Thus, we can, in effect, generate a sequence of switch connectivity tables to emulate the

connectivity of a mobile ad hoc network in real time.

6.3.1.2 Emulation of Packet Loss

Mobile ad hoc networks are implemented using wireless links where packet loss due to

bit errors may be likely. In the dynamic topology switch, we control the packet loss rate

for each connected channel. We use the Gilbert model [115], a two-state Markov model,

for packet loss.

In the two-state Markov model, a channel can be in one of two possible states,

“good” or “bad.” The state transition diagram is shown in Figure 6.6. The probability of

dropping a packet, i.e., the probability of a packet error, is different in each state. Given
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a present state, a channel may transit to the other state or stay in the present state with

certain probabilities. P1 and P2 are the probabilities of staying in the good and bad states,

respectively. 1 − P1 is the probability of a transition from the good to the bad state and

1− P2 is the probability of a transition from the bad to the good state.

P1

1−P
2

1−P1

P
2

Good Bad

Figure 6.6: Two-state Markov chain for the packet loss model.

6.3.1.3 Emulation of Constrained Capacity

The capacity of wireless links may be constrained and, in particular, may be less than

the capacity of the wired links used in the test bed. We enforce constraints on available

bandwidth using a leaky-bucket token buffer model.

In the leaky-bucket token buffer model, no packet can be sent unless there is a

token in the token buffer or a new token arrives. There is an upper bound on the size

of the token buffer. We use a token arrival rate of r tokens per second, a token buffer

size of B tokens, and an allowable transmission size of µ bytes per token to determine

the bandwidth constraint [116]. Equation 6.3 specifies the maximum allowable data rate,

where C is the transmission rate or emulated capacity.

C = µ× r bps (6.3)

Since the emulated system does not accumulate transmission “credits,” i.e., there is no

history, we use buffer size B = 1. Selection of r involves a tradeoff between accuracy and
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processing overhead. A high token arrival rate r results in transmissions being spread out

over a longer interval that more closely mimics a low data rate link. However, minimum

timer intervals supported by the operating system of the switch node and the overhead

timer interrupts drives us to reduce r. Based on tests, we found a suitable token arrival

rate to be r = 1, 000 tokens per second. Thus, the allowable transmission size per token is

selected to be µ = C/1000 bytes.

6.3.2 Implementation

We developed the dynamic topology switch in Redhat 7.0 with Linux kernel 2.2.16 and

Redhat 9.0 with Linux kernel 2.4.20. The source code is under GNU copyright protection.1

Users need to have root privilege to install the code on a Linux system. It requires re-

compilation of the kernel.

The software can be divided into three parts: user space program, broker program,

and kernel space program. The user space program is responsible for interactions with

users. The kernel space program handles kernel interrupts and received packets. The

broker program contains a character device driver, which is used to exchange information

between user space and kernel space.

The user space program first translates user inputs or command files into the

proper command format. The translated commands are written into the character de-

vice in the broker program. If users require debugging information from the kernel, the

user space program sends the corresponding command to the broker program and reads

returned data from that character device.

The broker is a module that can be loaded in super-user mode. The broker creates

a character device and sets all network interfaces to promiscuous mode during initializa-

1The software for the dynamic switch can be downloaded from
www.sourceforge.net/projects/dynamic-switch.
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tion. The broker program also maintains the switch connectivity table and token buffer

queues. It continues to listen for input/output interrupts from the character device and

calls the proper procedures to handle requests from the user space program. This allows

users to use commands or input files to control the dynamic topology switch in real time.

The broker is also responsible for moving outgoing packets into the proper buffers of the

network devices.

The kernel space program deals with packet capture and dynamic forwarding.

Once a packet is captured, the kernel procedure enters the dynamic switch block if the

character device driver is loaded. The kernel space program looks up the outgoing port(s)

for each incoming packet in the switch connectivity table via the broker program. The

switch does not examine packets, but they are duplicated, if necessary, so that one incom-

ing packet can be delivered to multiple output ports. The kernel space program forwards

packets to the proper device(s) using the sending procedure in the broker program.

6.3.3 Verification of a Test Bed with the Dynamic Switch

In this section, simulation experiments to verify test bed operation using the dynamic

switch are presented. To at least partially determine the validity of the dynamic topology

switch for use in network performance studies, we compare measured values obtained

using the switch to those produced by ns2, a widely used network simulator. In particu-

lar, we compare results from an actual implementation of the OLSR protocol [53] running

on four “mobile” nodes connected via the dynamic switch to results from an OLSR simu-

lation model running in the ns2 network simulator [98] for the same configuration.

6.3.3.1 Description of Experiments

Wireless routing protocols can be classified as either proactive or reactive. Mobile nodes

in a proactive routing protocol periodically broadcast “hello” messages and link state
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changes. Mobile nodes in a reactive protocol find a route to another node on-demand

when that node is the destination of a data packet. OLSR, the protocol considered here,

is a proactive protocol. The authors of the OLSR protocol distribute both a Linux im-

plementation and an ns2 model [127], which we believe adds confidence that the real

implementation and the ns2 model are consistent.

Our dynamic topology switch only emulates topology changes and wireless chan-

nel properties, specifically the bit error rate and link capacity. Therefore, we use control

message overhead as the basis for comparing results from the emulation and the simula-

tion. This metric is independent of the specific underlying MAC protocol and should be

consistent across the two realizations.

Parameters for the Linux implementation of OLSR are the same as those for the ns2

model of OLSR except for jitter time. The ns2 model of OLSR introduces jitter to slightly

randomize the time at which control packets are generated to reduce the likelihood of

MAC-level collisions. Without jitter, the tight synchronization of nodes in a simulation

model would result in multiple nodes attempting to transmit at the same time, thus lead-

ing to pessimistic performance because of an increased number of collisions. In a real

network, including the network emulated by the dynamic topology switch, nodes are not

tightly synchronized. Thus, the jitter parameter in the ns2 OLSR model accounts for the

jitter that occurs implicitly in a real system. The jitter parameter for the ns2 model is set

to 0.1 seconds based on observations from the Linux implementation.

We use the same mobility assumptions in both the dynamic topology switch and

the ns2 model. The mobility model we used is a variation of the random waypoint model,

which is similar to the one recommended by Bettstetter [92]. It considers a four-node

network, with the mobile nodes moving in a 100 × 100 unit square map. (All length and

velocity parameters are normalized to “units.”) Nodes start at random positions within

this area. Each node moves at a random speed for a random length of time. Both the

speed and the duration of the movement are exponentially distributed. Nodes pause for a
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constant time when movement ends. We assume that the previous direction of movement

for a node is θ. Its next direction of movement is chosen uniformly from [θ − α, θ + α],

where α degrees is the maximum change (or “delta degree”) in the direction of movement.

Following the work of Bettstetter [92], we allow nodes to bounce at the borders instead

of wrapping around or leaving the network. The radio range of a node is used to decide

the connectivity between all pairs of nodes. As described below, we vary the radio range

and examine its effect on control message overhead.

There are five parameters that characterize mobility with this model: average

speed, average moving time, fixed pause time, α, and radio range. Initial experiments

showed that changes in the radio range have the most significant effect on the total num-

ber of control messages sent by the nodes. Therefore, we experimented with scenarios

with different radio ranges from 20 to 90 units. All parameter values are shown in Table

6.2.

Table 6.2: Mobility Parameters Used for the Experiments

Pause time 10 seconds
Average speed 20 units/second
Average moving time 10 second
α 0.0001 degrees
Radio range 20-90 units

The simulation time for all runs is 300 seconds. A simulation time of 600 seconds

shows similar results. Five replications were run for each set of parameters, with the

random seed set to 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.

6.3.3.2 Validation Results

The four graphs in Figures 6.7, 6.8, 6.9, and 6.10 show results from both the ns2 simu-

lation and the dynamic switch-based emulation for each of the four nodes. Each point
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represents the average of the values from the five replications.

For OLSR and other MANET routing protocols, especially those that are proactive,

the number of control messages that are sent increases as the topology changes more

frequently. When the radio range is small, say 20 units, or large, say 90 units, the ns2

simulation and the switch-based emulation show that the number of control messages is

relatively small and, thus, the network topologies change infrequently. For short radio

ranges, nodes are almost always disconnected from their neighbors, i.e., there are few

viable links, and mobility leads to few changes in the topology. For long radio ranges,

nodes are usually connected to other nodes and extreme movements are needed to break

a link. When the radio ranges are from 40 to 80 units, the network topology changes more

frequently and both the ns2 simulation and switch-based emulation results indicate that

more control messages are sent.

We observed the number of control message sent at every node. The observed

results for Node 1 are listed in Table 6.3. We observed similar results at the other nodes.

The difference, as a percentage, between results for the ns2 simulation and the switch-

based emulation is calculated as the difference between the number of control messages

reported by each method divided by the number of control messages reported by the ns2

simulation.

Table 6.3: Comparisons of Results from ns2 and Test Bed

Radio range Nns2 Ntestbed Percentage Difference (%)
20 148.4 150 1.08
30 155.6 152.2 2.19
40 162.8 156.6 3.81
50 167.2 162.8 2.63
60 170.4 159.2 6.57
70 166 158.2 4.70
80 161.2 152.4 5.46
90 153 149.8 2.09
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Figure 6.7: Number of control messages versus radio range at node 1.
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Figure 6.8: Number of control messages versus radio range at node 2.
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Figure 6.9: Number of control messages versus radio range at node 3.
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Figure 6.10: Number of control messages versus radio range at node 4.
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The data shown in this table indicates that the percentage difference is less than 7

percent for all values of radio range. This small difference may be accounted for by the

jitter parameter setting in the ns2 simulation model or by practical differences between

the real implementation and the ns2 model of OLSR. For example, all nodes are identical

in ns2, while processing delays may not be the same for all nodes in the switch-based

emulation. Based on the close correspondence between results for the dynamic topol-

ogy switch and the ns2 simulation, we have a high level of confidence that the switch is

accurately emulating the topology of a mobile ad hoc network.

As indicated in Section 6.3.2, we use Redhat 7.0 with Linux kernel 2.2.16 and Red-

hat 9.0 with Linux kernel 2.4.20 as the operating systems in the dynamic topology switch.

We use three ZNYX network cards [128], with each card containing four 10-Mbps Ether-

net ports. Testing showed that one Linux node can support up to 11 ports. The actual

performance that is achieveable by the dynamic topology switch depends on the specific

hardware configuration, including factors such as processor clock rate, bus throughput,

and memory size. Since we are studying network layer protocols in MANETs, the cur-

rent implementation of this dynamic switch should be able to meet the requirements for

MANET emulation.

In addition to using ports to connect mobile nodes, the dynamic topology switch

is able to receive normal network traffic on a designated interface. This allows us to

exchange messages with mobile nodes to synchronize the overall system for testing pur-

poses. For example, to generate repeatable experiments with reactive routing protocols,

we need to synchronize topology changes at the switch with startup activities at the mo-

bile nodes. Using this approach, we can design repeatable scenarios for emulations of

different MANET routing protocols, including both reactive and proactive protocols.
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6.3.4 Comparison to Prior Work

There are other approaches with somewhat differing objectives that, like our approach,

combine physical implementations of protocols with network emulation in different ways.

Nguyen, et al. [117] collect traces from physical systems for the purpose of mod-

eling the behavior of wireless channels. Simulation is used to compare results using the

traces to results using the derived model. The objective was to build a wireless channel

model for use with simulation, which is different from the objective our work in that we

want to emulate the underlying network and utilize actual nodes running actual protocol

stacks.

Noble, et al. [118] extend the work of Nguyen, et al. [117] to create an approach

they call “trace modulation.” Traces are first collected from a physical system. The traces

are then distilled to build a network model that is representative of the physical wireless

mobile ad hoc environment that was measured. Finally, the distilled model is used to

modulate the behavior of the protocol stack in a physical system. A modulation layer

is inserted between the IP and Ethernet layers. The modulation layer delays and drops

packets according to the model derived from the trace. A special process running on each

node supplies the modulation layer with time-varying parameter values. This approach

has been shown to be effective for evaluating throughput, but temporal ordering is af-

fected so it is not useful for considering detailed effects of latency [119]. Trace modulation

within the protocol stack can provide higher fidelity than our system, but requires alter-

ations of the operating system kernel of the mobile nodes. With our centralized dynamic

switch, we move the locus of control for modulation outside of the mobile nodes, but do

lose some fidelity in the process. However, extensions to our approach could provide

similar fidelity.

An extension of trace modulation is called “trace emulation” by Johnson [119].

In trace emulation, the trace of the network’s behavior is generated through simulation
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rather than experiments with a physical system. Generating the trace file through simu-

lation is comparable to our approach of using a mobility simulator to generate a trace file

that controls the dynamic topology switch. The generated trace is applied to the modu-

lation layer as in Noble, et al. [118] and, thus, requires modification of the mobile node’s

kernel.

Johnson also developed a ”direct emulation” method [119] that is similar to our

approach. As in our system, packets from a real system are sent to a centralized node.

The centralized node is running a simulation model that controls packet loss and delay.

There is a fundamental trade-off between fidelity and efficiency. Direct emulation pro-

vides greater fidelity than our dynamic topology switch, but at the cost of extra overhead

that can reduce the supported data rate for each mobile node and/or limit the number of

mobile nodes that can utilize the emulated network. Our scheme needs to execute little

code to move a packet from an input port to zero or more output ports.

Direct emulation is similar to Fall’s use of the ns network simulator for emula-

tion of traditional networks [120] and to work by Xu, et al. where physical elements are

integrated with a sensor network simulation running in the GloMoSim simulator [121].

Fall’s approach and Xu’s approach both require extra overhead to manage the interface

between the physical device and the simulation model. For example, in Fall’s ns-based

system, packets from real systems must be encapsulated as they are processed by the sim-

ulator to ensure that all packet information is preserved. In our approach and Johnson’s

[119], this interface overhead is eliminated.

Chao, et al. developed a test bed using an iptable2 INPUT chain to control link

connectivity [122]. Their approach requires manually configured MAC addresses at end

nodes, which is not required by our dynamic switch. Moreover, the MAC header of the

packets forwarded by their topology controller is changed. In other words, the topology

controller is not transparent to end nodes. Chao, et al.’s model does provide a good GUI

2Iptable is software that can filter network packets based on their MAC or IP headers.
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for users.

Like Chao, et al.’s test bed, M. Fjällström and J. Nielsen designed and implemented

a similar test bed named the ad hoc protocol evaluation (APE) test bed [123]. Different

from Chao, et al.’s model, APE uses a PREROUTING chain in iptable [122]. Therefore,

this model also requires a manually configuration of MAC information at end nodes and

the topology controller is not transparent to end nodes.

6.3.5 Conclusions

A dynamic topology switch was designed and implemented to forward packets based

on the incoming network interface rather than on the packet’s IP or MAC address. The

switch efficiently forwards incoming packets to zero or more outgoing network interfaces

that are specified by a switch connectivity table. This table can be dynamically updated

so that the switch can emulate dynamic mobile ad hoc network topologies using fixed

nodes and a wired network. The dynamic switch also emulates the properties of wireless

channels, specifically by dropping packets and limiting link data rates.

The dynamic topology switch allows researchers to experiment with real imple-

mentations of full protocol stacks for MANETs without changing the mobile nodes and

without impediment by the underlying network that is emulated by the switch. The

switch can be used to evaluate routing protocols in terms of routing overhead, average

length of routes, and relative latencies. However, the switch does not emulate a wireless

MAC layer protocol, so absolute delays and throughput in a MANET routing protocol

cannot be accurately measured since these metrics, certainly in absolute terms, are sensi-

tive to the performance of the MAC layer.
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6.4 Summary of Study of Simulation and Emulation Tools

In this chapter, we discussed a study of simulation and emulation tools. We investigated

a widely-used network simulator, ns2, presenting bugs and problems in fairly comparing

MANET routing protocol performance. Simulations discussed in Chapter 7 are based on

our work presented in this chapter. To emulate a MANET in a wired test bed within a

laboratory, we designed and implemented a dynamic switch. Using the switch, we can

verify MANET routing protocols in a wired test bed with controllable and repeatable

experiments.



Chapter 7

Simulation and Emulation Study of

MANET Routing Protocols

This chapter presents a comprehensive study of MANET routing protocols using simu-

lation and emulation. Simulation results comparing different MANET routing protocols

are based on Sections 4.3.3 and 6.2. Section 7.2 briefly describes the integration and inter-

operatbility of different MANET protocols and applications, using a hybrid testbed using

the dynamic switch.

7.1 Simulation Study

This section presents a comparison of MANET routing protocols using simulation. Pro-

tocols investigated are OSPF-MCDS, AODV, OLSR, and TBRPF. DSR is similar to AODV

except a node list is used in DSR instead of hop count used in AODV. Moreover, there

is no further development on the simulation model for DSR since it was first proposed.

Similarly, the Internet draft for TORA expired and there is no up-to-date development

on simulation model for TORA. Thus, we do not compare DSR and TORA with other

174
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MANET routing protocols in this dissertation. We use ns2 to do the simulations. Several

known bugs in the ns2 simulator were fixed and assumptions to ensure fair comparisons

were applied to the implementations of different protocols (refer to Section 6.2). We use

the latest AODV-UU ns2 implementation for AODV simulations [107].

7.1.1 Comparison Models

As mentioned Section 5.1, we developed a two-state connectivity (TSC) model as an al-

ternative to traditional mobility models. We use both the TSC model and the random

waypoint model in our experiments.

We use a two-state on/off UDP traffic model in our simulation experiments. The

time for a UDP flow to be in the ON or OFF state is exponentially distributed. When the

flow is in the ON state, fixed-size UDP packets are sent from one node to the other with

constant intervals between packets. The flow stops when the flow is in the OFF state.

We use the ON/OFF moodel because using only constant bit rate (CBR) traffic favors

reactive protocols such as AODV and, CBR traffic is probably not a realistic traffic model

for typical MANET applications.

This section discusses simulation models that we use to compare different routing

protocols. The next section presents simulation results and draws conclusions.

7.1.2 Simulation Results

In our simulation experiments, we consider four metrics, capacity consumed by control

messages, percentage of packet delivered, average hop count, and average end-to-end

delay. The capacity consumption is defined as the size of the overall routing control mes-

sages at the MAC layer sent in one unit of time. Simulation parameters are set as follows.

The user UDP packet size is 1,000 bps with a 1-second interval between packets. The
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average time for a traffic flow to be in the ON or OFF state is 50 seconds. The interval

between HELLO messages for hello protocols used by OSPF-MCDS, AODV, OLSR, and

TBRPF is 1 second. We assume AODV does not have link layer notification and uses a

hello protocol to detect neighbor changes. A neighbor expires after three missing HELLO

messages. Proactive protocols broadcast link state messages every three seconds and a

link state entry expires after two missing periodic refreshes. The simulation time is 4,000

seconds, of which the first 2,000 second is the warm-up period. Three scenarios are dis-

cussed in this section. For each data point, we have five independent replications. The

first two scenarios presented in Section 7.1.2.1 use the TSC mobility model. The random

waypoint model is used in the third scenario, which is summarized in Section 7.1.2.2, to

verify our conclusions based on the TSC model.

7.1.2.1 Experiments using the TSC Model

In the first scenario, we fix the average link change rate and study the relationship be-

tween the performance metrics and the average node degree. There are 30 nodes in the

network. Two different traffic loads are used, 5 and 150 UDP flows. A legend for the

simulation is given in Figure 7.1.

 

Figure 7.1: Legend for the following graphs of simulation results.

Generally, when the average node degree increases, the link density becomes higher.

Therefore, the percentage of delivery increases, which can be seen in Figure 7.2(a). AODV

and OLSR both have better throughput than TBRPF and OSPF-MCDS when the traffic

load is low. However, Figure 7.2(b) shows that OLSR consumes the most capacity for

control messages compared to the other three protocols. In other words, OLSR trades

capacity for throughput.
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As shown in Figure 7.2(c), OSPF-MCDS has the smallest average hop count be-

cause it reports link state changes immediately after link changes are detected. This

implies that OSPF-MCDS requires fewer transmissions per user data packet and, thus,

consumes less power, on average, to transfer user data. According to Figure 7.2(c) AODV

has the highest hop counts because reactive protocols are not sensitive to link-up events.

When a new and shorter route is available due to a link-up event, reactive protocols can-

not detect it and switch the better route.

Interestingly, we can see that the average hop count in OLSR is always greater

than those in TBRPF and OSPF-MCDS, as shown in Figure 7.2(c). It is even longer than

those in AODV in some of the following simulation results. We believe that this is due

to the delay for distributed topology databases maintained by proactive routing proto-

cols to converge. In other words, distributed link state databases need a certain time

to converge following a link state change. The higher average hop count implies that

OLSR cannot setup proper shortest paths quickly following a link state change, compared

to TBRPF and OSPF-MCDS. This also explains why OLSR has higher throughput than

TBRPF and OSPF-MCDS. Because of the longer convergence delay in OLSR, some user

packets, which should be discarded, are transmitted to neighboring nodes. This allows a

user data packet to remain in the network for a longer time and thus, the possibility that

there is a route for this packet to reach the destination is higher. To our knowledge, the

feature of holding packets “in the air” is not investigated before. A thorough study of the

influence of transient delays for distributed databases to converge in proactive routing

protocols could be an interesting future research topic.

The results for average end-to-end delay are presented in Figure 7.2(d). AODV has

the smallest average end-to-end delay compared to other protocols since it sends out user

packets in a TCP-like way. It first validates an existing path using a hand-shaking process

using route request and route reply messages between the initiator and the destination

(or an intermediate node that has the route to the destination). After that, AODV keeps

using this path unless this path is broken. This guarantees that once a packet is sent, the
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end-to-end delay is small. As we can see, the 95% confidence interval for AODV curves

in Figure 7.2(d) is small. This feature suggests that AODV can provide predictable end-

to-end delays when the average link change rate is or is close to constant. Thus, AODV

may be suitable for real-time applications over wireless links in MANETs with relative

stable link change rates. The end-to-end delays in proactive routing protocols are usually

larger than in AODV except when the number of traffic flows is large. We believe that

this is also due to the convergence delays we discussed above. When the number of user

traffic flows is large and the link density is high, OSPF-MCDS can provide the smallest

end-to-end delay, on average, compared to other protocols (which is shown more clearly

in the following scenarios). We believe the reason is that OSPF-MCDS uses a MCDS to

broadcast control messages and the nodes in MCDS are not necessary to be the gateways

for user data. This reduces the possibility of collisions between user data packets and

control packets.

The simulation results with 150 UDP flows are summarized in Figure 7.3. The per-

centage of delivered packets decreases after the average node degree reaches a certain

value as shown in Figure 7.3(a). This is because when the user load and connectivity

increase, the possibility of packet collisions becomes higher and then, throughput is re-

duced. According to Figures 7.3(a) and 7.3(b), OLSR still provides the best throughput

among all four protocols and, also, has the highest capacity consumption. AODV’s aver-

age percentage of packet delivered degrades to that of OSPF-MCDS and TBRPF as shown

in Figure 7.3(a). This is because that when the number of traffic flows increases, the num-

ber of times that AODV discovers a route increases and, thus, the capacity consumed

by AODV increases (see Figure 7.3(b)). Because of the increasing AODV overhead, the

possibility of packet collisions increases. Therefore, the user data throughput is reduced.

As we can see in Figures 7.2(b) and 7.3(b), the capacity consumption by AODV changes

dramatically when the number of traffic flows increases. The reason is that AODV’s over-

head is more sensitive to the number of traffic flows than other three protocols. Therefore,

AODV suffers scalability problems with respect to the number of traffic loads. According
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(d) Average end-to-end delay

Figure 7.2: Results for a 30-node MANET with 5 UDP traffic flows and constant link
change rate using the TSC model.
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to Figures 7.2(b) and 7.3(b), TBRPF has the best performance in terms of capacity con-

sumption compared to the other protocols. This suggests that TBRPF is a good candidate

for the applications that have limited bandwidth. OSPF-MCDS consumes less capacity

than OLSR, while still providing full topology information to all nodes. Therefore, OSPF-

MCDS can be used to efficiently support load-balancing and other applications that re-

quire full topology information in a MANET with link capacity constraint.

The results for the average hop count and the average end-to-end delay shown in

Figure 7.3 are similar to those in Figure 7.2. Therefore, we can draw similar conclusions

as discussed in the previous paragraphs.
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(d) Average end-to-end delay

Figure 7.3: Results for a 30-node MANET with 150 UDP traffic flows and constant link
change rate using the TSC model.

The second simulation scenario is similar to the first one except that the average

link change rate varies and the average node degree is a randomly picked up constant,
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which is 4.78. Figures 7.4 and 7.5 show the results when the number of UDP traffic flows

is 5 and 150, respectively. As we can see in Figures 7.4 and 7.5, the percentage of packet

delivered decreases when the link change rate increases. The average hop count and the

average end-to-end delay do not vary significantly when the link change rate changes.

According to the results shown in Figures 7.4(b) and 7.5(b), however, it seems that the

link change rate does significantly affect capacity consumption.
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(d) Average end-to-end delay

Figure 7.4: Results for a 30-node MANET with 5 UDP traffic flows and constant average
node degree using the TSC model.

To more clearly show the influence of link change rate, the percentages of increased

capacity consumption as a function of the average link change rate changes are shown in

Figures 7.6(a) and 7.6(b). When the traffic load is low, the capacity consumed by TBRPF

has the most significant changes mainly because its hello protocol only reports part of a

node’s neighbor list according to the link state changes. Control message collisions are
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(d) Average end-to-end delay

Figure 7.5: Results for a 30-node MANET with 150 UDP traffic flows and constant average
node degree using the TSC model.
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also possible reasons. Similarly, the same reasons also explain results for OSPF-MCDS

shown in Figure 7.6(b). Results for AODV in Figure 7.6(b) show that the link change rate

affects AODV’s capacity consumption the most among all four protocols studied. The

reason is that the AODV protocol usually needs to restart a route discovery procedure

once a link down event breaks a path being used. When the number of user flows is

large, the link change rate can affect the AODV overhead more significantly. The graphs

in Figures 7.4, 7.5, and 7.6 suggest that the average link change rate is among one of

the most important factors that affect the capacity consumed by AODV, especially with a

large number of traffic flows. Figures 7.4 and 7.5 also show that although not significantly,

the link change rate does affect the performance of OSPF-MCDS, TBRPF, and OLSR.

To study the impact of the network size, we simulate MANETs with different sizes

such as 15, 25, and 35 nodes using the same settings used in the first scenario (we are

unable to study larger networks due to limitations on the ns2 trace file size in Linux

and Microsoft Windows). The results are similar to those in Figures 7.7, 7.8, and 7.9.

Therefore, the conclusions discussed above also apply to the different network sizes that

we simulated.

7.1.2.2 Experiments using the Random Waypoint Model

To further verify our conclusions with the TSC model, we use the random waypoint

model, a traditional mobility model, in the third scenario. Table 7.1 lists the parameters

we used for Bonnmotion [95] to generate the random waypoint trace files.

In this set of simulations, different radio ranges are used since the average node

degrees and average link change rates exhibit clear trends with respect to different ra-

dio ranges. Figure 7.10(a) shows that the average node degree increases when the radio

range increases. This is because a longer radio range implies a larger cover area and,

thus, a larger number of neighbor nodes. According to Figure 7.10(b), the average link

change rate increases when the radio range increases from a small value, say 40 units.
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Figure 7.6: Percentage of increased capacity consumption.
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(d) Average end-to-end delay

Figure 7.7: Results for a 15-node MANET with 5 UDP traffic flows and constant link
change rate using the TSC model.
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(d) Average end-to-end delay

Figure 7.8: Results for a 25-node MANET with 5 user UDP traffic and constant link
change rate using the TSC model.
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Figure 7.9: Results for a 35-node MANET with 5 UDP traffic flows and constant link
change rate using the TSC model.
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Table 7.1: Random Waypoint Model Parameters

Variables Values
Map Size 600× 600unit2

Minimum Speed 0.5 unit/s
Maximum Speed 10 unit/s
Warm-up Time 36,000 s
Simulation Time 4,000 s
Number of Nodes 30

The reason is that the link density increases when the radio range increases. Therefore,

the possibility of link changes increases, too. The link change rate reaches a peak value

with a certain radio range and after that, the link change rate decreases. This is because a

node is unlikely to move out of another’s radio range if the radio range is long enough.

As shown in Figures 7.10(c) and 7.10(d), the average link up lifetime increases and the

average link down lifetime decreases when the radio range increases because nodes are

likely to remain connected with a larger radio range.

Figure 7.11 summarizes the results for a 30-node MANET with five UDP traffic

flows using the random waypoint model, which are close to the results shown in Figure

7.2. The major reason for the slight differences between Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.11 is the

link change rate varies in the random waypoint model while it is a constant in the TSC

model. Similar to the discussion of Figure 7.2, we can still draw the same conclusions

based on Figure 7.11.

Figure 7.12 shows the results when the number of UDP flows is 150. The conclu-

sions based on Figure 5 also apply to the curves in Figure 7.12. Therefore, our conclusions

based on the TSC model also hold for the results using the random waypoint model.
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Figure 7.10: Network parameters for the random waypoint model trace files.
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(d) Average end-to-end delay

Figure 7.11: Results for a 30-node MANET with 5 UDP traffic flows using the RW model.

7.1.3 Summary and Conclusions

In this section, we presented a comparison of four different MANET protocol, including

OSPF-MCDS, our new protocol based on OSPF, AODV, OLSR, and TBRPF. Simulations

show that the performance of AODV, in terms of control overhead, is not scalable because

it is not only affected by the network environment but also by the user traffic parameters

such as the number of traffic flows. The overhead in AODV can be even larger than for

the proactive protocols when the number of UDP traffic flows increases. Thus, AODV

is not suitable for capacity-limited or power-limited MANETs. The end-to-end delay for

AODV is better than the other three protocols when the link change rate is stable and

relatively small, which suggests that AODV is suitable for real-time applications over

MANETs when the link change rate is stable and relatively small.

The delay for the distributed link state databases to converge in OLSR is longer
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Figure 7.12: Results for a 30-node MANET with 150 UDP traffic flows using the RW
model.
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than for OSPF-MCDS or TBRPF according to our results. The throughput of OLSR is

higher than for OSPF-MCDS and TBRPF, partially because of the long convergence de-

lay. Therefore, this suggests the potential influence of future research on the convergence

delays on performance of different routing protocols.

OSPF-MCDS and TBRPF have similar delays for their distributed databases to con-

verge, which are much smaller than those of OLSR. Therefore, the average hop count

in TBRPF and OSPF-MCDS is shorter than for OLSR. OSPF-MCDS and TBRPF’s overall

performance, unlike that for AODV, is not sensitive to application parameters such as

the number of traffic flows. OSPF-MCDS has similar or better performance than TBRPF

in terms of hop count, end-to-end delay, and throughput. Although OSPF-MCDS has

worse capacity consumption for control messages when compared to TBRPF, it provides

full topology information while TBRPF does not. Therefore, OSPF-MCDS is a good can-

didate for a power-constrainted and capacity-constrainted MANET, especially when the

full topology is required by other MANET protocols. Besides, for heavy loaded MANETs

in terms of the number of traffic flows, OSPF-MCDS provides small end-to-end delays

than for other three protocols. Thus, it is suitable for real-time applications in this kind of

MANET.

OSPF-MCDS, like other proactive routing protocols, consumes a certain band-

width for control messages in spite of traffic flows in the network. Therefore, for low

traffic load MANETs, OSPF-MCDS is not a good candidate.

Simulation experiments also show that proactive routing protocol cannot work

properly when the link connectivity change rate is close to the frequency of periodic

broadcast used by proactive protocols. Reactive routing protocols fail to operate prop-

erly when the time for the initiator to receive the route reply is close to the average link

up lifetime.

Future work based on this study can include, but is not limited to, improving the

performance of OSPF-MCDS by tuning sub-protocols, extending OSPF-MCDS to support
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MANET multicast, studying potential security attacks and intrusion detection methods

in OSPF-MCDS, supporting Quality of Service (QoS) and other applications in MANETs.

7.2 Emulation Study

To verify the OSPF-MCDS protocol and to study the interoperability among different

MANET protocols in a MANET, we implemented OSPF-MCDS protocol in the Linux

operating system and setup a wireless and wired hybrid testbed. The Linux model for

OSPF-MCDS is based on the ns2 model we developed for the simulation experiments

described in Section 7.1. Unlike the model for ns2, the Linux model needs to schedule

timer events, capture and send control packets by itself. Multi-thread programming is

also required in the OSPF-MCDS Linux model. Since traditional user signal interrupt is

not thread-safe [130], time expirations are implemented by Palaniappan Annamalai, a MS

student in our group, using “select()” function. Two widely-used libraries for network-

ing applications, Libpcap [131] and Libnet [132], are used to capture and send control

messages, respectively. (Raw socket is not used because it is said to have potential long

run problem [133].) Recent study shows that Libpcap is not thread-safe [134]. The longer

time OSPF-MCDS runs, the higher possibility that libpcap may crash. This is the lim-

itation for current Linux implementation. This problem can be solved by revising the

receiving function using new released Libpcap which is thread-safe.

The architecture of the hybrid testbed we setup is shown in Figure 7.13. The

testbed contains both wireless and wireline parts. Gateway nodes in the wireless part

are connected using 802.11b networking cards. Gateway nodes in the wireline side are

connected via the dynamic switch we developed. There are two copies of OSPF-MCDS

running in this testbed, one running in the wireless domain and the other is in the wire-

line domain. Gateway G6 has both wireless and wired networking cards. It acts as the

edge gateway connecting machines in different sides. The edge function that connects
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two OSPF-MCDS domains G6 is implemented by Palaniappan Annamalai too. OSPF-

MCDS runs at all gateway nodes, labelled as Gi in Figure 7.13. The default routes at

subnet nodes, labelled as Si, are manually set to corresponding gateway nodes. In the

emulation experiments, Gateway G23 is the one that has mobility. Originally, the routing

table at G23 sets G21 as the next hop to any other destination in the testbed since G21 is

the only node that connects G23 to other nodes in the network. When G23 moves to the

new location such that it connects to G22 and disconnects from G21, a link-up event and

a link-down event are propagated to all nodes in the network by OSPF-MCDS protocol.

Then the next hop to any other destination at G23 is changed to G22 accordingly. We used

a video conference software, named VIC [135], to demonstrate the continuous connectiv-

ity maintained by OSPF-MCDS between G23 and G6 when G23 moves. Video streams can

switch smoothly to the new routes after the network topology changes, showing that the

connectivity in the MANET is maintained properly by OSPF-MCDS.
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Figure 7.13: The hybrid testbed.
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Besides OSPF-MCDS, a Policy Based Network Management (PBNM) Quality of

Service (QoS) system, IP Security (IPSec), a real-time application, and Simple Network

Management Protocol (SNMP) based network topology monitor are all running in the

emulation testbed, which is illustrated in Figure 7.14. This work is summarized in [129].

Basically, OSPF-MCDS maintains the network connectivity in the MANET testbed and

provide full topology information for the PBNM QoS system. The communication server

in OSPF-MCDS for the PBNM QoS is developed by Palaniappan Annamalai. Communi-

cations between any two subnet nodes behind two gateway machines are based on IPSec

tunnelling controlled by the IPSec protocol. QoS system is responsible to allocate proper

bandwidth for traffic flows with different priorities. The integration results verify that

our routing protocol can support backbone routing in this MANET testbed. Potential fu-

ture work includes extending OSPF-MCDS to support interoperability with traditional

routing protocols, such as OSPF, so that a MANET network can also be used to access a

wireline network, including the public Internet. Another possible future research topic is

to test the interoperability among different implementations of OSPF-MCDS developed

by different groups in a testbed.
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Figure 7.14: Integration of network management, routing, QoS and security in a MANET.



Chapter 8

Summary and Future Work

In this chapter, we summarize our research, highlight contributions, and discuss potential

future research.

8.1 Summary

The network topology in a MANET can be dynamic and unpredictable. Traditional rout-

ing protocols used for wired networks cannot be directly applied to most wireless net-

works because some common assumptions are not valid in this kind of dynamic network.

For example, one assumption is that a node can receive any broadcast message sent by

others in the same subnet. However, this may not be true for nodes in a wireless mobile

network. The bandwidth in this kind of network is usually limited. Thus, this network

model introduces great challenges for routing protocols.

Many MANET routing protocols have been proposed. Past work focused on de-

signing new protocols, comparing existing protocols, or improving protocols before stan-

dard MANET routing protocols are defined. Most research in this field is based on simu-

lation studies of the routing protocols of interest in arbitrary networks with certain traffic
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profiles. However, the simulation results from different researchers are not consistent.

This is because of the lack of consistency in MANET routing protocol models and appli-

cation environments including networking and user traffic profiles. Thus, published re-

sults and conclusions cannot be generalized and it is difficulty for one to choose a proper

routing protocol for his or her MANET application.

The investigation and comparison of MANET routing protocols can be aided by

a framework that characterizes MANET routing protocols. However, there is lack of re-

search on this kind of framework. We developed such a framework for MANET rout-

ing protocols based on the concept of a relay node set (RNS). The framework provides

a new view of MANET routing protocols and highlights relations among properties of

the protocols. It facilitates the comparison, design, and improvement of MANET rout-

ing protocols. It also identifies factors that affect the operation and, thus, performance of

routing protocols and can be used to guide the design of controllable MANET simulation

experiments.

MANETs usually have bandwidth and, often, power constraints. Therefore, over-

head is an important issue for routing protocols in MANETs. Recent research has focused

on simulation studies to investigate and improve routing protocols with respect to control

overhead. To develop a systematic method for the design and improvement of routing

protocols, we used the RNS framework to draw an analytical model for control overhead

of MANET routing protocols. Aided by this analytical model, we designed a new routing

protocol using the concept of a connected dominating set (CDS). This new routing proto-

col has low control overhead and maintains full topology. It illustrates the utility of the

RNS framework. A prototype Linux implementation of this protocol has been developed

and a simulation model for ns2 is also available.

According to the analytical model drawn from the framework, node mobility is

one of the most important characteristics of a MANET. We defined a relative node mobil-

ity model to study the relation between the node mobility and link durations in MANETs.
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We proposed an adaptive interval scheme based on a neighbor stability criterion. We also

introduced a two-state connectivity model for simulation of MANET routing protocols.

This model can provide relatively simple control of network environment parameters that

affect the performance of routing protocols. The research on the link duration, the adap-

tive interval scheme, and the new mobility model is in the early stage and can, potentially,

lead to promising future research.

We improved a widely-used network simulator ns2, by fixing bugs and incorpo-

rating the same assumptions into the models of the four MANET routing protocols that

we studied. Simulation results based on fair comparisons suggest that our new proto-

col has low control overhead, maintains full topology information, and supports shortest

path routing, compared to OLSR, AODV, and TBRPF. Our simulation results show that

different routing protocols are suitable for different MANET environments. OLSR and

AODV are both suitable for networks without power and bandwidth limitations because

OLSR may have high control overhead and the control overhead for AODV is sensitive

to the traffic load in terms of the number of traffic flows. AODV has small end-to-end

delays, so, it is more suitable for real-time applications than other MANET routing proto-

cols. However, the performance of AODV, in terms of control overhead and throughput,

is more sensitive to network and application profiles than the other protocols we stud-

ied. Thus, AODV is not suggested for applications that require a routing protocol whose

performance is robust over wide variety of conditions. OLSR always produces the high-

est throughput, but with larger control overhead compared to OSPF-MCDS. However,

OLSR has longer average hop counts than other protocols. This is because that the de-

lay to propagate the link state information in OLSR is longer than those of others. In

other words, some user data packets are sent by OLSR to a next hop that was the correct

next hop, but not now, due to network topology changes. TBRPF has the lowest con-

trol overhead. However, it does not provide full topology information. For applications,

such as the policy-based quality of service application mentioned in Section 7.2, which

requires full topology information, OSPF-MCDS and OLSR are better choices. Further-
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more, OSPF-MCDS always has the shortest hop count compared to the other three pro-

tocols. Therefore, OSPF-MCDS has the best performance in situations where user data

transmissions are the dominating factor in network power consumption. OSPF-MCDS

also has the smallest end-to-end delay when the number of traffic loads is large and the

link density is high. The reason is partially because MCDS nodes that are responsible to

propagate control messages are not necessary the gateways for user traffic flows. There-

fore, OSPF-MCDS can be a good candidate for real-time MANET applications with large

number of traffic flows and high link density. Simulation experiments also show that

proactive routing protocol cannot work properly when the link connectivity change rate

is close to the frequency of periodic broadcast used by proactive protocols. Reactive rout-

ing protocols fail to operate properly when the time for the initiator to receive the route

reply is close to the average link up lifetime.

8.2 Contributions

Part of our work, including the RNS framework and the MCDS algorithms, have received

considerable interest from the participants in Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) MANET

standardization group. Two of our papers are cited in one of the recent Internet Drafts

[79]. Also, our emulation test bed software has been downloaded over 320 times.

We believe that future research based on our work can also be valuable for the

MANET research community. The OSPF-MCDS routing protocol guided by the RNS

framework indicates that it is possible to provides full topology and maintains short-

est path routing for MANETs with low control overhead. The analytical model on control

overhead and the mobility studies presented in this dissertation can provide guidance

for future MANET research. Improved MANET simulation models and fair comparison

assumptions can be used in future MANET simulation experiments. Our comparison

study of four MANET routing protocols can provide guidance for one to choose proper
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routing protocols for particular MANETs. The next section summarizes promising future

research directions.

8.3 Future Directions

As a special type of network, MANETs have received increasing research attention in

recent years. There are many active research projects concerned with MANETs. This

section focuses on promising future research directions based on our current research.

As pointed out in Section 3.6, there are some parameters defined in the analytical

model drawn from the RNS framework that may not be directly measured. This is a

limitation of using our RNS framework. One suggested approach is to use simulation

or real-time measurements to estimate those values. This suggests a potential research

topic on MANET routing in which estimates of parameters, including network and traffic

profiles, can be used to adaptively choose different routing protocols or different modules

for one protocol. This also suggests a model for an adaptive MANET routing protocol

in which the protocol can choose the combination of different modules that is the most

efficient for the current environment or in which MANET nodes can choose different

protocols according to the environmental parameters.

Since the RNS framework can characterize MANET routing protocols using four

modules, it is possible to describe different MANET protocols in a similar four-module

finite-state-machine (FSM) model. In other words, we can extend the RNS framework

to construct a FSM framework to describe all those protocols. This FSM framework can

support formal verification of MANET routing protocols or efficient implementation of

these routing protocols.

It may also be interesting to extend the RNS framework to consider protocols

for multicast routing in MANETs. Similarly, there are multicast protocols proposed for

MANETs. A framework that characterizes these protocols can aid the design, compari-
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son, and improvement of these protocols.

Further study of node mobility is also a promising research direction. Such a study

might aid in the design of simulation mobility models, improve estimates of link and path

lifetimes, and improve the performance of MANET routing protocols.

More extensive simulation and emulation studies can be used to compare different

protocols. Analysis and conclusions can guide users when they choose routing protocols

for their MANET applications and aid designers in improving protocols.

Cross-layer design [37, 38] is another promising research direction. Since OSPF-

MCDS provides full topology information, it is possible to use this information to tune

the parameters of lower and/or higher layer protocols so that the overall network perfor-

mance, especially, seen by the user, can be improved.
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Abstract
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Minimal Connected Dominating Set (OSPF-MCDS) protocol for
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routings in mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs). The protocol

is an optimization of the pure link state algorithm. The

key concept used in this protocol is that of minimal con-

nected dominating set (MCDS)[1]. We call this protocol OSPF-

MCDS.

Link state records are broadcast in the MCDS. This techni-

que substantially reduces the number of retransmissions in

a MANET as compared to a pure flooding mechanism, where

every node retransmits each first-seen control message from

neighbors. The algorithm to select MCDS in this protocol is

an approximation algorithm that could form a minimal MCDS

with low control overhead. The number of broadcast relay

nodes is small and, thus, the overall control overhead is

low according to the framework proposed in [2]. In OSPF-

MCDS, information broadcast "through" the selected MCDS

nodes is link state information. MCDS nodes act as the de-

signated routers in OSPF. Thus, this protocol can maintain

full topology information and provide optimum routing as

OSPF in MANETs.

1. Introduction

The Open Shortest Path First with Minimal Connected

Dominating Set (OSPF-MCDS) is developed for mobile ad hoc

networks (MANETs). It is a table driven and proactive

protocol, and exchanges topology information with other

nodes regularly. The nodes that are selected as relay
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nodes form a minimal connected dominating set (MCDS).

Only nodes in the MCDS will re-broadcast the first-seen

control message broadcast by neighbors. Thus, the number

of rebroadcasts is reduced. There are schemes to handle

the topology changes so that CDS will not always be re-

built with extra control overhead. Link state information

will be propagated to all nodes via MCDS so that all

nodes keep identical copies of network topology. In route

calculation, Dijkstra algorithm can be used to build

shortest paths to all destinations.

MCDS are selected based on approximation algorithms

presented [1]. Nodes in MCDS are connected and cover all

other nodes. Therefore, all nodes are guaranteed to

receive the link state information broadcast in the

network. This protocol uses a MCDS as the relay node set

to replace the designated router concept used in OSPF [4].

OSPF-MCDS is developed to work independently from other

protocols. It inherits the concepts from OSPF (STANDARD

RFC 2328 [4]) but using different message formats. The

protocol is developed in the NAVCIITI project supported

by the Office of Naval Research (ONR), USA.

1.1. Changes

N/A
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1.2. Draft Organization

TBD.

1.3. OSPF-MCDS Terminology

The keywords "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL",

"SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED",

"MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be inter-

preted as described in RFC2119 [5]. The OSPF-MCDS

protocol uses the following terminology:

close neighbor set of node i

A set of neighbor nodes of node i, in which any

node’s neighbor is either node i or still a

member of this node set. Note that not all nodes

can have close neighbor sets. If a node does

have at least one such neighbor set, it is possible

to generate this close neighbor set by starting

from any node in that close neighbor set and

adding its neighbor into the node set.

common end node

A node that connects two nodes is called a common

end node for these two nodes. There could be one
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interface or two interfaces at this node to connect

to those two nodes.

common neighbor

A common neighbor for a pair of neighbor nodes is

a node that connects to both of these two neighbor

nodes.

connected nodes

Nodes that could form a connected graph are called

connected nodes.

connected dominating set (CDS)

A connected dominating set is formed by a set of

connected nodes, which covers all nodes in the

network. Nodes in the CDS re-broadcast first-seen

broadcast messages, while other nodes keep silent.

cost of a link

There is a metric value assigned to each interface.

It could be the power consumption, traffic load, or

any other values associate with this interface or

this node. The cost of a link equals to the sum of

the metrics of the two interfaces that form this
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link.

cost of a path

The cost of a path is the sum of cost of all links

along this path.

cover

A node is covered by all its neighbors. A node covers

all its neighbors. A set of nodes M covers a set of

nodes N when any node in N is covered by at least a

node in M.

declare

A node may broadcast a control message to its

neighbors. This action is called declare.

end MCDS node

An end point node of a link which is in the MCDS.

exit node

Exit nodes are nodes in an open neighbor set of node

i. They have neighbors that are not adjacent to node

i.
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interface

A network device participating in the routing. For

example, wireless network card. A node may have more

than one interface. Each interface should have its

unique IP address.

larger MCDS neighbor

MCDS neighbors that with larger router ids.

link

A link is a connection between a pair of interfaces

from two different nodes. A node is said to have a

link to another node when they can communicate with

each other via that pair of interfaces.

MCDS neighbor

Neighbors that are in the MCDS.

MCDS node

A node that is in the MCDS.

minimal connected dominating set (MCDS)
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A connected dominating set of minimal size is called

minimal connected dominating set (MCDS).

neighbor interface

It is the interface that used by a node to

communicate with a neighbor via a link to that

neighbor.

neighbor node

A node X is a neighbor node of node Y if there is a

link between X and Y.

neighbors of a link

Neighbors of a link are the pair of nodes that form

this link.

node

A router that runs the OSPF-MCDS routing protocol.

non-adjacent neighbors of node i

A set of neighbors of node i in which any two nodes

are disconnected
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non-MCDS neighbor

Neighbors that are not in the MCDS.

non-MCDS node

A node that is not in the MCDS.

open neighbor set of node i

An open neighbor set of node i is a set of neighbor

nodes of i that does not include any close neighbor

set.

path

A sequence of links that connects the sender

interfaces and the receiver interfaces. Adjacent

links must have a common end node.

receiver interface

The receiver interface of a control message is the

interface that receives that control message.

router id
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Generally, the router id for a node is the IP

address of its interface. When a node has multiple

interfaces, there is a copy of OSPF-MCDS running on

each interfaces. The route id for a node in a copy

of OSPF-MCDS is the IP address of the corresponding

interface that runs this copy of OSPF-MCDS.

sender interface

The sender interface of a control message is the

interface that transmits the message.

sub tree of node i

It is a tree formed by all edges terminating at node

i.

symmetric link

The pair of interfaces that associate with a link

can both receive messages from the other, then this

link is called symmetric link.

root of a sub tree

It is the common node of all edges in the sub tree.

1.4. Applicability Section
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OSPF-MCDS is a proactive routing protocol for mobile ad hoc

networks. It provides good performance, in terms of control

overhead and optimum routings, for large and dense mobile

networks with heavy traffic load in terms of number of

traffic flows because of the idea of broadcast using MCDS.

The larger and more dense a network, the more optimization

can be achieved as compared to the classic link state

algorithm with blind broadcasts. [1]

OSPF-MCDS is well suited for networks where the traffic

load is heavy, in terms of number of traffic flows, and the

network is large, compared to a reactive protocol[2]. OSPF-

MCDS uses the minimal size of relay nodes to broadcast and

small computation time to maintain the relay node set.

Therefore, it has low control overhead according to the

overhead model presented in [2, 3]. Since it is maintains

full topology, it can provide optimum routings for MANETs.

Note that the term of optimum routing could be smallest-

hop-routing, minimum-power-consumption-routing, or balance-

load-routing, depending on the definition of cost for each

link.

1.5. Protocol Overview

OSPF-MCDS is a distributed proactive routing protocol for

MANETs. The protocol inherits many good features for pro-

active protocols, such as optimum routings. OSPF-MCDS is
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optimized over the pure link state protocol for MANET

routing.

OSPF-MCDS uses hello protocol to detect link up or down

events. In stead of blind broadcasts, OSPF-MCDS reduces

the number of rebroadcasts using the minimal connected

dominating set (MCDS). MCDS selection is done by an

approximation algorithm. It relies on the local copy of

the topology in each node. Broadcast in MCDS can reduce

control overhead, compared to blind broadcasts used by

some other protocols. Link state information will be

propagated to all nodes via MCDS. Thus, each node can

build its own routing table for all destinations by

Dijkstra algorithm.

A MCDS is maintained locally when the topology changes.

OSPF-MCDS benefits from traffic patterns where a large

group of nodes are communicating with another large group

of nodes, and where the pairs of source and destination

nodes are changing frequently. OSPF-MCDS is scalable for

large and dense networks [2]. OSPF-MCDS can also work

properly even if the underlying MAC layer protocol does

not guarantee delivery of control messages between nodes.

Proof is shown in [3].

1.6. Connected Dominating Set

The idea of connected dominating set is to reduce the
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number of rebroadcast in the network and, thus, to

reduce the control overhead. A node rebroadcasts a first-

seen broadcast message only if it is a member of the MCDS.

The selection of MCDS is a distributed procedure. Nodes

decide whether to join the MCDS by themsevles. The MCDS

set is connected and cover all nodes in the network.

Therefore, all nodes can receive those broadcasting

messages. The protocol is optimized when the size of

MCDS is the minimum. An approximation algorithm concluded

from observations is used by OSPF-MCDS [1]. The details

are presented in section 2.2.1.

2. Protocol Functioning

This section presents the packet formats and procedures

to process and broadcast messages. 2.1 describes the

format of control messages used in OSPF-MCDS. Packet

processing and broadcast are presented in 2.2. A technique

to reduce collision of control messages is introduced in

2.4.

2.1. Packet Formats

OSPF-MCDS has three sub protocols, hello protocol, GCDS

protocol, and link state synchronize protocol. All

messages are using IP data packet with one unique

protocol types. We use one un-assigned numbers, 168, in

our draft and implementations.
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Four packet types are defined in OSPF-MCDS, HELLO packet

(H), Link Database Description (LDD), Link State Description

(LSD) and Interface and/or Prefix Declaration (IPD). The

following sections present details.

In this version, we assume that these control messages are

sent in SEND_TIME_INTERVAL seconds. Thus, control packets

in one buffer can share the same IP and MAC headers.

2.1.1. General Header

The basic layout of any packet formats in OSPF-MCDS is as

shown follows (omitting the IP headers):

0 1 2 3 ...

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| T | Packet body ...

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

T: packet type

+-------+------+

| T | Type |

+-------+------+

| 0x00 | H |

+-------+------+

| 0x01 | LDD |
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+-------+------+

| 0x10 | LSD |

+-------+------+

| 0x11 | IPD |

+-------+------+

2.1.2. HELLO Message (H)

A HELLO message includes the list of newly detected neighbors.

The general packet format is shown as follows.

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

|0 0| N | Neighbor ID List ...

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

N: No. of New Neighbors. The maximum value is 63. If the

number of new neighbor is larger than the maximum value,

another HELLO message will be used.

The neighbor List contains IDs of those new neighboring nodes:

0 1 2 3

8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| Neighbor ID |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
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: :

: :

2.1.3. Link Database Description (LDD)

Link database description messages are used to exchange link

state information between nodes.

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

|0 1| PAD |# of Link Lists| Link Lists ...

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

PAD: PAD is reserved. It can be used for checksums in the

future.

# of Link Lists: The number of link list in this message.

The format of one Link List is shown as follows:

1 2 3 4

6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| No. of edges | Sub Tree Root ID

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| Edge List ...

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
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No. of edges: the size of the Edge List in this Link List.

Edges in one Link List share one common end node.

Sub Tree Root ID: The router ID of the root node, which is

the common end node of those edges in this list.

Note that the maximum value of the number of edges is 255.

If it is not enough for a link list, another link list will

be used. An Edge List is formed by edge entries, which consists

node id of the other end point of one edge, sequence number

of this edge and the cost for this edge. The details are shown

below:

4 5 6 7

4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| Node ID i |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

|Sequence Number| Edge Cost | Next Node ID ... ...

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

2.1.4. Link State Description (LSD)

Link state descriptions are used to propagate topology changes

in the network right after any topology changes.

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
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|1 0|T| PAD | Node ID of one endpoint

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

|Sequence Number| Node ID of the other endpoint

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| (Link Cost) |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

T: the sub type for the link state.

+-------+---------+

| T | Type |

+-------+---------+

| 0x0 | Link UP|

+-------+---------+

| 0x1 |Link DOWN|

+-------+---------+

PAD: PAD is reserved. It can be used for checksums in the

future.

Other parameters are defined by their names. Note that the

Link Cost field will be used only for link-up events.

2.1.5 Interface and/or Prefix Declaration (IPD)

Interface and/or Prefix Declaration (IPD) is used to

broadcast the information of interfaces and/or subnets

attached to a node.
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0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

|1 1| PAD | # of Entries | Description entries ...

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

One node description is used to describe the interface(s)

or/and subnets attached to one node:

1 2 3 4

6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| Router ID |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

|# of interfaces| IP list ...

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

: :

: :

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| # of sub nets | Prefix list ...

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

: :

: :

Here, the IP list represents all the interfaces that are

broadcasted by node i and the prefix list shows all the

sub nets that are broadcasted by node i. The format of

these two lists are shown as follows.
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The IP list is:

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| IP i [0] |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| IP i [1] |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

: :

: :

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| IP i [m-1] |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

The prefix list is:

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| Prefix Addr i [0] |

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

| Netmask | Next Prefix Addr i [1] ...

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

: :

: :

Note that the Netmask field is an integer. For example,

netmask 32 represents 255.255.255.255 and netmask 24

represents 255.255.255.0.

2.2. Packet Processing and Broadcasting
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This protocol provides nodes with full copy of the network

topology. Nodes run an algorithm to decide whether it is

in the MCDS. MCSD nodes can re-broadcast first seen control

messages. Details are presented in the following sections.

2.2.1. Minimal Connected Dominating Set (MCDS)

Approximation algorithms for minimal connected dominating

set (MCDS) are presented in this section. The global

algorithm can be used when the channel error rate is low

and the local algorithm is recommended when the channel

error rate is high.

2.2.1.1 Global CDS Algorithm

The global CDS algorithm assumes that all nodes maintain

local copies of the entire topology. If the channel error

rate is high, the distributed topologies may require long

converge time. Thus, this algorithm is recommended in an

environment with low channel communication error rate.

Every node runs the same algorithm in two stages. All nodes

will be examined in the first stage. We categorize MCDS

nodes into two types. POTENTIAL MCDS node implies that a

node has a high possibility of being a MCDS node, while

PRIMARY MCDS node means that this node has to be in the

MCDS. PRIMARY MCDS nodes include all the nodes that have
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at least one close neighbor set and at least one neighbor

that is not in that neighbor set. A node i becomes a

POTENTIAL MCDS node if all of its neighbors form a close

neighbor set, and node i has the largest degree comparing

with other neighbors. In case of a tie, the node with

larger ID wins. This rule also breaks ties in the

following cases. (Note that if the network is fully

connected, no one will be chosen as a MCDS node.) If an

open neighbor set of node i is detected, and one exit

node that covers all neighbors has larger degree than

node i, node i will maintain its type. Otherwise, it

is a POTENTIAL MCDS. For all the other cases, nodes become

non-MCDS nodes. Note that a node with degree of 1 is

always a non-MCDS node. [1]

This algorithm assigns MCDS or non-MCDS nodes with proper

types in the first stage. In the second stage, it will

check POTENTIAL MCDS nodes by the ascending order of node

ids. (We tried using the order of node degrees, but it

does not improve the performance in term of the average

size of MCDS.) For each POTENTIAL MCDS node, if its MCDS

neighbors cover all of its neighbors, and they are

connected in the entire potential MCDS, this node becomes

a non-MCDS node. [1]

2.2.1.2 Local CDS Algorithm

The local CDS algorithm constructs the MCDS only based
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on the node set including nodes that are in the three-hop

range. Therefore, if the channel error rate is high, the

distributed MCDS results can converge as long as nodes

have correct three-hop range information, which does not

require a long time. Therefore, this algorithm is

recommended in an environment with high packet error rate.

Every node runs the same algorithm in two stages. Only

nodes within two-hop range will be examined in the first

stage. The algorithm in this stage is the exactly same

as the one in the first stage of the global CDS algorithm

presented in 2.2.1.1.

The local CDS algorithm assigns MCDS or non-MCDS nodes

with proper types in the first stage. In the second stage,

if the center node is a POTENTIAL MCDS node, its MCDS

neighbors will be checked. If its MCDS neighbors with

larger node IDs and PRIMARY MCDS neighbors with smaller

IDs cover all of its neighbor nodes, and these MCDS

neighbors are connected, the center node becomes a non-

MCDS node.

2.2.2. Neighbor Sensing

If the link layer can provide the neighbor detection, the

function described in this section can be ignore (Refer to

Section 3).
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A new link is considered as stable iff the number of control

package (a package may contain one or more control messages)

heard recently (within Dead Interval time, which is defined

in the following paragraph) reaches the number_of_messages_

heard_before_reply (default value is 2). The neighbor

sensing starts to work only after the new link is stable.

OSPF-MCDS uses a simple hello protocol to detect neighboring

nodes. A router can have multiple interfaces that are used

for OSPF-MCDS routing. Each interface periodically broadcasts

a HELLO message. The periodic time for HELLO messages is a

user-defined value, named Hello Interval. If a new HELLO

message is received (after the corresponding link is stable),

the sender IP will be added to the receiver’s next HELLO

message as the router ID for that new neighbor. If a node

receives a HELLO message containing its ID, a two-way

connection is up. When the sender has smaller node ID, the

receiver sends a link LSD Link UP if there is no LDD

message to be sent soon (Refer to Section 2.2.3.).

Otherwise, the new neighbor’s IP address will be included

in the next Hello.

If an expected HELLO message is missing in a period of Dead

Interval time, the generator of that HELLO message is

considered as lost. In other words, a link is down. In the

implementation, a counter is set for each neighbor, recording

the number of missing HELLO messages. If a HELLO message

is received from this neighbor, this counter is reset to
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zero. Each time when the center node generates a HELLO

message, this counter is increased by one. The neighbor

expires once the counter reaches the maximum allowed value.

In this draft, we named the maximum number of allowed missed

HELLO messages the Dead Interval.

Assume that where S1 is the previous state, S2 is the next

state, c (if not NULL) is the condition, e is the event,

and a is the corresponding action. Therefore, an FSM

entry S1: c:e/a S2 can be represented by following example:

+--+ c:e/a +--+

|S1| -------->|S2|

+--+ +--+

The finite state machine for neighbors is demenstrated below.

RecvNonHello or

+--------+ OneWayLink:RecvHello/ReplyHello +--------+

|NBS_Down|-----------------------------------> |NBS_1Way| <--+

+--------+ +--------+ |

\ TwoWayLink:RecvHello/ReplyHello_LinkUP/| |

\ / +---------+

\ / RecvNonHello

\TwoWayLink:RecvHello/ReplyHello / or

\ +--------+ / OneWayLink:

+---> |NBS_2Way| <-+ / RecvHello/

+--------+ |RecvNonHello/ / ReplyHello
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| | | NoAction /

TwoWayLink: | +-----+ /

RecvHello/ | /

LinkUP | +--------+ /

+--> | NBS_UP |<---+

+--------+<---+

| |

+-----------+

RecvHello/NoAction

+--------+ TimeOut/NoAction +--------+

|NBS_1Way| -----------------------------------> |NBS_Down|<-+

| or | +--> +--------+ |

|NBS_2Way| / | |

+--------+ / +----+

/ TimeOut/

/ Down_nbr_expire

/

+--------+ /

| NBS_UP |------------------------+

+--------+ TimeOut/LinkDown

2.2.3. Topology Update

A topology update is triggered when a link is up or down.

Link State Description (LSD)is used for this procedure.
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When a new link is up, the neighbor node with larger ID set

the sequence number and send an LSD message to declare the

link-up event. When an old link is down, both end nodes

broadcast the Link DOWN event using an LSD message. Note

that in case of a link-up, the neighbor node does not send

an LSD message if there is only two nodes in its link state

database. In other words, all known nodes in the network

have the knowledge of this new link and there is no need

to broadcast it. Similarly, in case of a link down event,

a neighboring node of that link does not send an LSD

message if there is no neighbor node in its neighbor list.

If a LDD periodic message is going be to sent soon (Refer

to Section 2.2.4 for the definition), an LSD Link UP

message is not forwarded. Otherwise, when the GCDS

algorithm is used, an MCDS node rebroadcast any first-

seen LSD messages. If the local CDS algorithm is used,

an MCDS node rebroadcast a LSD Link UP message if this

new link is within the three-hop range, i.e., the minimum

hop counts from this MCDS node to any end node of this new

link is equal or less than 3. This is used to guarantee

the identical calculation results of MCDS nodes at

distributed nodes. If the LSD describes a link down event,

it is forwarded by MCDS nodes even if the local CDS

algorithm is used. This is used to guarantee that no one

uses this link in its shortest path tree. In case of a

link change, the shortest paths to all destinations are

recalculated.
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When an edge is inserted into the local database via a

LSD message, it is possible that the next synchronization

message for this link might not come in tie since the

LSD is transmitted immediately while the link

synchronization is propagated via MCDS nodes which may

has a longer delay. Therefore, the first synchronization

is expected to arrive longer than ordinary next

synchronization. To handle this problem, the link

expiration time for this link is set to be twice as the

normal expiration time (Refer to Section 2.2.4 for the

setting of expiration for edges).

Proof in [3] shows that by the schemes described in this

section and Section 2.2.4, OSPF-MCDS can work properly

without the guaranteed delivery support from the

underlying MAC layer protocols.

2.2.4. Topology Synchronization

There is a counter associated with the HELLO protocol.

When a HELLO message is sent, the counter is increased

by one. When the counter reaches a pre-defined maximum

value, say 3, the counter is reset and the node also

sends a periodic broadcast of its local link state

database. When the counter is smaller than the pre-defined

maximum value by one, we say that this node is going to

broadcast link state database soon. In this case, there
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is no LSD Link UP message to be forwarded or sent by

this node before the counter reaches the maximum value

(refer to Section 2.2.3).

Non-MCDS nodes only broadcast part of its neighbor list

in which nodes are non-MCDS and have smaller node IDs.

The senders increase the sequence numbers of these edges

by one before the control message is generated.

MCDS nodes broadcast its neighbor list and full copy of

their local link state databases using LDD messages.

MCDS nodes also increase the sequence numbers of

neighboring edges that connect to neighbors with small

IDs.

Note that a neighbor node is not added into the LDD message

if the counter for that neighbor is one less than the

maximum allowed missing HELLO messages. Similarly, if

the counter for an edge is one less than the maximum

allowed missing synchronization, this edge is excluded

from the corresponding LDD message.

When a node receives an LDD message, the sequence number

of each link state description in this message is checked

with the local copy. If the received one has a later

sequence number (refer to Section 8), the local link

state is updated. If there is no local copy for one link

entry, this link is considered to be a new link and
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processed as if a LSD Link UP message is received.

Similar to the counter used for neighbors, there is also

a counter for each edge. If an edge is refreshed by a

LDD message, i.e., the received link state entry is

later than the local copy, the counter is reset to zero.

Each time when a node generates a periodic broadcast

message, the counters for all edges are increased by one.

If the counter for a link reaches the maximum allowed

value, this edge expires in the local link state database.

This maximum allowed value is called as Synchronization

Time. Expired edges are stored in a temporary database

together with their sequence numbers. This is because

that these edges may not expire at a neighbor node.

If this neighbor node broadcasts these edges, the receiver

can detect that these are expired edges based on the

temporary database.

If any link expires before the generating of the next

broadcast message, the MCDS is re-selected and the

shortest paths to all possible destinations are re-

calculated.

2.2.5. Sending Control Messages

Messages are buffered if there is no HELLO message

waiting to be sent. In other words, only HELLO message

can trigger the sending of control messages. This is
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used to combine multiple control messages into one packet

and these messages can share the same IP and MAC

headers which usually have large sizes compared to our

control messages.

2.2.6. MCDS Maintaining When Connectivity Changes

Before a LDD is sent, the local link state database is

visited. If there is a link state changes, the MCDS is re-

calculated.

2.2.7. Topology Discovery

OSPF-MCDS uses the Dijstra shortest path routing algorithm

to find routes to all possible destinations. Here the cost

of each link is defined by the sum of the costs of two end

nodes (more specifically, it is the sum of costs of two

sender interfaces). Based on previous sections, a full

copy of the network topology is maintained in every nodes.

Therefore, optimum routing is possible.

2.2.7.1. Shortest Path Routing

OSPF-MCDS uses Dijstra algorithm. Detail is omitted.

2.2.7.2. Associated Networks and Hosts

Nodes use Interface and/or Prefix Declaration (IPD) packets
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to declare all associated interfaces and network prefixes.

By this control message, OSPF-MCDS can work with traditional

wired network. User can use a configuration file to indicate

which associated interfaces and/or sub nets take part in the

OSPF-MCDS routing. OSPF-MCDS broadcasts the IPD messages

to all nodes in the network via the MCDS.

2.3. Multiple Interfaces

We assume that any node has at most one interface in one

subnet. One copy of OSPF-MCDS runs in one subnet. If a node

connects to more than one subnet, this node is called a

gateway node. It converts the link state information in

one subnet into net information and forward them to other

subnets in the IPD format.

Assume two gateway nodes, say i and j, both connect to

two clusters, say C1 and C2. If node i receives a IPD

originated from j in C1 which contains some net or nice

addresses in C2, node i simply skips these destinations

when it converts its link state database in C1 for C2.

This is used to avoid potential deadlock between C1 and C2.

2.4. Collision Avoidance

Nodes use a random Jitter to adjust the time to send control

messages. The random adjust time is uniformly distributed

between [-Jitter, +Jitter]. Users can define their own
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Jitter values. This will help nodes to avoid synchronized

replies to a certain control message.

3. Clustering

TBD.

4. Optional Link Layer Notification

If link layer provides notifications for new link-up or

old link-down events, OSPF-MCDS can work without the hello

protocol. In other words, OSPF-MCDS does not need the

hello protocol. This can save bandwidth. If a packet

forwarded to a neighbor failed due to link down, the

shortest path tree can be recalculated and the packet can

be forwarded to another proper neighbor following a new

shortest path. This can improve throughput and end-to-end

delay metrics.

5. Security Considerations

TBD.

6. IPv6 Considerations

TBD.

7. Proposed Values for the Constants
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Hello Interval (interval time between HELLO packets): 1.0 sec

Dead Interval (number of HELLO): 3

Timeout (number of HELLO): 3

Synchronization Time (number of HELLO): 3

Jitter: 0.2 sec

number_of_messages_heard_before_reply: 2

The default values here are experiment values, not

recommended values.

8. Sequence Numbers

The sequence number from 0x0, and is increased by one

after it is used for updating new link states. Note that

length of the binary sequence number is 8 bits. So when

the sequence number reaches the maximum value, it will

change back to 0x0.

Assume that we try to compare two sequence number, say

s1 and s2. If (s1 > s2 and s1 - s2 < Max_Sequence_Number/2)

or (s1 < s2 and s2 - s1 > Max_Sequence_Number /2), we

say s1 is larger than s2.
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